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ABSTRACT

COMPETENCIES REQUIRED OF HUMAN RESOURCE PROFESSIONALS 
IN THE GOVERNMENT CONTRACTING INDUSTRY

Dawn Denise Boyer 
Old Dominion University, 2012 

Graduate Director: Dr. Ginger Watson-Papelis 
Dissertation Committee Chair: Dr. Cynthia Tomovic

The purpose of this study was to determine if a unique set of Knowledge, Skills, and 

Abilities (KSAs) were required of Human Resource Practitioners (HRPs) in federal-level 

Government Contracting Companies (GCC) in the United States. Study results identified 

additional sets of HR-related KSAs to perform with minimum competency within a government- 

contracting environment. The results of this study can assist in creation and development of 

training or education curriculum for HRPs interested in or currently working in GCCs. Study 

results provided parameters for job descriptions for HRP recruitment within GCCs and HRP 

promotional opportunities.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

Many government contracting companies (GCCs) who provide services and products to 

federal, state, and local governments have Human Resource Professionals or Human Resource 

Practitioners (HRPs) working to administratively support the employees working for these entities. 

GCCs may provide support to government organizations or departments via simple janitorial 

contracts, general information and technical services, and construction contracting. In more 

complicated deliverables, the GCCs provide via defense related contracts services such as 

intelligence analysis to manufacturing computer hardware, weapons' parts, and aerospace 

vehicles (airplanes, helicopters, and rockets). Other contracts provide the building of engines of 

war such as nuclear carriers and nuclear bombs in war-fighting programs. These GCCs may use 

the General Services Administration (GSA) as one sample of a contract vehicle to provide 

services to or sell directly to the government, if there is a unique non-competitive service (sole 

service provider) no other company can provide.

In the last half-century, the business arena of GCCs providing services and products 

directly to federal, state, and local area government entities has grown exponentially. However, 

the recent economic recession (2008-2012) has pressed tighter budget restrictions on all 

companies, but most especially on GCC companies’ profit margins as all levels of government 

(agencies and departments) have been increasingly reducing or canceling contracts (Sherk,

2010). President Barack Obama noted his intention to curtail funding for external contractors 

(sequestration) to perform work for the government (Newell, 2010, Obama, 2009). The potential 

decrease in available contract work puts more pressure on Human Resource Professionals 

(HRPs) to accomplish more within their job description and scope. In turn, this may pressure the 

HRPs to learn new knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs).

HRPs working for GCCs may be called on to perform tasks and responsibilities unique or 

additional to compliance issues practiced by general HRPs. The history of the exponential growth 

of government contracting (federal, state, and local), prompted congress to concentrate on 

enacting contracting-specific laws, oversight agencies, (the avoidance of) conflict of interest



legislation and executive orders. These compliance actions helped to avoid political backlash, 

favoritism, and cronyism, which was rampant between WWI and the Vietnam era (“Federal 

Contracts Training Center,” 2011).

Government contractors are usually required to hire a special cadre of contract support 

employees (not to be confused with HRPs) requiring unique qualifications to support contract 

deliverables. Special training is usually provided internally by the HRPs or contracted to external 

vendors to the GCCs. HRPs must be aware of the minimum training or skills’ requirements within 

a contract or required by GCCs via the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR). Some specific 

topics covered by this contract-required training are ethics, drug- and alcohol-free workplace, 

harassment, time charge methods and policies, and human trafficking (Federal Acquisition 

Regulations, 2005).

This study’s goal is to demonstrate HRPs, working in GCCs, must know more than non

government contracting HRPs about employment practices and about the business arena in 

which they are working. GCCs may be required to abide by more employment law mandates, 

executive orders (EO), and contract compliance regulations than are non-government contracting 

businesses (SHRM, 2010; CCH, 2001; Keller, 2010). A HRP is the ’go-to’ person for reviewing, 

understanding, analysis, and advice on compliance information as it pertains to the government 

contract. To understand the paradigms for unique government contracting knowledge, the HRP 

also must be in the industry for years to experience and understand the business model (SHRM, 

2010; HRCI, 2010). Years of experience help HRPs to comprehend the scope and depth of the 

required laws, EOs, and regulations, as well as the level of oversight from regulatory agencies 

(e.g., Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP)).

The assumption is HRPs working within GCCs vendors to the federal government need 

unique and additional knowledge requirements. GCC HRPs must have an understanding of their 

employer’s business dealings with the government -  including details of the contract(s) -  to 

protect the company (contract vendor) from liability, as well as contract liabilities or losses 

through debarment, which could potentially bankrupt a company. GCC HRPs’ objectives are to 

support the contract employees who supply the products or services, called deliverables, to the
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federal government within the contract vehicle. GCC HRPs are also responsible for providing and 

ensuring specialized training and development programs in relation to the contract and federal 

government mandated requirements for GSA vendors or government contractors. In essence, 

competent GCC HRPs working within the defense industry must have specialized knowledge, 

training, skills, capabilities, and education, as well as aptitudes in the form of minimum 

competencies to perform their uniquely niched job.

The potential of politics- and economic-driven (Obama administration goals and 

sequestration) reduction of government contractors may force GCCs to look critically at staff 

positions for reduction-in-force layoffs. This means HRPs without the additional knowledge, 

education, training, or experience in the vital support services related to GCCs may be scrutinized 

closer for lay-offs. HRPs who do have these unique KSAs are likely to be far more desirable, 

hirable, and retainable (Elswick, 2001; Mandal, 2008; Meisinger, 2004).

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

This study aims to determine if there is a delta of knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) 

that are considered competencies required of human resource practitioners in a management (or 

executive) position to perform minimum expectations related to tasks and responsibilities for 

administrative support needs in a government contracting company. Tasks and responsibilities 

researched fall within the responsibilities of general human resources management, legal 

compliance, benefits, employee relations, training and development, safety, compensation plans, 

and security (worksite and clearances) of employees.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

This study started with a face-validated, conceptual model of human resources practices. 

This conceptual model was considered a standard for business by human resources practitioners 

and used as a baseline to accomplish the following research goals:

1) Determine if any additional knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) can be identified 

that a HRP must acquire as minimum competencies to perform tasks and 

responsibilities unique to a government contracting business.

2) Determine whether the elements (KSAs) within that identified higher-order model
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that emerge can be rated, then ranked, thereby resulting in the creation of a higher- 

order model based on the identification of themes or sub-themes for KSAs within 

human resources practice for companies who are government contractors.

A straw-model for KSAs within the practice of human resources was created based on a 

review of the literature. The straw-model was confirmed by subject matter expert HR practitioners 

in government contracting who acted as validating specialists in this study. The straw-model gave 

the Delphi panelists a framework to which they could add KSA suggestions, thus resulting in the 

development of the higher-order model.

BACKGROUND

This research study reaches into the government contracting business. Defense is one of 

the more significant segments of government contracting on a federal level. Other arenas of 

government contracting are services, manufacturing, and sales of products to non-defense-based 

government agencies, on federal, state, and local levels. This research study seeks to find out if 

the working environment is unique and if there are specialized KSAs required to perform to 

minimum competency within a uniquely niched job-set. Finding a set of specialized KSAs would 

suggest a higher-order model of minimum competencies for HRPs exists. The focus of this study 

is to determine whether this is the case, and if so, this higher-order model may impact training of 

HRPs that work within the government-contracting arena.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

The results of this study can be used to fill an existing gap in literature on unique 

knowledge, skills, and abilities for human resource practitioners in the government contracting 

business environment. This study was significant because there was no unique training or 

development identified for this niche market of workers who’s current options may only be to learn 

about the government contracting trade via On-The-Job-Training (OJT), from peers or mentors, 

or through negative experience (failures, omissions, mistakes, etc.). The core focus for HRP 

KSAs is present in many certification or degree programs (SHRM, 2011). Developing a 

specialized training and development program targeting learning objectives related to HR-related 

tasks, KSAs, and responsibilities within GCCs would be pivotal to performing to minimal
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standards the tasks and responsibilities in a GCC leadership position. This training could provide 

new career paths and promotional opportunities for better performance in this niche job -  or to 

break into the GCC industry. Recruiting outcomes for placement could use a higher-order model 

to create an enhanced HRP job description for GCCs. Classification and compensation plans 

may also be enriched by the higher-order model and used to delineate job descriptions and 

minimum performance expectations for performance reviews. If a set of specialized KSAs is 

found, a higher-order model has the potential to improve recruiting activity results, provide more 

direction for career-based promotional activities, guide the curriculum for educational and/or 

training programs, or even to develop compensation plans for salary or bonus determinations.

LIMITATIONS

The purpose of this study was to generate a conceptual higher-order model of 

competencies for HRPs within the government contracting industry. One limitation was to identify 

a unique set of all HR KSAs competencies that were not standardized as knowledge or skill 

requirements for HRPs working in non-GCC industries. The model was not designed to identify all 

KSAs of HRPs within GCC industries, but to attempt to identify as many as feasible within the 

limited time of the study.

Participants in this modified-Delphi study were management professionals with at least 

five years, or 10,000 hours, of experience in human resources and self-selected as volunteers. 

Cost and access to participants were addressed by using the Internet and digital 

communications. A Delphi could result in the research taking months to complete, the 

participants could drop out from ‘fatigue’, or the participants could simply ‘go along’ with the 

others because they have lost interest in the topic (Clayton, 1997; Tersine & Riggs, 1976; Turoff, 

1975). Sampling errors may be present in collected Delphi data by misinterpretation of qualitative 

coding.

ASSUMPTIONS

The study is based on the assumption there is a unique set of identifiable work-related 

competencies for HRPs whom work within the government contracting industry that can be 

identified as additional to baseline KSA competencies required by non-government contracting
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businesses. It is assumed a higher-order model of additionally required competencies (KSAa) 

could be of benefit to management level HRPs as guidelines for practices, as well as executive 

stakeholders in GCCs who invest in the Knowledge Practices (KPs) of the company itself. 

Performance evaluations, for example, could include aspects of the KSA concept higher-order 

model of competencies to direct learning paths to promote career growth. Additionally, the 

conceptual higher-order model of HRP KSA competencies could provide a basis upon which job 

descriptions are created within compensation plans, and recruiting practices for job placement. 

Job classifications within compensation programs can be used to describe skills and knowledge 

for varying levels of HRP compensation using this higher-order model. If a set of specialized 

KSAs is found, a higher-order model can guide the curriculum for educational and/or training 

programs, or used to develop compensation plans for salary or bonus determinations.

It was assumed the panel of HRP SMEs could provide a listing of many, if not all, KSA 

competencies required of HRPs who work within the government contracting industry. It was also 

assumed all competencies may never be identified or understood, from a post-positive research 

theory, in that knowledge is conjectural and generally retains the idea of objective truth (Campbell 

& Russo, 1999). Identified competencies may have limited direct relationships to similar skills.

Participating modified-Delphi panelists in this study were identified as having the 

background and knowledge (regardless of level of education) and have 10,000+ hours of 

experience in a field of expertise. Background, knowledge, and experience are assumed to have 

enabled them to participate as a Subject Matter Expert (SME) and from a perspective of having 

worked within human resources and the government contracting industry.

This study attempted to identify organizations or institutions with programs of instruction 

on the unique competencies required of HRPs who work within the government contracting 

industry, but found none; thus it is assumed no such programs exist. Some organizations 

(described in Chapter II) provide HR-related training, providing modules including knowledge 

competencies this research study has identified (SHRM Learning System, 2009).

Other assumptions are noted as follows. There is an unknown, and unidentifiable, total 

number of HRPs in the GCC industry. These HRPs may not be cognizant of unique HR practices
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for GCCs (finance, contracts, specialized recruiting, ethics, GCC-specific laws, regulations, DoD 

security and clearances, or other executive orders) identified as KSAs. Based on the results of 

the study, there may be a need for a change agent - training based on identifiable KSAs -  

enabling HRPs to obtain minimum (or more) competencies to perform their jobs with a greater 

return on investment (ROI). HRP managers may lack the specialized competencies or a ‘delta’ of 

KSAs, desire to improve performance, or to become eligible for promotional opportunities.

PROCEDURES

The literature review identified a standardized set of HR KSA competencies taught by 

colleges and universities, as well as industry and trade organizations. A straw-model of KSA 

competencies was developed based on a literature review (SHRM, 2010; CEBS, 2011) and 

learning objectives from multiple college and university courses (degrees or certification 

programs) in human resources or organizational management disciplines. The literature review 

also included a review of employment-related regulatory law and executive orders as they 

reflected KSAs. The straw-model created from the literature was then face-validated by a 

committee of SME HRP specialists.

This study used a modified-Delphi, conducted in Phases and Rounds. The first Phase 

enabled a face-validation of a straw-model. Once the straw-model was established, HRPs and 

Project Managers in the government contracting industry were contacted for interest in 

participating in the study. A pool of 20 subjects were initially targeted to keep a satisfactory 

quorum of SMEs of at least 10-15 panelists within the study and to account for attrition. Using the 

modified-Delphi technique of multiple rounds of questions and consensus building, the subject 

matter expert HRPs provided input to survey questions, which included open-ended questions. 

Once the phases and multiple rounds documented a consensus with the panelists, the 

conceptual higher-order model was completed.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

The following terms are noted to assist the reader with acronyms and definitions used 

within the study and/or terms generic to the human resources or government contracting industry: 

Contract Company Employees (CCEs) -  an uniquely skilled employee working directly for a



GCC vendor, but within a government contract vehicle; in most cases working in a 

government facility, office, or location performing contract tasks and/or responsibilities for 

the government, or a government supervisor, but pay-rolled by the GCC vendor.

Central Contractor Registry (CCR) -  The CCR is defined as a system by which US Federal

Contractor Registration gives small businesses access to the same tools and strategies 

used by Fortune 500 companies contracting with the government (“The United States 

Federal Contractor Registration,” 2012). In the later part of 2012, the federal government 

changed this by merging all the separate systems into the Systems for Award 

Management (SAM). The newer platform integrates eight federal procurement systems 

(CCR, FedReg, ORCA, EPLS, CFDA, eSRS, FBO, FPDS-NG, FSRS, PPIRS, and 

WDOL) and the Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance.

Delphi, Modified-Delphi, Delphi Technique, Modified Delphi Method -  a method of research 

employing opinions and subsequent consensus between subject matter experts or 

experienced practitioners in a unique subject or field for forecasting (Linstone & Turoff, 

1975). The process uses a communication technique, originally developed as a 

structured, systematic, interactive method, which relies on a panel of experts to forecast 

answers anonymously, ending with a consensus -  or convergence -  of 'the correct 

answer’ (Turoff & Linstone, 1970). A modified-Delphi is used for obtaining a consensus 

to a theory, question, or solution versus forecasting or exploratory decision-making.

Federal Acquisition Registry (FAR) -  a manual used by government contract companies

(vendors) to determine correct procedures, policies, requirements, and contract work as a 

guideline for actions, tasks, and responsibilities specifically or not specifically outlined by 

the government contract (vehicle) for the government contact companies (FAR, 2011).

General Services Administration (GSA) - The GSA oversees the business of the U.S. federal 

government and assists in supplying federal purchasers with cost-effective, high-quality 

products and services from commercial vendors. The GSA may also provide work sites 

(offices) for federal employees and has oversight for the preservation of historic federal 

properties. Its policies cover travel, property, and management practices to promote



efficient government operations (General Services Administration, 2010).

Government Contracting Companies (GCC) -  vendors who provide services or products to

federal, state, or local governments via contract vehicles, but are not government entities, 

agencies, or departments.

Government Service (GS) -  a generic (employment) description of persons who work for 

federal, state, or local government entities (e.g., Department of Energy (DoE),

Department of Defense (DoD), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), a state-level 

department of education, or local city treasurer’s office). These employees do not work 

for private commercial businesses or publically traded companies, but directly for the 

federal, state, or local government(s).

Human Resources (HR) -  a generic industry acronym used to reference Human Resources 

Management (HRM), Human Resources Administration (HRA), Human Capital 

Management (HCM), and/or Human Resources Development (HRD). HR is defined as 

the task of measuring the cause and effect relationship of various (HR) programs and 

policies on the financial goals and objectives of a company; training and development of 

employees including career planning and development (hiring), organizational 

development, performance management and assessment, and training and development; 

policies, systems, and practices influencing employee performance, attitudes, and 

behavior; and developing employees through organizational training and development for 

the purpose of improving performance (Mondy & Noe, 2005; Noe, Hollenbeck, Gerhart, & 

Wright, 2009; Swanson & Holton, 2001).

Human Resources Professional or Human Resources Practitioner (HRP) -  generic industry 

term for those who work within the HR field with job titles such as; HR assistant, HR 

associate, HR clerk, recruiter, payroll clerk, benefits manager, compensation or 

classification analyst or manager, HR manager or director, compliance and labor law 

analyst or manager, workers compensation, or OSHA safety analyst (Bureau of Labor 

Statistics, 2010).

Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSAs) -  general job descriptions of minimum qualifying



competencies, education, training, and capabilities within a trade or career, sometimes 

referred to as cultural competencies within a working environment (Johnson,

Lenartowicz, & Apud, 2006).

Society of Human Resources Management (SHRM) -  The SHRM professional trade

organization focuses on serving HR professionals with resources and advancing the HR 

profession. This organization sponsors and partners with the Human Resources 

Certification Institute (HRCI) for HR-related certification programs (SHRM, 2010).

Subject Matter Expert (SME) • A person within a position, with education or training, and/or

experience, with a greater-than-normal expertise or insight relative to a system, technical 

or operational discipline, or process...participating in verification, validation, development, 

accreditation, or use of a model or simulation (Pace & Sheehan, 2002). A SME is one 

who attains their superior performance by instruction and practice of approximately

10,000 hours (Rule of 10,000) (Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Rdmer, 1993; Ericsson & 

Kintsch, 1995; Ericsson, 1996). A SME is also considered a 'Maven' -  an expert or 

connoisseur of collected information (Dictionary.referrence.com, 2012; Gladwell, 2000).

SUMMARY AND OVERVIEW OF CHAPTERS 

The purpose of this study was to determine whether there is a list of unique 

competencies or KSAs required by HRPs in the government contracting industry related to 

management of compliance, employee relations, safety, and security. The first step in this study 

was to create a conceptual model of HR competencies of businesses operating in non

government contracting industries. The purpose of this study was to identify competencies that 

were unique to HRP KSAs working in the GCC environment in an attempt to create a higher- 

order model of KSAs. The assumption was that there are unique competencies that could be 

identified, rated and ranked for importance, thereby supporting the development of the said 

higher-order model. The study had potential to improve several HR-related activities, including: 

recruiting, promotional career tracking, guide curriculum development for training and/or 

educational programs, or used to develop compensation plans for HRPs working in GCCs.

This study comprises five chapters. Chapter I provided a description of the study and
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explained the problem of identifying a unique set of KSA competencies within a specific industry. 

Included in this chapter was the statement of the problem, the background and significance of the 

study, limitations, and basic assumptions. Definitions were included to provide the reader with 

basic understanding of industry specific terms used within this study. Chapter II includes the 

review of literature and research of information related to the government contracting industry,

HR baseline knowledge and skill sets relative to general practices and issues of concern relevant 

to HRP KSAs relevant to the government contracting industry. The review of literature explores 

competencies within the HR industry and parallels to distinctive issues in government contracting. 

Chapter III will describe the methods and procedures used to gather data for the study. It will 

demonstrate how the methods and procedures of a Delphi study were used and how the data 

was reviewed, compiled, and analyzed. Chapter IV describes the research and data in further 

detail. It describes the methodology of the data compilation, what details were analyzed within the 

study, and viewpoints of SMEs’ opinions of whether there are distinct competencies required for 

government contracting industry HRPs or identification of new issues for discussion. Chapter V 

provides results of the SMEs’ data, a summarization, and draws conclusions about the 

competencies for the selected population within the government contracting industry and 

observations on the end results of the competencies against job qualifications. These conclusions 

may be used to support further studies in the future related to the achievement of human 

resources industry specific certifications in the government contracting environment.
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Chapter II includes a review of the literature including research of information related to 

human resource (HR) knowledge, skill, and ability sets relative to industry knowledge considered 

part of baseline competency. Competency factors are also of interest for HRPs working within the 

government contracting industry, including compliance, employee relations, safety, and security. 

The review of literature explores competencies within the HR industry and parallels of distinctive 

competencies additionally required or expected of HR practitioners within the government- 

contracting sector. The history and background of government contracting is also investigated to 

link HRP competencies to the industry. The background and design of Delphi methodologies is 

explored in relation to the importance of this study.

The History of Human Resources Management (HRM)

Human resource management (HRM) is a broad field encompassing multiple disciplines 

and concentrations, and at multiple levels of management (Blancero, Boroski, & Dyer, 1996). 

HRPs must wear several hats, (a) supervisor, (b) manager, (c) counselor, (d) trainer, and (e) 

recruiter, as well as (f) senior management team member (Drucker, 1954). Some HRPs have 

sub-specialties under the broad umbrella of HRM and cover diverse responsibilities including: (a) 

organizational development or organizational behavior (OD/OB), (b) personnel management 

(PM), (c) human capital management, (d) human resource development (HRD), (e) labor 

(industrial) and employee relations management, (f) legislative compliance, (g) benefits and 

compensation planning, (h) recruiting and retention, (i) termination, (j) diversity, (k) Human 

Resource Information Systems (HRIS) management, (I) training and development (T&D), (m) 

supervision, and (n) safety -  are considered part of the HRM field (SHRM, 2011). In the 21st 

century, the HRM function became more complex -  often resulting in formation of multiple HR 

departments, or divisions, within larger companies (Blancero, Boroski, & Dyer, 1996). The size 

and structure of a company may determine central or de-centralized HR departments, based on 

geographic locations of the workforce or divisions with different products or services (Nitzan & 

Paroush, 1980). HRM is an integrated part of the corporate strategy for short- and long-term
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planning (Fazzari & Levitt, 2008).

The history of human resources management (HRM) in America is over 200-years old, 

starting with the first organized labor movement (the first major U.S. labor union was the Knights 

of Labor, organized in the 1880s) which has grown into a crucial partner for business success 

(Encyclopedia of U.S. Labor, 2006). Frederick W. Taylor is considered the father of scientific 

management. Taylor's impact is important because he developed a theory of work design, work 

measurement, production control, and other functions. His theory changed the nature of business 

and management. Before ‘scientific management,’ departments such as work-study, personnel 

(HRM), maintenance, and quality control did not exist in businesses. In his study, The Principles 

of Scientific Management, Taylor (1911) explained four principles of scientific management:

• Each part of an individual’s work is analyzed scientifically

• Employees are scientifically chosen and taught the right way to do the job

• Managers and workers cooperate to ensure the job is done in a scientific way

• Clear (equal) division of work/responsibility between management and workers 

University courses for personnel study were introduced in the 1920s. Instructors were

either practitioners or economists located in the department of economics and their research was 

published in economic journals (Strauss, 2001). By the mid-1960s, the field had morphed from 

human relations to organizational development (OD) in business-school courses, and academic 

courses stressed the term HRM (Strauss, 2001). The term ‘human resource’ was introduced to 

modern American business culture in Peter Drucker’s 1954 book, The Practice o f Management. 

Drucker defined three areas of management -  the third being the most relevant area to human 

relations -  management of workers and work. Drucker explained HRM has qualities not present 

in other ‘management work,’ (e.g., the ability to coordinate, integrate, judge, and imagine). Wight 

Bakke strived to define arenas of personnel management (PM) separate from other types of 

management by listing seven important responsibilities: (a) meet the same standards and 

functions of other management, (b) present in the birth of any company, (c) production and 

opportunity for workers is HR’s objective, (d) responsible for every aspect of working 

relationships, (e) concern for all levels of workers, (f) every employee must practice HR, and (g)
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assists in achieving the central/essential interests of the company and its people (Bakke, 1960). 

Drucker and Bakke are considered the Fathers of the HR practice and initial definers of the 

parameters of tasks related to HRM (Kaufmann, 2002).

The practice of HR (or personnel management) became a serious career option in the 

early 20*h century for practitioners to create, support, and incentivize membership in HR-related 

trade organizations. The Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) is the world’s largest 

organization for practitioners with over 250,000 members in over 140 countries (SHRM, 2011). 

Other large HR-related organizations are: American Council on International Personnel (ACIP), 

American Society for Training and Development (ASTD), Employee Assistance Professionals 

Association (EAPA), Employers Resource Association (EPA), Hong Kong Institute of Human 

Resources Management (HKIHRM), International Personnel Management Association (IPMA), 

National Association of Personnel Services (NAPS), National Human Resources Association 

(NHRA), and the World Federation of Personnel Management Associations (WFPMA).

The HR field has grown in the last 200 years from supervision of workers and/or an 

administrative paper processor to one of being a strategic member in the corporate executive 

offices (C-suite) involved in policy and strategic planning (Blancero, Boroski, & Dyer, 1996). 

Theorists focused initially on the practice of HR from an economic, psychological, or a strictly 

business perspective. Little relevant research was conducted on the development of the business 

practice of human resources or personnel management.1 With the growing recognition of HRM as 

a vital partner in company growth and business development, there is a growing consideration of 

perceived value as the career niche of human resources management turns into a respected 

source and center of business cost-savings due to its impact on idea generation and product 

development as a function of new hires and retraining.

The United States Department of Labor documents statistical facts about Human 

Resources Managers (2010) provides guidance for determining subject matter experts: (a) 

median pay was about $99,180 annually ($47.68 hourly), (b) the position requires a Bachelor’s

’  A deep web search using: (a) research, (b) human resources, or (c) personnel management as key search query terms, 
with additional filters, provided 180 publications between 2000 and 2011. A Google Scholar open web search for the 
same key words and filters for HR-related research performed in the US, filtering out the medical or healthcare field, 
returned only 117 research studies since 2000 (Ebsco Host, 2011; Google, 2011).
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degree, (c) one to five years experience were required, (d) approximately 71,800 jobs were 

available in 2010, with a 13% growth since 2009, and (e) future growth projections between 2010 

and 2020 predicted an additional 9,300 jobs (BLS, 2012).

HRPs need an understanding of HR-related tasks and responsibilities relative to 

administrative support for their employer, company, and organization. Job descriptions for HR 

positions differ based on the company’s needs -  revolving around employee numbers, benefits 

and compensation package management, or whether it has a union shop. HR-related tasks may 

include general tasks, specialty tasks, and a varying range of HR administrative responsibilities 

and support tasks within the HR department. Some responsibilities are: (a) recruiting, full-life- 

cycle on boarding, and orientation; (b) benefits and compensation analysis, design, structure, and 

support; (c) employment and labor law mandates and compliance; (d) employee relations; (e) 

training and development; (f) employment practices for terminations and related discharge 

actions; (g) payroll; (h) contract portfolios; and (i) documentation of personnel actions. 

Management level HRPs should have a minimum and competent understanding of best 

practices, legal requirements, and liabilities, as well as a clear understanding of the organizational 

strategic objectives to provide organizational support (SHRM Learning System, 2009).

HR workers typically start in clerical, administrative support, or as entry-level interns. As 

experience is gained, they may advance in career via promotions to supervision, middle 

management, or specialized positions within an HR department. Advanced and specialty HR 

career positions include: (a) benefits managers, (b) payroll specialists, (c) occupational or 

classification analysts, (d) training and development specialists, (e) recruiters, or (f) labor and 

employee relation's managers (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010).

The History of Government Contracting in the United States

Government contracting has been around since the French and Indian War. General 

George Washington had to procure food, weapons, and equipment for his troops during the 

Revolutionary War (Federal Contracts Training Center, 2011). In the last half-century, the 

business arena of Government Contracting Companies (GCCs), providing services and products 

directly to federal, state, and local area government entities, has developed a foot-hold under the
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congressional Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR). Originally intended to be a small 

and sporadic service to the military, procurement and acquisition for manufactured goods and 

services has expanded to include more than 650,000 registered and specialized contractors 

(Osborn, 2011; CCR, 2011).

The United States Federal government has become the single largest buyer in the world 

of products and services (“Office of Program Management,” 2012). Federal agencies spend over 

$400 billion annually for goods and services to meet mission needs. “In 2012, government 

purchases of goods and services will reach $2.99 trillion, down slightly from $3.03 trillion in 2011” 

(Keating, 2012). Some acquisition companies are specialized -  with capabilities to build 

advanced fighter jets, precision munitions, and nuclear submarines. Products also range from 

laptop computers, off-the-shelf (OTS) software to information technology (IT) to consulting 

sen/ices, engineering services, and software development. Government agencies rely upon 

commercial goods and services to conduct business and use government contracts to obtain 

discounts for large orders. Other goods and services are readily available and purchased in the 

commercial marketplace, but may need to be modified to meet unique government needs 

(“Report Of The Acquisition Advisory Panel,” 2006).

The 1980s saw procurement and GCC scandals; remedies resulted in investigations and 

new legislation. Enacted were The Competition in Contracting Act (1984), The Packard 

Commission (“Executive Order 12526,” 1986), Operation III Wind (1986), criminalization of some 

procurement-related actions, and more active and intensive congressional management and 

oversight for all government contracting. Further reform enacted after 1993 offered more 

solutions: National Performance Review (1994), defining improved customer service as essential 

to restoring trust in government; Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994, which amends the 

Competition in Contracting Act (CICA) of 1984 and other Federal law with respect to agency 

procurement; and the Clinger-Cohen Act (Information Technology Management Reform Act 

(ITMRA)) of 1996, which was designed to improve how the federal government acquires, uses, 

and disposes of information technology, and Section 800 Panel (2006), which assesses laws 

affecting defense procurement.
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The economic recession of 2008 pressed tighter budget restrictions on all companies, but 

especially on GCCs and their profit margins as the federal government lowered funding for or 

canceled contracts (Sherk, 2010). President Barack Obama’s intentions to curtail the federal 

government's use of external vendors (sequestration) performing work for the government did not 

bode well for contractors (Newell, 2010; Obama, 2009; Obama, 2012). The Sequestration 

Transparency Act (HR 5872, 2012) required by the Budget Control Act of 2011 further required 

government agencies to reduce spending, by a uniform percentage reduction, to all programs, 

projects, and activities within their budget account. The political and economic impact put more 

pressure on HRPs to perform with greater productivity within their job scope, which expanded the 

need for more KSAs to capably perform their jobs with less staff (“Budget Control Act of 2011,”

2011).

Government Contractors in the United States

GCCs are required to hire a special cadre of contract support employees (contract- 

worker or CCEs) to support contracts requiring specialized or unique skills and qualifications,

(e.g., a candidate or potential contract employee) with a Department of Defense (DoD) security 

clearance to access the worksite. These worksites are defined as secure locations or clearance- 

labeled spaces. These spaces range in accessibility from a low-level confidential or secret 

clearance up to a top secret, special compartmentalized information (TS/SCI, Polygraph, eyes- 

only, or SCIF) or even Department of Homeland Security Industrial Security Staff Approval (ISSA) 

levels (Cleared Connections, 2010). Government contract employees may be required to receive 

or sustain timely and/or unique training from GCC vendor employers as a requirement of the 

contract (contract line item description of minimum qualifications). Topics that may be mandated 

by unique contracts stipulating specific training are: ethics, drug- and alcohol-free workplace, 

harassment, time-charging methods and policies, and human trafficking (FAR, 2005). The HRP 

staff with oversight to government contract workers are expected to provide training, ensure 

compliance, and complete reporting requirements.

Human Resources Practice Merges With Government Contracting

In government contracting companies, experience and knowledge of the industry is
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critical for HRPs, but also for program, project, and contract managers. The failure to fulfill 

contractual agreements, required training, or enforce employment law compliance (e.g., the 

Service Contract Act (Davis-Bacon2)) could have potentially devastating financial liability for a 

GCC. HRPs should have KSAs -  job specific competencies -  for implementation, administration, 

and monitoring of HR tasks and responsibilities relative to the GCC industry. Results of contract 

non-compliance within a government contract can lead to debarment by direction of a contract 

official acting in the interest of the government agency. Suspension and debarment actions 

prevent companies (and individuals) from participating in government contracts, loans, grants, 

and other programs. This action by a Federal agency is government-wide to protect the 

government from doing business with individuals, companies, or contract recipients who pose a 

risk to the government. The debarring official may suspend or ‘debar’ a contractor (GCC) for a 

single (or multiple) causes of defective contract requirements or contract non-deliverables. 

Samples include poor- and/or non-performance for contract, criminal activities including fraud, 

waste, and abuse, violations of/refusal to train the workforce for a Drug-Free Workplace Act, time- 

charging (illegal, over-billing, and payroll or tax avoidance), violations of the Walsh-Healy Act, or 

other employee laws such as Equal Employment Opportunity Compliance (EEOC) and the 

American Disability Act (ADA) (Federal Acquisition Regulations, 2005). Results are impositions of 

a set period of time where the vendor is not allowed to perform work for the government -  or 

within the debarred contract -  decided on a case-by-case basis (“Grants and Debarment," 2012).

HRPs working for GCCs may be responsible for more compliance tasks than their non- 

GCC equivalents to service and sustain HR-related legal requirements, including knowledge 

about the industry and customer(s) the vendor is servicing. GCCs are required to abide by 

additional, targeted employment law, executive orders (EO) specific to contractors (especially at a 

federal level), and strict agency contract compliance regulations (SHRM, 2010; CCH, 2001;

Keller, 2010; FAR, 2011). A HRP is a ‘go-to’ person for reviewing, understanding, analyzing, and 

advice on HR-related contract compliance line item numbers (CLIN). To understand the 

paradigms for the unique HR-related government contracting knowledge, the HR professional

2 The Davis-Bacon Act, Public Law 107-217 - August. 21, 2002 [as amended]





HRPs working in GCCs must additionally answer or report to (in sometimes more 

stringent and data-driven reports) to either more federal regulatory agencies, or with additional 

reporting requirements to those previously noted. These agencies include: the Office of Federal 

Contract Compliance Program (OFCCP), Homeland Security (1-9 for e-Verify), Sarbanes-Oxley 

(SOX; as a government contractor), and the Department of Defense for security clearances 

(JPAS), which partners with the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) (SHRM, 2010; CCH, 

2001; Keller, 2010). Because of GCC-required finance and accounting practices, HRPs must be 

cognizant of Generally Accepted Accounting Practices (GAAP) for a unique set of functions within 

both HR and the government contracting industry (“Federal Acquisition Regulations,” 2010).

GAAP ensures unique expenses for the employee’s contract support are charged to the correct 

financial accounting line. Contract line item(s) examples of acceptable charges include general 

and administrative (G&A) costs, or costs attributable to contract line items for budgetary purposes 

related to employee expenses, training and development, per diem charges, and overhead costs 

(“Federal Acquisition Regulations," 2010).

How Many Human Resource Practitioners Are There in the United States?

There were approximately 127,850,997 businesses in the United States as of March 

2011 (“Bureau of Labor Statistics,” 2011).3 The Central Contracting Registry is the registration 

site for all companies who wish to do business with federal and state level government entities 

and agencies (“CCR.gov,” 2012). As of December 20, 2011 there were 621,602 registered 

government contractors: 327,074 - contracts only; 90,175 - grants only; 204,353 - contract and 

grant combinations (Osborne, 2011; “Central Contractor Registry,” 2011). HRPs held about

846.000 positions overall in the United States in October 2011 (vs. 904,900 in 2008 (“Bureau of 

Labor Statistics," 2010)). If general percentages from these two metrics are applied (904,900 +

127.850.000 for general businesses), then two-thirds to almost three-quarters (66-70%) percent 

of 2010 registered government contracting businesses potentially have a HRP(s) on staff (or may 

use HR external consultants). This results in a rough estimate of approximately 3,265 HRPs 

working within the government contracting industry (“Small Business Administration,” 2010;

3 In this section, the years o f reported data was the most recent statistics for each reported metric, and used to provide a  
general estimate, not an exact number, at the time this study was conducted.
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“Bureau of Labor Statistics,” 2011; “Small Business Administration,” 2011; “Central Contractor 

Registry," 2011) in the United States.

The potential reduction of GCCs because of economic conditions and executive order 

(“Obama Orders Overhaul,” 2009), likely to impart political and congressional budget decisions, 

may force executive stakeholders to look critically at staff positions for reduction-in-force (RIF) to 

reduce overhead costs. HRPs not knowledgeable, educated, and trained for minimum ROI, or 

those who have the least amount of experience in the vital support services related to 

government contracting, may be ‘at-risk’ for layoffs. HRPs with GCC-related unique knowledge, 

skills, and abilities will be more desirable for retention and hire (Elswick, 2001; Mandal, 2008; 

Meisinger, 2004).

As the HR profession continues to evolve, the challenge of keeping up with increasing 

competency demands on us will continue. The more we, as HR professionals, can work 

together, whether in corporations, professional associations, or academic institutions, the 

faster we can develop ourselves to meet the human and organizational needs of today's 

and tomorrow’s enterprises (Baill, 1999).

Defining Competency

Competency can be defined in several ways. Core competency is a common thread of 

skill(s), or capabilities, prominent in assisting a worker to accomplish job tasks and 

responsibilities central to the job’s value-generating, productive activities (Mooney, 2007). 

Competencies are the principles (and systems), knowledge, and skills, in areas relevant in the 

broadest level to the business. Business-related competencies encompass: project or program 

management, ethics, operations, facilities (environmental), procurement and purchasing, 

evidence-based practice, inventory management, analysis, contract negotiation, critical needs 

analysis and decision-making, and policy and procedure creation, implementation, and assurance 

(Garman, Burkhart, & Strong, 2006).

The Importance of KSAs within Human Resources Practitioners’ Job Descriptions in 

Business and Government Contracting Companies

SHRM conducted a study in 2008 of HRPs, consultants, and academics -  all subject
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matter experts (SMEs) in the HR field -  to summarize overall functional knowledge, skill, and 

ability competencies for senior HR leaders. The consensus for the most critical KSAs identified, in 

addition to general HR skills, were business, human resources, and organizational knowledge 

(“Leading Now,” 2009). The expanded definition included operations, products (or services), 

clients (consumers), challenges, and needs with sensitivity and empathy for line operations, with 

a keen eye to human capital issues affecting the organization as a system.

Federal regulations require government agencies to define job descriptions based on: 

basic duties and responsibilities, KSAs required to perform, and important factors in evaluating 

job candidates (HR in the Federal Sector, 2006). The United States Federal Acquisition Institute 

(USFAI) conducted research in 2002 to create policy-based competencies for employees. The 

policy is a guideline for workforce management of planning, managing, and coordinating 

development of workforce career paths, programs, and practices. The study identified critical 

skills, knowledge, abilities (KSAs) competencies, duties, and tasks for thousands of government 

service (GS) employees within the agency. The USFAI identified 14 technical and 24 general 

competencies, with validity and reliability, as a baseline for use to hire, evaluate, and promote 

workers into their agency (“Validation of Technical Competencies,” 2002).

Companies develop employee job descriptions within a compensation plan. One of the 

elements of developing job descriptions for a company is in the context to the organization’s 

mission, operational and financial considerations, and the benefits and compensation philosophy 

(Davis, 2011). Compensation plans and policies support the organization’s strategic goals, 

objectives, and values while ensuring internal equity and competitive external market conditions 

for recruiting and retention (“Module Four,” 2009). Compensation managers research the market 

for general responsibilities for a specific job description. The job descriptions usually outline 

minimum competencies, as well as KSAs, to indicate what background a qualified candidate must 

possess in meeting the job’s responsibilities. The importance of job descriptions with identifiable 

KSAs and competencies provide businesses the capability of: (a) recruiting, (b) job grading for 

compensation, (c) performance appraisal and promotional targeting, (d) training objectives, and 

(e) improved communications between employees and supervisors about job tasks (Firth, 1989).
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The existence of these identifiable and measureable KSAs in the private, public, and government 

sector emphasizes the need for critical job competencies for a specific industry and/or job title. 

KSA Learning Opportunities fo r HRPs / Testing and Certification of HRPs

There are three primary, but generalized, sources of KSA training programs for general 

HRPs: (a) HR trade organization certification programs (e.g., SHRM4 or IFEBC5), (b) on-the-job 

training (OJT) and/or mentoring, and (c) formal college or university degrees. There are also 

training programs for government service (GS) workers to learn basic HRP KSA competencies. 

SHRM brands itself as the premier organization for general HR certification amongst 

organizations supporting the field of HR management and partners with Human Capital Institute 

(HCI) for certification testing (SHRM, 2012). Knowledge by a practitioner is vital for any business. 

There are growing demands for training in the workplace that requires a variety of learning 

processes (informal and formal) from which the entire organization can benefit.

Human resource trade associations’ certification programs.

Historically, trade associations have historically been created for political and financial 

reasons. Their purpose is to advance the fortunes of their members, create a formal institution 

with formal organization, and utilize the combined experience of the trade (and tradespersons) to 

mold the conduct of that trade, often including market control (Sharpman, 1926).

The distinguishing earmark of the trade organization movement is that it seeks... to 

organize the conduct of trade and industry... to render business enterprise more efficient 

and more orderly. Trade associations aim not only to eliminate the wastes and mitigate 

the fluctuations of the uncoordinated and unintelligent competition, but to develop 

standards and practices which reflect the best thought and soundest experience of the 

trade or industry over which each association exercises its influence. Their basic purpose 

is to fashion the environment within which the competitive forces operate rather than to 

suppress competitive conditions (Sharpman, 1926).

HR trade associations found in the literature review offer training and certification

4 The Society of Human Resource Management provides certifications for PHR, SPHR, GPHR, PHR-CA, andSP H R -C A .
5 The International Foundation for Education, Benefits, and Compensation provides certifications tor CEB S (Certified 
Employee Benefits Specialist, GBA (Group Benefits Associate), RPA (Retirement Plans Associate), and CM S  
(Compensation Management Specialist)
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programs as described below.

The Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) offers study guides, as well as 

study courses for examinations, which increases individual knowledge to pass the professional 

human resources (PHR) and the senior professional human resources (SPHR) certification test 

(SHRM, 2010). SHRM study materials cover the following competencies within six modules:

• Strategic Business Management - role of HR in organizations, HR strategy, 

evaluating the internal/external environment; HR in legislative and regulatory 

environments

• Workforce Planning and Employment - employee rights, privacy and consumer 

protection legislation, organizational staffing requirements, and recruitment, selection 

and retention

• Human Resource Development - organizational development, training and 

development, talent management, and performance management

• Total Rewards - compensation structure and systems, benefit programs, 

compensation and benefits legislation; and administering and evaluating 

compensation and benefits programs

• Employee and Labor Relations - labor relations legislation, union organizing and 

collective bargaining, unfair labor practices, and employee involvement/engagement

• Risk Management - organizational risk, workplace safety, health, security and 

privacy, and risk management legislation (SHRM, 2011).

The International Public Management Association for Human Resources (IPMA-HR) 

offers three training and certification programs: the IPMA-Certified Professional (CP) for 

generalist HRPs, the IPMA-Certified Professional (CP) Executive Level, and the IPMA-Certified 

Specialist (CS) for HRPs who are benefits-specific experts. The knowledge and skill 

competencies tested for the certifications cover the following: Employee Labor Relations, 

Employee Selection, Organizational and Employee Development, Benefits Administration/Risk 

Management, HR Research, HR Management Systems, Recruitment, HR Diversity/EEO, 

Compensation, and Classification (IPMA-HR, 2011).
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The International Society of Certified Employee Benefit Specialists (ISCEBS) specializes 

in employee benefits and compensation certification. This organization is dedicated to being a 

“leading objective and independent global source of employee benefits, compensation and 

financial literacy education and information” (ISCEBS, 2011). Certification programs offered are:

(a) group health plan design, benefits management, group health plan financing/economics; (b) 

retirement plan design/management, asset management, and personal wealth management; (c) 

HR /compensation management, compensation concepts and principals, and executive 

compensation; and (d) personal financial planning covering concepts and principals, as well as 

(e) tax/estate planning techniques.

The World At Work Society of Certified Professionals (WAWSCP) is a benefits training 

organization offers certification classes in: (a) Certified Compensation Professional (CCP), (b) 

Certified Benefits Professional (CBP), (c) Global Remuneration Professional (GRP), and (d) 

Work-Life Certified Professional -  offered for both U.S. and Canadian requirements (“Prepare for 

Success,” 2011).

Human resources mentoring and On-The-Job (OJT) training.

For organizations with ‘knowledge workers’ and complex learning needs, mentoring (as 

well as job shadowing, coaching, and job rotation) offers a way to identify and close skill gaps 

across an entire company (Marsick & Watkins, 1997). The mentoring process provides a cost- 

effective way to bring about positive business impacts for employee engagement, employee 

retention, and employee productivity. Mentoring can also be used with other talent management 

programs and training methods to help companies get the most out of strategic investments, 

human capital, through informational sharing across knowledge communities (Jacobs & Park,

2009). Impactful business intelligence can be gathered through corporate mentoring allowing 

deep expertise to be shared across an enterprise to increase employees' speed to competence, 

while focusing on intentional learning and knowledge sharing. Employees can quickly and 

effectively meet potential business challenges by business-supported mentoring (Triple Creek,

2011).

On-the-Job Training (OJT) is the planned process of using an experienced worker to train
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novices or new employees on a unit of work in the genuine work setting or mockup work setting 

(Jacobs, 2003). Job shadowing provides an employee (new hire) with tools and skills to learn the 

best practices for his/her job responsibilities or tasks by shadowing a more experienced worker 

who knows how to mix their experience and knowledge within a formal or informal structured 

training program (Neal, 2010; Jacobs & Park, 2009).

College and university HR training programs and degrees.

There are almost 400 colleges, universities, and trade schools in the United States 

registered as having student chapters of the SHRM trade organization (“Student Chapters,”

2010). These institutions offer programs (study courses for PHR or SPHR certification), or 

business programs offering HR-related degrees (undergraduate/graduate studies). A sampling of 

universities’ undergraduate and/or graduate degree programs is: Georgetown University (Master 

of Professional Studies in Human Resources Management, 2011), University of Wisconsin (PhD 

in Management and Human Resources, 2011), DePaul University (Master of Science in Human 

Resources, 2011). Texas A&M has two PhD programs (Ph.D. in Human Resource Development 

and Ph.D. in Management - Human Resources Management and Labor Relations, 2011). Note 

that many schools partner with SHRM for certification training programs, but SHRM affiliation is 

not required for a fully accredited human resources degree program.

KSA learning opportunities for government contractor employees

There are many government contracting consultants, training companies, and 

government-run organizations offering short-term training courses and learning opportunities for 

those interested in government contracting. In addition to learning opportunities HRPs may 

subscribe to formal or informal settings (educational degrees, mentoring, OJT); GCC human 

resource employees have other venues to obtain vital HRP-related training. Trade organizations 

such as Professional Contract Management Association (NCMA), Project Management Institute, 

Procurement Associates, Inc., American Graduate University, and Federal Contract Training 

Center provide management-based training opportunities. The Defense Acquisition University 

(DAU; government-supported and funded), offers classes and training online and in classrooms 

to GCC contract support staff and government (GS) employees (DAU, 2011).
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Colleges offer training for certification courses, such as Old Dominion University, Norfolk, 

VA (“Graduate Certificate in Public Procurement and Contract Management,” 2012); University of 

Virginia, Charlottesville, VA (“Certificate in Procurement and Contracts Management,” 2011); 

University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN (“Acquisition and Program Management," 2011); and the 

University of California, Irvine, CA (“Contract Management Certificate Program,” 2011).

While HRPs may access acquisition, procurement, contract program management 

classes and training programs, these training and certification programs focus on the 

management of the GCC contract program itself. The training offered is not focused in human 

resources practice within government contracting parameters. In a research study performed by 

the Office of the Undersecretary of Defense (Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics), Defense 

Acquisition University, of competency assessments for various functional communities, human 

capital strategies and organizational level decision-making areas were identified. The only three 

HR-related topics offered were: (a) targeted recruitment and retention, (b) strategic human capital 

planning, and (c) workforce /manpower allocations. The study findings indicated a need for 

program managers to be aware of HR-related management functions, including human assets 

and human resource management (Krieger, 2011).

Identifying a baseline for HR practices for KSA elements.

To ensure that HRP KSAs start with a standardized list of tasks and responsibilities 

human resources practice, it is important to acknowledge where elements for the straw-model 

were drawn for review and face-validation. A review of the literature was completed to compile 

sources from commercial (trade industry) resources, federal government-based job descriptions, 

curriculum course descriptions from university degree and certification programs, as well as 

training modules from trade organizations, which comprised the basis of the straw-model.

A trade industry description of human resources notes the following (major) areas for 

which a HRM is responsible: charitable giving; employee and community communication; 

company-wide committee facilitation; compensation/benefits administration; employee 

onboarding, development, needs assessment, and training; employee relations; employee safety, 

welfare, wellness and health; employee services and counseling; employment and compliance to
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regulatory concerns regarding employees; organization development and departmental planning; 

performance management / improvement systems; policy development and documentation; and 

recruiting and staffing (Heathfield, 2012).

The federal government is a rich source of job descriptions and ‘how-to’ guides for 

specific job titles. The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) guidelines listed HR tasks as: recruit, 

screen, interview, and place workers, employee relations, payroll and benefits, and training (BLS, 

2012). BLS also noted HR managers: “recruiting, interviewing, and hiring of new staff; consult 

with top executives on strategic planning” and serve as liaison management and its employees 

( ‘Bureau of Labor Statistics,” 2012). The Maryland Office of Human Resources described a HRP 

as one who administers HR activities including “recruitment and examination, salary 

administration and classification, employee relations, employee benefits and medical services, 

performance management, staff development and training, timekeeping, personnel transaction 

processing, and record maintenance ("Department of Labor,” 2012).

Universities and colleges offer Human Resources certification and diploma programs 

(Bachelors, Masters, and PhD) for the practice, and include many of the following curriculum 

topics: Business Management and Strategy, Workforce Planning and Employment, Employee 

Records Management, Human Resources Development, Legislation, Compensation, Employee 

and Labor Relations, and Risk Management (“Villanova HR Master Certification Program,” 2012). 

The Masters of Science Human Resources Management program offered by Walden University 

focuses on specializations: Functional Human Resource Management; Integrating Functional and 

Strategic Human Resource Management, and Organizational Strategy (Walden University, 2012). 

Online universities, such as DeVry University, offer Human Resource degree programs including 

the following courses and topics: Employment Law, Labor Relations; Human Resource 

Information Systems (HRIS); Strategic Staffing; Training and Development; and Compensation 

and Benefits (DeVry, 2012). The University of Phoenix and Strayer University, also online 

universities, offer a Bachelor of Science in Business -  Human Resource Management and a 

Bachelor in Business Administration: Human Resource Management. The curriculum requires 

courses in business foundations, but also: Fundamentals of HRM, Strategic HRM and Emerging
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Issues, Change Management, Total Compensation, Employee Development, HR Risk 

Management, and Employment Law, Staffing Organizations, Labor Relations, Training and 

Development, and Compensation Management (University of Phoenix, 2012; Strayer University,

2012). Colorado Technical University offers a Bachelor Degree -  Business Administration:

Human Resource Management with the following core HR topics: Introduction to Human 

Resource Management, Staffing the Organization, Managing Employee Performance, HRM Legal 

Environment, Training and Employee Development, Compensation and Benefits, Managing 

Labor-Management Relations, and Managing Organizational Change (Colorado Technical 

University, 2012). Additional universities which provide similar curriculum found in the literature 

review were: University of Akron, Ohio (2012), Georgetown University (2012), Western Carolina 

(2012), Penn State (2012), Keller Graduate School of Management (2012), Capella University 

(2012), Averett University (2012), American InterContinental (2012), New England College 

(2012), and University of Scranton (2012).

Trade organizations offering certification training in HR practice topics list: Employee and 

Labor Relations, Total Rewards (Compensation), Strategic Management, Risk Management, 

Human Resources Development, and Workforce Planning and Employment (SHRM Module One, 

Module Two, et. al., 2010). Benefits-related trade organizations provide training in: health plans, 

benefits management, retirement planning; HR /compensation management, compensation 

concepts and principals, and executive compensation (ISCEBS, 2011), Employee Labor 

Relations, Employee Selection, Organizational / Employee Development, Benefits Administration, 

Risk Management, HR Research, HR Management Systems, Recruitment, HR Diversity/EEO, 

Compensation, and Classification (IPMA-HR, 2011), Compensation, Benefits, Remuneration, and 

Work-Life (“Prepare for Success,” 2011).

Consolidating the topics from general job descriptions, curriculum from formal degree 

programs and training certification programs, provides a standard set of elements for KSAs for 

the general HRM. The compilation allowed for the development of a baseline model of topics that 

was tested for face-validity by HRP SMEs.

Figure 1 shows the conceptual straw-model of KSAs for HR general, minimum
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competencies developed from the literature review. Based on the literature review, 12 main 

themes were identified for the basis of the study's HRP KSA straw-model. The straw-model 

themes were compiled from the SHRM/HCI certification study modules, required courses and 

course learning objectives in undergraduate and graduate degree programs in college and 

universities (United States), and from HR trade organizations training programs and classes 

offered to the trade organizations’ membership (see Figure 1 below).
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Figure 1 -  Literature-driven Baseline Model of KSAs for HR Practitioners

SUMMARY

Chapter II reviewed the literature on which this study was based including the history of 

human resources and HR-related trade associations, the availability of training for KSAs for 

minimum competencies for human resource practitioners, and the history of government 

contracting. The chapter conveyed the related merging of HRP practices and government 

contracting, as well as attempted to identify the population numbers for HRPs within GCCs in the 

United States. The definition of competency was provided and the importance of KSAs was 

stressed for job competencies. The literature review enabled the development of a straw-model 

that provided a baseline for this study. This general HRP KSA straw-model provided the basis 

from which HRPs in the GCCs will either add to or delete KSAs unique to the government- 

contracting environment.
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CHAPTER III 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Chapter III describes the methods and procedures used for gathering data and analyzing 

the results for this study. This chapter includes a history of the study technique, a description of 

the research panel of subject matter experts whom guided the researcher, a discussion of the 

data collection methodology and instruments, an explanation of the data analysis, a summary, 

and an overview.

The goal of this study was to determine whether a set of unique KSAs for HRPs exist in 

the government contracting industry. If so, the second goal is to determine whether they can be 

rated and ranked so that a higher-order model can be created for human resource practice within 

the government-contracting environment. A modified-Delphi method was used in this study. 

Defining a Delphi, Its History, and Its Importance

The Delphi was initiated by Dalkey and Helmer in the 1950s and continued into the 1960s 

while they worked at the Rand Corporation (Linstone & Turoff, 1975). Dalkey and Helmer 

developed the basic notion, theoretical assumptions, and procedures of this unique method of 

inquiry (Project Rand) during the height of the cold war between the United States and Soviet-era 

Russia. The intent for using this methodology was forecasting of trending development in 

industry. The Delphi method is based on an assumption that judgments combined and validated 

by a group of experts are more valid than individual judgments (Helmer & Dalkey, 1999). The 

name came from the ancient Greek myth of the Delphi Oracle established in 8th century BCE 

(Adler & Ziglio, 1996). The methodology is based on a process of collecting and distilling 

knowledge from a group of subject matter experts (SMEs). The tool used was a series of 

questionnaires in surveys interspersed with a built-in controlled opinion feedback (Ziglio, 1996).

In the standard Delphi, the experts answer surveys or questions in a series of at least two 

rounds. After each round, the facilitator provides a summary of the experts’ forecasts to the 

participants from the previous round (participants remain anonymous to reduce bias or peer 

influence), including notes or reasons for input. Experts are then encouraged to revise or modify 

their earlier answers based on feedback and ideas of other members in the panel, or how they
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responded, in each successive round. The methodology of this type of study relies on the 

assumption that during this process, the range of the answers will decrease and the group will 

converge towards a perceived ‘correct’ answer. The standard Delphi concentrates on the 

forecasting of future events. A modified-Delphi, used in this study, is not concerned with 

forecasting as much as it focuses on a consensus of ideas or viewpoints from the panelists 

(Linstone & Turoff, 1975).

There are no formal research controls within a Delphi. The methodology does allow for a 

group of individuals to work through a complex problem, unencumbered by other (external or 

peer) influences or potential for bias. The Delphi keeps membership within the study anonymous 

(Wilheim, 2001; Green, Armstrong, & Graefe, 2007). The members might never know whom 

provided feedback, input, or made a particular statement. The researcher may opt to share 

names of panel members after the study is completed with permission of the individual panel 

members.

Initially the Delphi was conducted using a pen-and-paper procedure. The research 

method has evolved in the information age by the use of digital-assisted methodology (including 

online surveys or emailed survey forms) (Hiltz & Turoff, 1978). It has reached acceptance in the 

educational community for career and technical education studies (Stitt-Gohdes, & Crews, 2004). 

The modification from a standard Delphi methodology (in this study) attempts to gather a 

consensus among subject matter expert practitioners rather than forecasting future events 

(Helmer, 1965; Linstone & Turoff, 1975).

Using a Delphi is desirable in applied social research (Rescher, 1998; Rowe, & Wright, 

2001). Carl Moore theorized four primary reasons for using a Delphi study as a research 

methodology: (a) a properly combined judgment of a large group may logically get to more truth;

(b) using groups allow researchers to better understand social phenomena; (c) groups will more 

likely accept conclusions or solutions to problems solved, and (d) complex problems often can 

more easily be solved by pooled intelligence (Moore, 1987).

There are four distinct ‘phases’ in the standard Delphi process. Phase One explores the 

subject being researched (in this study, a straw-model derived from a literature review). SME
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participants are provided the opportunity to contribute or add to the baseline by face-validating 

the straw-model. Phase Two determines an understanding of how the SME panel views the 

issue. If significant disagreement is determined, Phase Three is used to explore that 

disagreement and reasons for differences. Phase Four is a summative evaluation of all gathered 

data (Turoff, & Linstone, 1970; Linstone, & Turoff, 1975). The phases may also be broken into 

multiple rounds where the SME panel initial agreement is not achieved as a whole (or a majority) 

and another round may be necessary to find agreeing viewpoints (or closer consensus) is 

required.

In this research study -  a modified-Delphi -  a similar process of phases and rounds was 

used; the difference was the panelists sought a consensus of ideas and viewpoints versus 

attempting to forecast, which is typical of a standard Delphi. A letter was sent to potential SMEs 

requesting their participation (refer to Appendix A). Phase One obtained feedback in a ‘accept or 

reject’ motion from a set of HRP SME specialists (who worked in GCC environments) who 

participated in face-validating the literature-based, straw-model for HRP generalists (refer to 

Appendix B). Phase Two engaged a second set of SMEs -  human resource practitioners who 

worked within the government contracting industry (identified as panelists). Those panelists were 

sent a letter requesting them to participate, the Institutional Review Board (IRB) statement of 

ethical behavior (refer to Appendix C), and a copy of the straw-model. These SME panelists 

added elements, in Phase Two, Round One, to the straw-model to provide insight to additional 

and/or unique KSAs for HRPs within the GCC. In Phase Two, Round Two, Panelists were asked 

to review, analyze, add/subtract, edit, and make commentary on other panelists’ ideas and 

suggested GCC HRP KSA competencies (refer to Appendix D for a copy of the survey). Phase 

Three asked the panelists to rate the importance of those additional KSAs for which there was a 

majority consensus from the results of the second round of Phase Two (see Appendix E). In 

Phase Four the SME panelists ‘accepted or rejected’ the higher-order model (see Appendix F).

A criterion was established for what is considered an acceptable consensus within the 

modified-Delphi. The criterion for Delphi methodologies can be defined many ways. C. Powell 

reported in the article, The Delphi Technique: Myths and Realities (2003), that some panels were
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required to have 100% agreement by the panel members, while other Delphi studies were 

accepting of as little as 55% or a simple majority. If responses within a degree of variation from 

the mean (+/-1) are acceptable within a normal distribution, then outliers can be dropped and 

consensus falling with an interquartile scale of ten-units and a strong consensus can be 

considered to have been achieved (Pisel, 2001; Scheibe, Skutsch, & Schofer, 1975; Wilhelm, 

2001).

Using SMEs for Identifying Human Resource KSAs to Determine the Delta between Non- 

Government and Government Contract Vendors.

Obtaining reliable information about industry specific identification of KSAs or training for 

job needs is necessary in corporate planning (Linstone & Turoff, 1975). The SME Panelists 

identified for this modified-Delphi had knowledge of KSAs for HRPs in both non-GCCs and 

GCCs, mid-level to executive experience supporting businesses of 10 or more employees, and 

encountered or personally achieved HR competency requirements in day-to-day productivity to 

achieve business objectives.

To ensure panel members were truly SMEs, based on the 10,000-hour rule (Ericsson et 

al., 1993; Ericsson et al., 1995; Ericsson, 1996), the study relied on selective inclusion based on 

several factors. The panelists had to fall within limitations of the identified criteria. For HRP SME 

panelists, no less than five years of experience as a mid-level or higher level manager within a 

HR career track, and were required to have worked within the government contracting industry for 

a contractor on a federal or state level for at least five years.

POPULATION

A Delphi uses panels of SMEs because of specific knowledge of an industry or subject 

under which the study is investigating, as well as knowledgeable and unique insight based on 

experience and KSAs. Studies indicate optimum Delphi study groups are between 15-30; ideally 

10-18 participants is optimum for a focused group (Okoli & Pawlowski, 2004). There is no 

statistically significant sample size for a Delphi study (Wilhelm, 2001). Since attrition is expected, 

this study aimed for 15, then would accept as few as 10 remaining panelists by the end of the 

study. Little empirical evidence exists for number of participants on the reliability or validity of the
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process (Powell, 2003). The ideal size of Delphi is between 10-50, a panel size of less than 10 is 

still accepted practice (Delbecq, et. al, 1975). While it is unusual to have a small panel with fewer 

than 10 participants, there have been studies that performed Delphi with as few as three panelists 

(Delbecq, Van de Ven, & Gustafson, 1975; Wynekoop, & Walz 2000; Nambisan, et. al.,1999; 

Gustafson, Shukla, Delbecq, & Walster, 1973; Lam, Petri, & Smith, 2000). No attempt was made 

to limit the pool of SME’s to enable as many relevant viewpoints as possible (Goldschmidt, 1996). 

Probability sampling procedures were not relevant to this study.

In addition to directly relevant career expertise, a stratified layer of the SME panelist’s 

population was targeted. Stratified sampling is a preferred method to reduce the potential for 

sampling error, and is used in research where there is a possibility of unequal representation of 

one group or stratum of a population compared to other groups (Wrench, Thomas-Maddox, 

Richmond, & McCroskey, 2008). This stratified sampling included government contractor HRP 

SMEs from companies with over 50 employees, and between $10M and $15B in annual revenue. 

Panelists were of diverse gender, ethnic heritage, and had varying levels of formal education -  

from Associates degrees to PhDs. Some panelists had informal On Job Training (OJT) human 

resources training, while others had multiple trade organization certifications in HRP in addition to 

college degrees with HR disciplines. This stratification ensured a broad set of SME experience 

and knowledge directly related to HR practices within the GCC industry.

The SMEs were contacted via emails with embedded videos and text transcripts within 

the video (see Appendix C). The researcher described the study, asked the SME HRP about 

their willingness to participate, and requested the SME to respond with demographic information 

(to determine eligibility and attempt to fulfill the sampling stratification of the target population).

The researcher noted incentives offered to panelists for completion of, and participation 

throughout, the Delphi.

For this study, the sample population included a broad panel of SMEs from a variety of 

GCCs within the United States. Panelists were representative of small, medium, and large 

contractors, and federal or state level GCCs. Additional population sample goals were to find 

panelists with a broad range of experience and a broad variety of education, years of experience,
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geographic locations, levels of management, and career backgrounds.

METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION

This modified-Delphi study was completed in multiple Phases and Rounds. Email (see 

Appendix C) and Internet-based Software as a Service (SaaS) software (KwikSurveys.com) was 

used for the Delphi responses and data collection (Hiltz, & Turoff, 1978) (see Appendices D, E, 

and F). The steps in the modified-Delphi study were to: (a) identify SMEs in HR and GCCs who 

were willing to participate in the study, (b) obtain feedback and viewpoints within an anonymous 

survey, (c) compile the raw data for presentation in one to three rounds for more feedback and 

commentary, and (d) to present a consensus of the data for ratings by the SME panelists. After 

the ratings round, only then (with written authorization) would the panelists’ names and 

companies be shared, and the last call-to-action would be for the SME panelists to ‘accept* or 

‘reject’ the ratings and final data.

Phase One.

Phase One consisted of obtaining institutional review board (IRB) permission to proceed, 

creating a straw-model (baseline) from the literature review, and developing the modified-Delphi 

survey. Then letters requesting participation were emailed, soliciting eligible Delphi panelist 

human subjects and face-validation specialists based on their background, knowledge, 

experience, and level of career (mid- to high-level management). The SMEs in the face-validation 

pool consisted of 13 HRP specialists charged with: (a) face-validating the base-model with an 

accept/reject motion (consensus of 55%+), (b) quality assuring the raw data in transfer from each 

successive round of the Delphi study surveys, and (c) validating ratings were correctly transcribed 

from the final survey to the statistical analysis spreadsheet.

The 13 specialists performing face-validation had an average of 15 years of HRM 

practice, five and a half years of GCC experience, and five years of qualitative research study 

experience, many with formal degrees (ranging from Bachelors to PhD) in Human Resources and 

Business Administration. While not defined as a SME requirement within this study, some had 

Society of Human Resources (SHRM) Professional Human Resources (PHR) and Senior 

Professional Human Resources (SPHR) certifications. (The same SME minimum requirements
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for the Delphi panelists were required of the validating SME specialists.)

Phase One of the study was completed prior to contacting the modified-Delphi panelists 

to participate. A literature review resulted in a straw-model (see Appendix B) for the HRP SMEs 

describing the main themes for general KSAs for minimum competencies for generalist HRPs.

The straw-model was shared with the 13 specialists who face-validated via an email (see 

Appendix A), who were asked to review and determine if the straw-model was complete.

If there were no consensus, another round would be completed to obtain a majority 

acceptance for the straw-model through the method of a ‘accept or reject’ response. In this 

modified-Delphi, the specialists accepted the straw-model at a 70% ratio. Specialists who 

rejected the straw-model based that rejection on semantics. It was assumed that other than 

wording issues, the straw-model would have been accepted by the other 30%.

Phase Two, Round One.

Phase Two, Round One entailed selecting HRP GCC SMEs for the research study as 

population panelists, and presenting the literature-based, face-validated, straw-model for baseline 

KSA competencies to those SME panelists. The panelists were requested to suggest any 

additional KSA competencies required by HRPs working within the GCC-industry that were not 

unique within the GCC industry required by non-GCC HRPs as SMEs. There were multiple 

responses, ideas, viewpoints, and suggestions provided by the panelists.

The panel responded with feedback, observations, and ideas -  resourcing their 

professional experience within the government contracting industry. The results of Phase Two, 

Round One were recorded and the main themes were recorded as falling with the following 19 

topics (refer to Figure 2, next page).
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Figure 2 -  Results of Phase Two, Round One survey o f SME/GCC/HRP Delphi Panelists 

Phase Two, Round Two.

Phase Two, Round Two entailed tasking the modified-Delphi panelists to review the 

added KSA competencies for HRPs working for GCCs provided in Phase Two, Round One (see 

Appendix C). A survey form was sent to the panelists who were requested to review it further for 

commentary. (These identified KSAs should not be of any relevance to general HRPs in non- 

GCC businesses.) In Round Two, based on the revised model of main- and sub-themes, panelist 

SMEs reflected on suggestions initially shared during Phase Two, Round One with other 

members of the panel. The objective was to trigger more ideas, viewpoints, suggestions based on 

the initial observations. Panelists were also asked to review for redundancies, or identifying any 

topics that needed to be removed or issues that could be expanded upon.

Total consensus would not necessarily be additive to the study, so a majority consensus 

was sufficient. Phase Two, Round One resulted in 19 main themes, and 224 sub-themes, and
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after careful review and analysis indicated redundant topics and sub-topics, or topics identifiable 

as generic HRP KSAs (not unique to GCC). Duplicative topics identified by panelists were 

eliminated and general (non-GCC) HR topics removed. This Phase Two, Round Two exercise 

resulted in 14 main themes, with 89 sub-themes unique to HRP KSAs in the GCC industry (two 

more main themes than the original straw-model) (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3 -  Results of Phase Two, Round Two survey of SME/GCC/HRP Delphi Panelists 

Phase Three.

Phase Three entailed compiling the results from the survey’s open-ended questions from 

Phase Two, Round Two into a higher-order KSA competency model into final results. The study 

then asked the modified-Delphi panelists to rate the importance of GCC-KSAs for minimum 

competencies (and by default would provide a ranking). Once ranked, the researcher would 

report the findings to the Delphi panel (see Appendix F). The set of SME/GCC/HRP specialists 

that face-validated the straw-model also quality assured the transfer of raw data for statistical 

analysis.

Phase Four.

In the final study action, Phase Four, panelists were asked to accept/reject the final 

HRP/GCC higher-order model with the 14 main themes and 89 sub-themes. Panelists were 

provided the opportunity to share their names with other panel members, as well as the name of
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their employer or company. No other personal data were shared. If a panelist preferred 

anonymity, personal data was kept confidential (see Appendix D).

If consensus of any of the rounds resulted in less than 55% (“Delphi Technique: Myths 

and Realities,” 2003), as in a Delphi standard, the panelists would be provided with the previous 

rounds’ results (Phase Two, Round Two) and requested to respond in a third or even a fourth 

round. Only two rounds within one phase were required for this modified-Delphi as the minimum 

consensus (at least 55%) was reached for Phase One (straw-model, 70%). Phase Two, Round 

One and Round Two (open-dialog questionnaires) resulted in a majority consensus. Phase Four 

had a 100% acceptance ratio for the higher-order KSA model for HRPs in GCCs.

DATA ANALYSIS

This research study required both qualitative and quantitative data collection and analysis 

strategies. Phase One required specialists to face-validate a straw-model from the literature 

review (see Figure 1). The straw-model KSA HRP themes were: Benefits, Compensation 

/Classification, Employee Relations/Disciplinary Actions, Policies / Procedures, HRIS (HR- 

Information Systems), Incentive / Morale Programs, Legal Compliance, Performance 

Management, Records / Personnel Files, Staffing (Recruiting) / Promotions, Training & 

Development, and Wage Administration / Payroll. This straw-model provided a foundation from 

which to ask open-ended questions for topic to be added for the specific industry of government 

contracting for human resource practitioners.

Phase Two, Round One, and Phase Two, Round Two of the modified-Delphi asked 

open-ended questions, and the data generated by responses required qualitative analysis. The 

raw data responses from Phase Two, Round One were transcribed verbatim to the Phase Two, 

Round Two survey (Appendix D & E). The qualitative raw data was face-validated by a set of 

HRP/GCC/SME Specialists. The raw data from Phase Two, Round Two was coded, translated, 

and interpreted by the researcher for Phase Three rating by the panelists (Appendix F). The 

translated data was face-validated by HRP/GCC/SME specialists.

In Phase Three, SME Panelists responded with a Likert scale rating of sub-topics ranging 

in importance from one (most important) to five (least important). These responses were analyzed
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by a quantitative analysis reporting mode, mean, median, standard deviation, interquartile range 

(IQR), and a chi-square t-test to report ratings and rankings. The translated data was face- 

validated by HRP/GCC/SME specialists.

Phase Four analyzed the data based on the SMEs observations on the priority level of 

importance of the final data as to vitally required KSAs for HRPs in GCCs. Panelists were 

requested to respond with a ‘rejection’ if they did not accept the higher-order model. There were 

no reject responses, so the higher-order model was considered 100% accepted.

Qualitative Data Collection.

Data analysis of responses to the surveys were based in grounded theory methodology, 

described as method(s) containing systematic, yet flexible guidelines for collecting and analyzing 

qualitative data for the purpose of constructing theories grounded in the data themselves 

(Charmaz, 2006). The analysis of the qualitative responses received in the Delphi Phases and 

Rounds used the grounded theory method of constant comparison during the multiple phases: 

generating categories (low-level of abstraction; open coding), integrating categories and 

properties (integration), delimiting categories (common themes), and writing the emerging theory 

(constructing the straw-model) (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Charmaz, 2006). This study borrowed 

from grounded theory techniques to ensure all qualitative data was analyzed using systematic 

methods. Narrative was examined, recurring ideas noted and defined, and emerging codes or 

categories resulted (Charmaz, 2006). This is where the connections between HRP and the 

GCC’s and the unique KSA’s were developed. During the delimiting phase of analysis, duplicative 

categories or themes were dropped, merged, or created; and the emerging theory and higher- 

order model was revised and developed.

Quantitative Data Collection.

Descriptive statistics were used to analyze informational and background data. The final 

round of ratings of importance from a scale of one to five (Likert Scale) was analyzed using a 

cross tabulation of independent-samples t-test. Frequency distributions of the study specialists 

(acting as face-validators) and the participants were observed for. number of years as a human 

resources practitioner (HRP), levels of education, number of years of career in a government
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contracting company (GCC). Other demographics collected were specific to the size of the 

contractor in terms of employees and annual revenue. Generalized statistics were shared with 

participants after the study’s conclusion demonstrating a relational foundation. Developing the 

camaraderie with group members had an importance in promoting the in-depth discussion and 

responses within a study (Rotundi & Gustafson, 1996).

The study used demographics to document participant stratification. It was determined 

demographic data such as race, gender, or education was not directly relevant to the data 

collected in this study (e.g., those with higher degrees did not necessarily suggest more ideas 

and viewpoints or more valuable KSAs, nor did those with lower educational degrees suggest 

fewer viewpoints or less valuable KSAs). There were twice as many females participating than 

males in this study, which reflects United States statistics of females dominating this job 

description reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics: Human Resource Managers (69.3% in 

2010; 73.6% in 2011), Human Resource Training and Labor Relations Specialists (70.3% in 

2010; 74.5% in 2011), and Payroll and Timekeeping staff (90.8% in 2010; no data available for

2011) (“Bureau of Labor Statistics,” 2011; “Bureau of Labor Statistics," 2012).

An aggregation of the participants' responses to Likert scaled items was used to measure 

statistical consensus for individual items during the final rounds. According to Wilhelm (2001) the 

Delphi consensus process requires measure of both central tendency and variability. The mean 

and standard deviation, along with the mode, median, and inter-quartile range of each of the 

answers in the Likert scale items, were entered into a database for analysis. The mode, median, 

and mean analysis were sent to the participants in the Phase Four (accept/reject) so they could 

observe how their own individual responses differed (if any) from the group’s response holistic 

response.

In survey research, a Likert scale is an approach to response categories measuring the 

extent of a person’s satisfaction or agreement with a set of statements or questions. This type of 

response category makes it easier to quantify survey responses, thus simplifying research data 

analysis. Chi square statistics allows an analysis of Likert scale data to compare respondents' 

responses with expected answers. The greater the level of deviation between actual and
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expected responses, the higher the chi square statistic, thus the higher deviation mean (or 

Interquartile Range) results fit less towards the hypothesis of a consensus. Chi-square indicates 

whether a statistically significant relationship exists, but does not reveal information about the 

strength of that relationship (Hall, 2012). The analysis of the final survey round duplicated the 

statistical aggregation measures used in the previous rounds. The coefficient of variation was 

used as a determinant for consensus reached on each item. Consensus was defined as a 

coefficient of variation of less than .05.

HRP/GCC/SME study participants provided themes and sub-themes identifying HR- 

related topics and ideas, of which the majority were identifiable based on public law, agency 

regulations, and government contracting general terminology. There were few incidences where 

the data provided by the participants could be misinterpreted.

RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY 

Every effort to ensure reliability and validity was made throughout this Delphi using 

several strategies, including evaluating reliability of the survey items. Construct validity was 

enhanced by asking SME’s to face-validate interpretations and categorization provided by the 

researcher (Okoki & Pawlowski, 2004). This Delphi created sufficient rounds of questionnaires 

and discussion to achieve a consensus or a ‘near-enough’ consensus (55%+). Conducting 

sufficient number of rounds, achieving ‘face-validation’ of the straw-model from SMEs, and using 

panels of impartial HRP GCC SMEs to validate and ensure the raw data was correctly translated 

to the next round, ensured the reliability and validity of this study.

Three specific strategies were used to ensure reliability and validity through the modified- 

Delphi. First, a baseline straw-model was created from the literature review. The GCC, HRP 

specialists with experience in government contracting were used to ‘face-validate’ common topics 

and themes during Phase One. Second, within Phase Two, Round One, the straw-model was 

shared with the HRP GCC SME modified-Delphi panelists, for open-ended commentary, 

viewpoints, and ideas. The solicited commentary was then re-submitted to the same panelists in 

Phase Two, Round Two for an opportunity to revise their own initial responses and to comment 

on other panelists' responses. This additionally enabled the panelists to validate the researcher’s
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interpretation of responses, data, and categorization of the variables within their responses from 

the qualitative analysis. Third, an appropriate number of rounds within the phases were ensured 

to achieve the highest consensus within the time constraints of the study. The panelists’ ability to 

revise responses to the open-ended questions provided a test-retest methodology. While test- 

retest methods are used to test the reliability of surveys, in Delphi studies, participants review and 

are expected to revise answers; therefore a more formal test-retest is not necessary (Okoli & 

Pawlowski, 2004).

SUMMARY

The purpose of this modified-Delphi was to determine if there was a higher-order model 

for human resource practitioner knowledge, skills, and abilities within the government contracting 

industry. Modified-Delphi panelists were asked to review a straw-model and build upon that base. 

The revised higher-order model identified additional knowledge, skills, and abilities unique to 

government-contracting companies' human resources practitioners for minimally required 

competencies. To reach this goal, a modified-Delphi was conducted to gather data and to achieve 

a majority consensus for a higher-order model. Delphi was the methodology of choice for its 

ability to enable a geographically dispersed panel of SMEs to participate in validating the base 

model and co-designing the revised model. This methodology strategy included a stratification of 

participants for background, education, location, size of contracting company (in number of 

employees and annual revenue), management level, and years of experience, with subject matter 

experts who have, or are, working within the government contracting industry.

Delphi phases and rounds were used to build upon, and add to, a straw-model (based on 

a literature review of general KSAs in HR practice), for additional competencies for GCC HRP- 

related KSAs. The higher-order model was validated with a panel majority consensus. Phase One 

requested external SME participants to serve as face-validators to verify and accept components 

of the literature-based straw-model. Phase Two, Round One used HRP GCC SMEs to provide 

narrative responses to add unique elements for a revised higher-order model of KSA 

competencies for GCC industry HRPs, qualitatively analyzed using grounded-theory 

methodology. Phase Two, Round Two required individual panelists to review data elements
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provided by the collective in the second round to determine if more elements (data) or details 

were required, comment if some elements were not related to unique KSAs, edit newly added 

elements, and remove KSAs not unique to HRP KSAs in GCCs. Phase Three was used to rate 

the vital importance of the added competency sub-themes to the revised high-order model. This 

rating of the unique KSA competencies added the value (importance) of viewpoints of the various 

main- and sub-themes to the higher-order model. Phase Four provided the group mode, median, 

and mean rated responses to Phase Three’s ‘accept’ or ‘reject’ for the higher-order model. A 

consensus was sought of at least 55% and panelist responses provided a 100% ‘accept’ ratio.

In Chapter IV, the findings of the study are presented. These findings include responses 

to a literature-review base-model and commentary from panelists from multiple phases and 

rounds. The findings also include the mode, median, mean, and standard deviation from rounds 

two and three responses. The modified GCC-based, HR-relevant, KSA competencies model is 

also included. In Chapter V, the study is summarized, conclusions are discussed, 

recommendations made, and a conceptual model for HR-related, GCC-industry, minimum 

competency KSAs are presented.



CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS

The goal of this research was to determine if there were a higher-order model of KSAs 

required of HRPs within the government contracting industry. The study started with a literature 

review, resulting in a straw-model for general HRP competencies. A straw-model was developed 

from a literature review, which identified sources and content for general HR-training such as 

industry certifications, degree programs, and trade-related training. A modified-Delphi method 

was used to add HR-related competencies and unique Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSAs) to 

the straw-model for a higher-order model. The Modified-Delphi Phases and Rounds were used to 

collect the opinions of successful SME HRP panelists working within the GCC industry at the 

management level. A modified-Delphi study relies upon SMEs and their continued participation to 

provide a diversity of views, with a variety of backgrounds.

PANEL PARTICIPANTS 

A Delphi's value depends upon the SMEs’ knowledge within the industry or subject. 

Twenty HRP SMEs within the GCC industry participated initially (see Table 1 below).

Table 1

Demographics of Participants

Characteristic Round

1 2 3

Gender

Male 5 4 3

Female 15 12 12

Management Level

Mid-Level 20 16 15

Ethnic Heritage

Caucasian 16 12 11

African American 3 3 3

Mixed or Pacific Islander 1 1 1

(continued)
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Table 1 Demographics of Participants (continued)

Characteristic (cont.) Round

1 2 3

Education

High School/GED or 
Associate Degree 2 2 2

Bachelor 8 6 6

Masters 9 7 6

Ph.D. 1 1 1

n = 20 16 15

SURVEY RESPONSES / DATA COLLECTION

Phase One -  Straw Model Agreement of Basic HR KSAs.

The main themes of general HR practices listed for the straw-model of KSA 

competencies discovered via literature review were face-validated by an external set of HRP, 

GCC experts. These KSAs were considered ‘required knowledge, skills, and abilities’ for a 

management level HRP in US-based companies with sufficient employees and/or staff members 

that a full-time HRP or an external HR consultant. The straw-model main theme KSAs presented 

to the validation specialists were: Benefits, Compensation /Classification, Employee 

Relations/Disciplinary Actions, Policies / Procedures, HRIS (HR-lnformation Systems), Incentive / 

Morale Programs, Legal Compliance, Performance Management, Records / Personnel Files, 

Staffing (Recruiting) / Promotions, Training & Development, and Wage Administration / Payroll. 

(See Table 2.)

Summary of Phase One.

Phase One was conducted with 13 HRP subject matter experts who served to check the 

face-validity of the straw-model for general HR practices and minimum competencies for KSAs. 

There was a majority consensus (70%) for the straw-model and it was considered validated for 

the modified-Delphi purpose of adding KSAs for the higher-order model. The 30% of HRP SME 

validator participants who rejected the straw-model did so for minor semantics versus egregious 

differences to the model. The straw-model was considered holistically accepted (see Table 2).
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Table 2

Straw-Model Main Themes

Straw-Model - Main Themes

1. Benefits

2. Compensation and Classification

3. Employee Relations and Discipline

4. Human Resources Information Systems (HRIS)

5. Incentive / Moral

6. Legal Compliance

7. Performance Management

8. Policies and Procedures

9. Records / Personnel Files

10. Staffing, Recruiting, Promotions, Retention, Terminations

11. Training and Development

12. Wage Administration & Payroll

Straw-model main- and sub-themes.

The following sub-themes were identified via the literature review and face-validated by 

the SMEs under each of the main-themes in the straw-model for the purpose of defining the 

categories’ breadth of KSA. Each main-theme identified in Table 2 above has a description of its 

associated sub-themes noted below.

• Benefits included welfare benefits (Health, Dental, Life), Disability, 401 (k) plans, and 

retirement or pension plans, the holistic company contract(s), and servicing employees within 

the plans on an annual basis, as well as negotiating contract renewals and arbitration of 

disputes for benefits.

• Compensation / Classification included compensation systems and plans, salary range 

programs, accrued vacation, employees ‘perks,’ and bonuses related to promotion or 

performance review(s), as well as classification of jobs as hourly or salary. Compensation
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plans show internal fairness for job responsibilities, as well as form a basis for recruiting for 

job candidates.

• Employee relations and discipline included disciplinary processes, management of 

subordinates, internal incentive and moral programs, internal communications, and strategic 

and business management.

• Human Resources Information Systems (HRISS) included software-based reporting, 

personnel data reporting and documentation, and may include recruiting and payroll 

processes.

• Incentive and moral included work incentives, employee perks (unique to job 

accomplishments), birthday, holiday, and other personal recognition by peers and 

supervisors, and may include paid training, tuition.

• Legal compliance included federal, state, and local employment laws, federal agency 

regulatory compliance, including reporting for EEOC, OSHA, ADA, FMLA, workers 

compensation, financial compliance, social media privacy, and employee handbooks and 

manuals.

• Performance management included annual (or other) performance evaluations, promotions 

based on performance, career-path associate training and development, strategic planning 

and alignment, department goal setting to organizational objectives, and leadership or project 

management.

• Policies and procedures included work-based procedures, company policies for behavior or 

work-related designations and decision-making, including ISO-9000, and human resources or 

company policies.

• Records and personnel files included hiring documentation and records, disciplinary records, 

termination documentation, tax and payroll records such as 1-9 and W2s.

• Staffing, recruiting, promotions, retention, and terminations included recruiting processes and 

procedures (methodologies), requisitions and position vacancy notices, promotion 

documentation, background checks, EEOC determinations, out-processing and out-sourcing.

• Training and development included tuition or training reimbursement programs, in-house
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training, external training for general, business, or unique skill sets, software updates and 

usage (internal or externally for clients), legal, compliance, harassment, safety, mentoring, 

and OJT.

• Wage administration and payroll included payroll processes, software, legal regulatory 

compliance, recordkeeping, and tax documentation (1-9 and eVerify).

Summary of Phase Two, Round One -  Adding to the Straw-Model.

Integrating new commentary and suggestions into appropriate categories based on the 

straw-model was completed by asking the modified-Delphi SME panelists for additional themes 

and sub-themes. The added themes described additional minimum competency KSAs dealing 

uniquely with the tasks for which GCC HRPs are responsible. The modified-Delphi panelists 

added unique competency KSAs upon which the next round focused towards a group consensus. 

Table 3 (below) presents a summary of the main themes identified by the panelists' open-ended 

commentary for added unique KSAs for HRPs in GCC, including KSA competencies presented in 

the straw-model, plus a five new main themes 

Table 3 -

Summary O f Phase Two, Round One Findings

Phase Two, Round One - Main Themes

1. Benefits

2. Compensation and Classification

3. Employee Relations and Discipline

4. Human Resources Information Systems (HRIS)

5. Incentive / Moral

6. Legal Compliance

7. Performance Management

8. Policies and Procedures

9. Records / Personnel Files

(continued)
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Table 3  - Summary Of Phase Two, Round One Findings (continued)

Phase Two, Round One • Main Themes

10. Staffing, Recruiting, Promotions, Retention, Terminations

11. Training and Development

12. Wage Administration

13. Security Clearance(s)

14. Government Contracts & Contracting

15. Employment Law -  Federal Contractors

16. Legal / Ethical Issues

17. Technology

18. Financial

19. Additional Comments and/or Topics submitted by panelists

Phase Two, Round One -  main- and sub-themes.

Additional main- and sub-themes were added to the straw-model in the first round for the 

purpose of defining the categories’ breadth of KSA. The following were added.

• Security clearances included government level background checks, credentialing procedures, 

interaction and working with the Joint Personnel Adjudication System (JPAS), understanding 

and familiarity with the National Industrial Security Program Operating Manual (NISPOM), 

risk management (security cleared employees), Secure Base Access (SBA) and Contractor 

Access Cards (CAC), Secure Compartmentalized Information Facility (SCIF), and the various 

types of security clearances required for government contract employees.

• Government contracts and contracting included understanding and familiarity with bids and 

proposals, contract sections and parts, agencies that deal directly with government 

contracting auditing and compliance, the Federal Acquisition Regulation manual (FAR), hiring 

requirements, penalties, prime versus sub-contractor, the Service Contract Act, and union 

workplaces.



Employment law for federal contractors included familiarity and understanding of government 

contracting related laws, agency regulations, executive orders, agencies who have oversight 

of contract vehicles, specific minimum wage laws, and contract-related employment 

notifications and employment law posters.

Legal and ethical issues included ethics and compliance training, unique to contracting FAR 

compliance and laws, including Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), as well as 

organizational conflict of interest (OCI).

Technology was included relating to high-demand need for tech-oriented employee skills, 

confidentiality, contract-driven requirements, online Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), 

knowledge of government worksite technology, reporting via the HRIS, accessibility to and 

permission to use online social media platforms, and capability of using technology based on 

access and permissions at government sites.

Wage administration and payroll in the straw-model was redefined as a main-theme to 

Financial and included sub-topics relating to: allowable and unallowable costs and expenses 

to contract invoicing, budgeting. Also included as sub-themes were accounting classification 

reference numbers (and system), terminology for contract-related terms such as Time and 

Materials (T&M), fringe benefits calculations (SCA), contract authorization memo (CAM), 

contract work hours charged to each contract line item (CLIN), overhead versus general and 

administrative (G&A) expenses, project accounting, joint travel regulations (JTR), and 

Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX). Other sub-themes provided were direct versus indirect expenses and 

labor costs, financial accounting standards that were noted as possibly general versus GCC- 

related by panelists.

Additional commentary included government requirements for contract personnel such as 

program management, CISSP for IT personnel, worksite shutdowns (federal holidays, acts of 

god and nature), centralization versus decentralization, HR strategy in alignment with 

company strategic goals, and special access programs (SAP).

Summary of Phase Two, Round Two -  Consensus Building.

The purpose of Phase Two, Round Two was for HRP GCC SME panelists to reflect on
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tasks and responsibilities they felt matched the added or unique KSA competencies for HRPs in 

the GCC industry; and review what other SME panel members have offered as suggestions. 

Participants were tasked to delete any general HRP KSAs that were not unique, edit other bullets 

topics on the list, add or subtract sub-headings or main headings, or suggest any bullets in 

illogical categories be moved to more appropriate topic categories. Table 4 identifies the 14 main 

themes (89 sub-themes identified in Appendix D) finalized by the modified-Delphi panelists in 

Phase Two, Round Two.

Table 4 -

Summary O f Phase Two, Round Two Findings

Phase Two, Round Two - Main Themes / Topics

1. Benefits

2. Compensation and Classification

3. Employee Relations / Discipline

4. Legal Compliance

5. Performance Management

6. Policies / Procedures

7. Records / Personnel Files

8. Staffing, Recruiting, Promotions, Retention, Terminations

9. Training / Development

10. Wage Administration / Payroll

11. Security Clearance

12. Government Contracts

13. Technology

14. Financial

Summary of Phase Three -  Rating of HRP, GCC-related KSA competencies

Sixteen members of the modified-Delphi panel finished review and reached a consensus 

of main- and sub-themes to include in the higher-order model at the end of Phase Two, Round
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Two (see Table four).

The theme eliminated was: (a) incentive and moral. Panelists noted the reason for 

eliminating this theme was it was too generalized for any industry or business and not unique to 

the GCC industry. Some themes were merged or folded into other main themes. The two topics 

of employment law -  federal contractors and legal and ethical issues were merged into legal 

compliance. Human resources information system(s) (HRIS) was merged into technology. 

Additional commentary topics were redundant and eliminated or the topics fit better under another 

main theme.

Phase Four -  Rating The Importance, Sub-Themes.

HRP/GCC/SME panelists were then asked to rate the importance of the unique KSA 

competencies for HRPS working within GCCs, based on the sub-themes revised, edited, and 

subtracted, and added during the Round Two and Three surveys (see Table 5). A Likert scale 

was used, rating ‘1’ as most important and ‘5’ as least important for KSAs for HRPs at a 

management level. Participants analyzed and rated sub-themes for importance to minimum and 

unique qualifications of KSAs for HRPs in GCCs. Once this round was complete, calculations 

provided the mode, median, mean, Interquartile Range (IQR), and standard deviation, as well as 

a cross-tabulation and chi square test. The Interquartile Range (IQR) is defined as the range 

covered by the middle 50% of any distribution (Gravetter, & Wallnau, 2006, p. 108), and is the 

statistical measure of the central tendencies calculated by determining the median, lower quartile 

(Q1) and the upper quartile (Q3) of a set of numbers, and then subtracting Q1 from Q3.

Determining the IQR identifies potential outlier influences when the lower and highest 

25% are removed. Thus an IQR of ‘1’ indicates the panelists were in close enough agreement to 

reach a higher consensus of perceived important for this sub-theme KSA. An IQR of 'A' indicates 

that the panelists had a wider range of agreement for the sub-theme KSA, and ratings illustrated 

between as much as a 50-75% difference, meaning there may have been disagreement between 

panelists opinions of whether the sub-theme was important, how important, or whether vital at all 

to the higher-order model. Categories are identified by alpha letter and number for commentary 

in table 5, following, (e.g., A -  Benefits would have (A)1, then (A)2, in order of table four topics.)
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Table 5 -

Summary Of Round Four Ratings Within Sections

Main Themes I Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

A -  Benefits

• A(1) H&W benefits for SCA contract EE’s 

(mandated); applying H&W benefits to SCA 

contracts (cost Calculations); SSA provisions for 

prevailing (SCA) wages includes benefits & 

stipend for unused portion(s) paid to EE(s); 

Benefits (Contract Administrative Services)

• A(2) 401(k) & IRA as part of 'contract wages’ 

(fringe benefits -  cash value)

1.467 1 .89

1.867 2 .73

B -  Compensation and Classification

• B(3) Service Contract Act (Wage Determination) /

SSA / Davis Bacon Act / Walsh-Healy Act -

Contract & Prevailing Wages; SCA related pay 1 1.200 1 .83

rates / accrued leave -  SCA contract EEs; comp.

/ accrued leave

• B(4) Compensation Program: document varying

wages for identical job title; OFCCP / wage

scales, government audits; Labor Categories / 1 1.267 1 .45

Job Classifications / Job Evaluation -  survey data

validity

(continued)
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__________ Main Themes / Sub-Themes____________ Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

• B(5)Wage/Rate determinations, mandated fringe

benefits, (if related) to union contracts unique to 1 1.267 1 .81 1

government worksite

• B(6) DCAA ‘allow-ability’ of annual merit
1 1.867 2 .87 2

increases / executive comp

• B(7) Operations & Contracts Administration: 

essential to bidding (negotiating) /recruiting

incumbent vs. new hires; Prepare / deal with 2 2.000 2 .45 3

disgruntled incumbent staff (may refuse 

position/jump ship)

• B(8) Government Client Worksite Shut Down:

work sites closed for holidays or reasons not 2 2.133 2 .40 3

funded by the company, (paid/unpaid?)

• B(9)CONUS / OCONUS (national / international
2

pay structures)

C -  Employee Relations I Discipline

• C(10) Government-managed environment and 

supervision of contract employees; government
2

[client] adherence to contractor's progressive 

disciplinary procedures

• C(11) Layoffs, Two week pay in lieu of notice
2

(pay calculation)

2.333 2 1.15

2.000 2 .77

2.000 2 .73

(continued)



Table 5 -  Summary Of Round Four Ratings Within Sections (continued)
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_______Main Themes / Sub-Themes____________ Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

C(12) Government Internal Affairs and EEOC

Officers familiarity pertinent to HRM if 2 2 067 2 97 3

government (GS) worker complaint

C(13) Unions (as applicable to SCA & DBA EE’s) 3 2 400

C(14) Reclamas -  knowledge of, ability to work
2

through contract issues with contracting officer

96

2.600 2 1.21

D -  Legal Compliance

• D(15) Applicant self-reporting (EEOC/OFCCP), 

documentation -  hiring process; OFCCP

compliance/rules: ‘applicant flow [hiring/term]  ̂ 1 g8

logs’ documentation for AAP (Exec. Order 11246 

-  EEO); doc storage terms

• D(16) Posters required of Federal Contractors in
1

public EE spaces

• D(17) Government sites (same/conflicting IT or
2

Physical Security standards)

• D(18) Government client requirements when

being requested to remove staff and adhere to 2 2 067 2 57

site- and/or department-related leave schedules.

• D(19) CONUS / OCONUS -  legalities and

‘protocol’ 1

• D(20) Knowledge of USACE Manual 385-1-1
3

(Safety/Health requirements in operations)

1.400 1 1.09

1.933 2 .85

2.200 2 .86

2.200 2 .62

(continued)
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________  Main Themes / Sub-Themes____________ Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

E -  Performance Management

• E(21) Analysis of hire and promotion within AAP

requisitions; 4/5 rule analysis
1.00 1.533 1.00 0.63

• E(22) Knowledge/Familiarity -  ‘Key Personnel

Clause’ in contract (government client 1.00 1.933 2.00 0.96

concurrence for hire/termination)

• E(23) Contract-driven performance analysis

(contracting company supervisor input) versus 1.00 2.067 2.00 1.03

(federal government supervisor)

• E(24) Relationship with clients; HR staff don’t 

often interact w/ government clients. Federal

contracting is unique / relationship with clients 2.00 2.133 2.00 0.72

and EEs can make or break company’s 

performance on the contract.

• E(25) 'Metrics’ for government client, (e.g., Firm 

Fixed Price (FFP) Contracts and/or Time & Cost)

F -  Policies / Procedures

• F(26) FAR, DFAR -  understanding how salaries, 

bonuses and relocation expenses are handled in 

designing programs & making offers.

• F(27) Polices (overall numbers & breadth = 

increases) due to contract, FAR, employment 

law, reporting requirements, etc.; Government 

Contractor policies & procedures vs. company’s

2.00 2.333 2.00 1.20

1.533 1 0.98

1.600 1 0.63

(continued)
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Table 5 -  Summary Of Round Four Ratings Within Sections (continued)

__________Main Themes / Sub-Themes____________ Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

• F(28) Federal Holidays (work, work off-site,

telecommute, base/work site closure -  2 1 933 2 0 8 5 2

paid/unpaid policies per co. / gov. customer)

• F(29) Authorization - spending matrix (level of

officer of company for financial decisions: pay 3 2 133 2 0 83 3

raises to contract-based financial decisions)

• F(30) ISO / CMMI certifications as added

value, HR is a 'service' provider with processes
3

keeps department aligned with other business 

areas.

2.800 3 0.73

1.467 1 1.02

G -  Records / Personnel Files

• G(31) e-Verify -  directly related to government
1

contractors(ing)

• G(32) 12-year records retention mandate for

most government contracts 1 1.933 2 .81

• G(33) Intellectual Property Protection Act - DFAR ^ 2 133 2 1 02

H -  Staffing, Recruiting, Promotions, Retention, Terminations

• H(34) AAP - recruitment for diverse populations;

Contract scope / mapping / recruiting available 

manpower for proposal; multiple venues &

recruiting tools (PVNs); Vocational Rehabilitation 1 1 '333 1

Act: reasonable accommodation / job 

descriptions / defense of hiring decisions

(continued)
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Main Themes / Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

H(35) Gov. contracting knowledge: staffing, 

background checks, terminations; Transitions 

as contracts won/lost (acquisition);
1

Government requirements for personnel (i.e. 

certifications like PMCISSP, etc.), depending 

on type of contracts for RFP/RFB 

H(36) Security Clearance -  knowledge/ 

requirements: briefing / debriefing; legal 

verbiage - offers / hiring TS/SCI cleared EEs. 1 1 4g7

Badging / clearance acquisition process for 

incumbents; on-boarding staff to contract jobs 

H(37) Advertised job openings (internal & 

external - EEOC reqs.); Work w/ Federal,
1

State, and staffing agencies & sub

contractors), ensure compliance w/ regs.

H(38) Analysis / training related to hiring /
1

promotion from AAP planning 

H(39) Contingency hires /  offer letters with
1

contingency legal wording 

H(40) Contingent hire agreement(s) & 

negotiations with incumbent workforce; 

transition after contract award; Exec. Orders 1

reqs., related to contract incumbent workforce

1.333 1 0.73

0.89

1.533 1 0.81

1.667 2 0.70

1.667 1 1.15

1.667 1 0.91

(continued)
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Table 5 -  Summary O f Round Four Ratings Within Sections (continued)

  Main Themes I Sub-Themes ______ Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

• H(41) Organizational Conflict of Interest (OCI)

-before/after hire (military service members 1 1 8qQ 2 -j 26 2

moving from GS to civilian in trade arena)

• H(42) Incumbent transition following contract

award (‘grandfathering’ of paid leave, key 1 1 867 2 1 Q6 2

personnel reqs, staff, locations, benefits, etc.).

• H(43) Non-Disclosure Agreements; Human

D. . . . . . 1 2.200 2 0.73 3
Rights determinations

• H(44) Sequestration - forced layoffs (effect) 2 2 20Q 2 Q 83 3

• H(45) HR presence during proposal bid

process / pursuit decision for contract bid; 3 2 40Q 3 Q 4g 4

Contract-based manpower forecasting

I -  Training / Development

• l(46) Contract-mandated training (e.g.,

CMMA), International Trafficking in Arms

Regulation (ITAR), Office of Federal Contract 2 1.800 2 1.00 2

Compliance Programs (OFCCP),

Transportation Worker Identity Card (TWIC)

• l(47) Risk Management -  (contract EEs, high-

risk work-sites, war-zones) 

l(48) Billable training hours 

(allowable/unallowable); Extra contract time

1.867 2 0.83

1.933 2 0.93

(continued)



2.267 2 1.15

2.467 2 0.85
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Table 5 -  Summary Of Round Four Ratings Within Sections (continued)

__________ Main Themes / Sub-Themes____________ Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

• l(49) T&D -  planning: government/contract

required (Ethics, Harassment, Human

Trafficking Training [OCONUS EEs])/tracking 2 1 g33 2 Qgg 2

Individual Development Plans, training 

supervisors & managers - new regs

• l(50) Human Trafficking Training (contract-

driven - OCONUS EEs) 2

• 1(51) T&D -  reimbursement: limitations by fed 

clients, since (federal contractors) operate on

2
thin profits (whereas commercial entities have 

higher profit margins)

• l(52) T&D - investment. Non-renewed

contracts for reasons unrelated to

EE/Company performance (e.g., if company 3 2 g00 3 Q g1

graduates to a larger size standard), might 

remove ability to bid on contract, loss of EEs.)

J -  Wage Administration & Payroll

• J(53) Davis Bacon Act / Service Contract Act

(Prevailing Wage) / SCA payroll requirements / 1 1 2g7 1 Q g3

SCA ‘gap’ wages

• J(54) AAP impacts; impacted by FAR sections

as well (compensation) 1 1 467 1 0.81

(continued)
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Table 5 -  Summary Of Round Four Ratings Within Sections (continued)

Main Themes / Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

J(55) DCAA -  time-keeping & floor checks / 

Total time accounting

J(56) Certified Payroll procedures (GAAP) for 

Gov. Contracting

J(57) Timesheet changes / Timesheet 

deadlines

1.467 1 0.45

1.600 1 0.81

1.933 1 1.41

0.87

K -  Security Clearance

• K(58) Security Clearance & classification reqs,

including background checks; how affect EEs 

(ability to work on contracts [including interim 

clearances]): different types of security 1 1 533

clearances; what it takes to get; how to

determine requirements from contract 

language

• K(59) Contractor Access Card (CAC); Secure

Base Access (SBA form/application); Security 1 1 733  ̂ 1 12

badges & Security clearances

• K(60) Special Access Program (SAP): guiding

documents / NISPOM overprint(s). Various 

agencies & allowance (DoD) personnel or

some veterans to adjudicate some clearances, 1

systems, or contract docs; (SCIFs) Secure 

Compartmentalized Information Facility

1.733 1 1.13

(continued)
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Main Themes I Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

1 1.800 1 1.14

1 2.000 2 0.73

2.333 2 0.87

• K(61) HR staff -  security clearance reqs per 

contract positions

• K(62) Government work sites familiarity (for

HR Managers)

• K(63) Joint Personnel Adjudication System

(JPAS) & National Industrial Security Program 

Operating Manual (NISPOM): people, facilities, 

and international Employees

L -  Government Contracts

• L(64) ITAR, TWIC and other contract required

programs

• L(65) Federal Register & Executive Orders per

government contractors

• L(66) Delivery Orders I Period of Performance 1 1 g67 1 1 1Q

• L(67) Contract Quality Assurance Surveillance 

Plans / Role of Evaluators

• L(68) Government contracting knowledge;

affect on Employees (EE), benefits, and non- 

EE insurance policies; Prime Contractor vs.

Sub-Contractor

• L(69) Bids & Proposals / Contract Resume

(writing) for Proposals

• L(70) CAS -  Contract Administration Services

1 1.600 1 0.91 1

1 1.667 1 1.13

1.933 2 1.20

2.067 2 1.21

2.200 2 0.77

2.200 2 1.09 3

(continued)



Table 5 -  Summary Of Round Four Ratings Within Sections (continued)
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______ Main Themes I Sub-Themes_________

L(71) Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA)

(Ethics compliance)

L(72) Debarment -  lose of contract; prohibition 

of contracting for X years; Reclama: Request 

for reconsideration of decision/proposed 

action.

L(73) Office of Federal Contract Compliance 

(OFCC) compliance; Track data for AAP if 

contract amount annually $50K+

L(74) Communication (Interaction) with 

Government Contracting Rep; Authorized 

Contracting Officer (ACO)

L(75) DCAA -  Defense Contracting Audit 

Agency /DCAAM/P (Manual/ pamphlet); DCMA 

-  Defense Contract Management Agency 

L(76) CLINs -  Contract Line Item Number & 

SLINs -  Sub-Line Item Numbers / Contract 

Clauses

L(77) Contract ‘type’ knowledge (T&M, Cost 

Plus Fixed Fee, etc.); and Contract 

Modifications -  Processes for wage increases, 

EE relations, communication of timetables and 

budgets.

Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

2 2.267 2 1.14 3

2 2.333 2 1.22 4

2 2.333 2 1.06 4

2 2.400 2 1.03 4

2 2.400 2 1.02 4

3 2.467 2 0.81 4

2 2.467 2 1.06 4

(continued)



Table 5 -  Summary Of Round Four Ratings Within Sections (continued)
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Main Themes / Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

• L(78) DSS -  DLA (Defense Logistics Agency) 

Support Services

• L(79) FAR -  Federal Acquisition Regulation 

(Contract Requirements)

• L(80) DFAS -  Defense Finance & Accounting 

Service (DoD)

M -  Technology

• M(81) Timekeeping; Government compliance 

for contracts / accounts

• M(82) Contract driven requirements / audits 

using IT/software for reports

• M(83) Government worksites 

knowledge/experience (preferred)

2.533 2 0.77

2.667 2 0.81

2.733 3 0.87

1 1.467 1 1.09 1

2.133 2 1.01

2.333 2 0.51

N -  Financial

• N(84) Expense, Direct vs. Indirect (labor /

overhead / G&A expenses); Direct vs. Indirect 2 1 733 2 Q 6Q

(costs to contract); allowable vs. unallowable

• N(85) Financial basics per HR -  related to

government contracting and overall effect on 1 1 800 2 0 93

Human Resources department oversight

• N(86) Allowable / Unallowable costs /

2
expenses (Contract GAAP) 2.000 2 0.82

(continued)
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Table 5 -  Summary Of Round Four Ratings Within Sections (continued)

Main Themes / Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

• N(87) Accounting Classification Reference

Number (ACRNs)
2 2.667 3 0.89 4

• N(88) Contract Authorization Memo (CAM) /

Charge Authorization Letter (CAL) -  (contract

codes for EE hours charged; re-issued with 2 2.133 2 1.02 3

Code / Contract / Time Charge change[s])

• N(89) JTR -  Joint Travel Regulation (e.g.,

lowest airfare) / Per Diem Rates
2 2.400 2 1.02 4

Summary o f Round Four.

Once the ranking and statistical analysis was completed, the panel was asked in the final 

round to accept or reject the statistical analysis’ conclusions. The last round assumed the panel 

reached a consensus (or majority) for KSA competencies required of HRPs working within a GCC 

company.

Round three yielded rating responses from 15 participants to finalize the higher-order 

model for HRPs minimum competencies for KSAs in a GCC. Table 6 (following) reports the order 

of participant responses with the highest rating of importance noted in descending importance by 

the panelists for ratings within a Likert scale -  a rating of ‘1’ being the most important and a rating 

of ‘5’ being least important. The categories are identified by alpha letter and number for 

commentary in table six below (e.g., A -  Benefits would have (A)1, then (A)2, in order of table five 

topics). The order is now rated by order of importance. Table 6 demonstrated the priority order of 

submitted responses within each section with rated sub-topics being highest rating of importance 

noted first and then other sub-topics as they descend in importance within each Section Topic. 

The sub-themes were rated by panelists, and then reported in sub-sets and a whole set of 

minimal competencies unique to HRP KSAs in GCCs.
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Summary of Round Four Ratings for Sub-themes under Main Themes
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Main Themes/ Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

• B(3) Service Contract Act (Wage Determination) /

SSA / Davis Bacon Act / Walsh-Healy Act -

Contract & Prevailing Wages; SCA related pay 1 1.200 1 .83 1

rates / accrued leave -  SCA contract EEs; comp.

I accrued leave

• B(4) Compensation Program: document varying 

wages for identical job title; OFCCP / wage

scales, government audits; Labor Categories / 1 1.267 1 .45 1

Job Classifications / Job Evaluation -  survey data

validity

• B(5)Wage/Rate determinations, mandated fringe

benefits, (if related) to union contracts unique to 1 1.267 1 .81 1

government worksite

• D(15) Applicant self-reporting (EEOC/OFCCP), 

documentation -  hiring process; OFCCP

compliance/rules: ‘applicant flow (hiring/term] 1 1.267 1 .58 1

logs’ documentation for AAP (Exec. Order 11246 

-  EEO); doc storage terms

• J(53) Davis Bacon Act / Service Contract Act

(Prevailing Wage) / SCA payroll requirements / 1 1.267 1 0.63 1

SCA ‘gap’ wages

(continued)
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Table 6 - Summary of Round Four Ratings for Sub-themes under Main Themes (continued)

Main Themes/ Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

• H(34) AAP - recruitment for diverse

populations; Contract scope / mapping / 

recruiting available manpower for proposal;

multiple venues & recruiting tools (PVNs); 1 1.333 1 0.48 1

Vocational Rehabilitation Act: reasonable 

accommodation / job descriptions / defense of 

hiring decisions

• H(35) Gov. contracting knowledge: staffing,

background checks, terminations; Transitions 

as contracts won/lost (acquisition);
1 1.333 1 0.73 1

Government requirements for personnel (i.e. 

certifications like PMCISSP, etc.), depending 

on type of contracts for RFP/RFB

• D(16) Posters required of Federal Contractors in
1 1.400 1 1.09 1

public EE spaces

• A(1) H&W benefits for SCA contract EE’s

(mandated); applying H&W benefits to SCA 

contracts (cost Calculations); SSA provisions for
1 1.467 1 .89 1

prevailing (SCA) wages includes benefits & 

stipend for unused portion(s) paid to EE(s);

Benefits (Contract Administrative Services)

• G(31) e-Verify -  directly related to government
1 1.467 1 1.02 1

contractors(ing)

(continued)
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Table 6 - Summary of Round Four Ratings for Sub-themes under Main Themes (continued)

Main Themes/ Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

• H(36) Security Clearance -  knowledge/

requirements: briefing / debriefing; legal

verbiage - offers / hiring TS/SCI cleared EEs. 1 1.467 1 0.89 1

Badging / clearance acquisition process for 

incumbents; on-boarding staff to contract jobs

• J(54) AAP impacts; impacted by FAR sections

as well (compensation)

• J(55) DCAA -  time-keeping & floor checks /

Total time accounting

• M(81) Timekeeping; Government compliance 

for contracts / accounts

• E(21) Analysis of hire and promotion within AAP

requisitions; 4/5 rule analysis

• F(26) FAR, DFAR -  understanding how salaries,

bonuses and relocation expenses are handled in 1 1.533 1 0.98

designing programs & making offers.

• H(37) Advertising job openings (internal &

mandatory external - EEOC reqs.); Work w/

Federal, State, and private staffing agencies & 1 1.533 1 0.81

subcontractor(s), ensure compliance w/ 

regulations

1.467 1 0.81

1.467 1 0.45

1.467 1 1.09

1.00 1.533 1.00 0.63

(continued)
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Table 6 - Summary of Round Four Ratings for Sub-themes under Main Themes (continued)

Main Themes/ Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

• K(58) Security Clearance & classification reqs,

including background checks; how affect EEs 

(ability to work on contracts [including interim

clearances]): different types of security 1 1.533 1 0.87 1

clearances; what it takes to get; how to 

determine requirements from contract 

language

• F(27) Polices (overall numbers & breadth =

increases) due to contract, FAR, employment

law, reporting requirements, etc.; Government 1 1.600 1 0.63 1

Contractor policies and procedures vs.

company’s

• J(56) Certified Payroll procedures (GAAP) for
1 1.600 1 0.81 1

Gov. Contracting

• L(64) ITAR, TWIC and other contract required
1 1.600 1 0.91 1

programs

• H(38) Analysis / training related to hiring /
1 1.667 2 0.70 2

promotion from AAP planning

• H(39) Contingency hires / offer letters with
1 1.667 1 1.15 2

contingency legal wording

(continued)
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Table 6 - Summary of Round Four Ratings for Sub-themes under Main Themes (continued)

Main Themes/ Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

• H(40) Contingent hire agreement(s) &

negotiations with incumbent workforce;

transition after a contract award; Executive 1 1.667 1 0.91 2

Orders reqs., related to contract incumbent

workforce

• L(65) Federal Register & Executive Orders per
1 1.667 1 1.13 2

government contractors

• K(59) Contractor Access Card (CAC); Secure

Base Access (SBA form/application); Security 1 1.733 1 1.12 2

badges & Security clearances

• K(60) Special Access Program (SAP): guiding

documents besides NISPOM overprint(s).

Various agencies and allowance for DoD

personnel or some veterans to adjudicate 1 1.733 1 1.13 2

some clearances, systems, or contract docs;

Secure Compartmentalized Information Facility 

(SCIFs)

• N(84) Expense, Direct vs. Indirect (labor /

overhead / G&A expenses); Direct vs. Indirect 2 1.733 2 0.68 2

(costs to contract); allowable vs. unallowable

• 1-1(41) Organizational Conflict of Interest (OCI)

-before/after hire (military service members 1 1.800 2 1.26 2

moving from GS to civilian in trade arena)

(continued)
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Table 6 - Summary of Round Four Ratings for Sub-themes under Main Themes (continued)

Main Themes/ Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

• 1(46) Contract-mandated training (e.g.,

CMMA), International Trafficking in Arms

Regulation (ITAR), Office of Federal Contract 2 1.800 2 1.00 2

Compliance Programs (OFCCP),

Transportation Worker Identity Card (TWIC)

• K(61) HR staff -  security clearance reqs per
1 1.800 1 1.14 2

contract positions

• N(85) Financial basics per HR -  related to

government contracting and overall effect on 1 1.800 2 0.93 2

Human Resources department oversight

• A(2) 401 (k) & IRA as part of ‘contract wages’
2

(fringe benefits -  cash value)

• B(6) DCAA 'allow-ability' of annual merit
1

increases / executive comp

• B(7) DCAA ‘allow-ability’ of annual merit
1

increases / executive comp

• H(42) Incumbent transition following contract 

award (‘grandfathering’ of paid leave, key

personnel reqs, staff, locations, benefits, etc.). 1 1 867 2 1.06 2

• l(47) Risk Management -  (contract EEs, high-
1 1.867 2 0.83 2

risk work-sites, war-zones)

• L(66) Delivery Orders / Period of Performance 1 1.867 1 1.10 2

• G(32) 12-year records retention mandate 1 1.933 2 .81 2

(continued)

1.867 2 .73

1.867 2 .87

1.867 2 .87
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Table 6 - Summary of Round Four Ratings for Sub-themes under Main Themes (continued)

Main Themes/ Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

• D(17) Government sites (same/conflicting IT or
2 1.933 2 .85 2

Physical Security standards)

• E(22) Knowledge/Familiarity -  ‘Key Personnel

Clause’ in contract (government client 1.00 1.933 2.00 0.96 2

concurrence for hire/termination)

• F(28) Federal Holidays (work, work off-site,

telecommute, base/work site closure -  2 1.933 2 0.85 2

paid/unpaid policies per co. / gov. customer)

• l(48) Billable training hours (allowable
2 1.933 2 0.93 2

/unallowable); Extra contract time

• l(49) T&D -  planning: government/contract 

required (Ethics, Harassment, Human

Trafficking Training [OCONUS EEs])/tracking 2 1.933 2 0.98 2

Individual Development Plans, training 

supervisors & managers - new regs

• J(57) Timesheet changes/Timesheet deadlines 1 1.933 1 1.41 2

• L(67) Contract Quality Assurance Surveillance
2 1.933 2 1.20 2

Plans / Role of Evaluators

• B(8) Operations & Contracts Administration: 

essential to bidding (negotiating) /recruiting

incumbent vs. new hires; Prepare / deal with 2 2.000 2 .45 3

disgruntled incumbent staff (may refuse 

position/jump ship)

(continued)
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Table 6 - Summary of Round Four Ratings for Sub-themes under Main Themes (continued)

Main Themes/ Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

2.000 2 .77

2.000 2 .73

2.000 2 0.73

2.000 2 0.82

C(10) Government-managed environment and 

supervision of contract EEs; government [client]
2

adherence to contractor's progressive disciplinary 

procedures

C(11) Layoffs, 2 week pay in lieu of notice (pay
2

calculation)

K(62) Government work sites familiarity (for
1

HR Managers)

N(86) Allowable / Unallowable costs /
2

expenses (Contract GAAP)

C(12) Government Internal Affairs and EEOC

Officers familiarity pertinent to HRM if 2 2.067 2 .97

government (GS) worker complaint

D(18) Government client requirements when

being requested to remove staff and adhere to 2 2.067 2 .57

site- and/or department-related leave schedules.

E(23) Contract-driven performance analysis

(contracting company supervisor input) versus 1.00 2.067 2.00 1.03

(federal government supervisor)

L(68) Government contracting knowledge; 

affect on EEs, benefits, and non-EE insurance
2

policies; Prime Contractor vs. Sub-Contractor
2.067 2 1.21

(continued)
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Table 6 - Summary of Round Four Ratings for Sub-themes under Main Themes (continued)

Main Themes/ Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

• B(9) Government Client Worksite Shut Down:

work sites closed for holidays or reasons not 

funded by the company, (paid/unpaid?)

• E(24) Relationship with clients; HR staff don’t

often interact w/ government clients. Federal 

contracting is unique / relationship with clients 

and EEs can make or break company’s 

performance on the contract.

• F(29) Authorization - spending matrix (level of

officer of company for financial decisions: pay 

raises to contract-based financial decisions)

• G(33) Intellectual Property Protection Act -

DFAR

• M(82) Contract driven requirements / audits

using IT/software for reports

• N(88) Contract Authorization Memo (CAM) /

Charge Authorization Letter (CAL) -  (contract 

codes for EE hours charged; re-issued with 

Code / Contract / Time Charge change[s])

• D(19) CONUS / OCONUS - legalities / ‘protocol’

• D(20) Knowledge of USACE Manual 385-1-1

(Safety/Health requirements in operations)

2 2.133 2 .40 3

2.00 2.133 2.00 0.72 3

3 2.133 2 0.83 3

2 2.133 2 1.02 3

2 2.133 2 1.01 3

2 2.133 2 1.02 3

1 2.200 2 .86 3

3 2.200 2 .62 3

(continued)
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Table 6 - Summary of Round Four Ratings for Sub-themes under Main Themes (continued)

Main Themes/ Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

1 2.200 2 0.73
• H(43) Non-Disclosure Agreements; Human 

Rights determinations

• H(44) Sequestration - forced layoffs (effect) 2 2.200 2 0.83

• L(69) Bids & Proposals / Contract Resume
2 2.200 2 0.77

(writing) for Proposals

• L(70) CAS -  Contract Administration Services 3 2.200 2 1.09

• l(50) Human Trafficking Training (contract- 

driven - OCONUS EEs)

• L(71) Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA)

(Ethics compliance)

• B(10)CONUS / OCONUS (national / international

• pay structures)

• E(25) 'Metrics' for government client (e.g., Firm 

Fixed Price (FFP) Contracts and/or Time & Cost)

• K(63) Joint Personnel Adjudication System 

(JPAS) & National Industrial Security Program 

Operating Manual (NISPOM): people, facilities, 

and international EEs

• L(72) Debarment -  lose of contract; prohibition 

of contracting for X years; Reclama: Request 

for reconsideration of decision/proposed 

action.

2.267 2 1.15

2.267 2 1.14

2.333 2 1.15

2.00 2.333 2.00 1.20

2.333 2 0.87

2.333 2 1.22

(continued)
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Table 6 - Summary of Round Four Ratings for Sub-themes under Main Themes (continued)

Main Themes/ Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

• L(73) Office of Federal Contract Compliance

(OFCC) compliance; Track data for AAP if 2 2.333 2 1.06 4

contract amount annually $50K+

• M(83) Government worksites
2 2.333 2 0.51 4

knowledge/experience (preferred)

• C(13) Unions (as applicable to SCA & DBA EE’s) 3 2.400 3 .96 4

• H(45) HR presence during proposal bid

process / pursuit decision for contract bid; 3 2.400 3 0.48 4

Contract-based manpower forecasting

• L(74) Communication (Interaction) with

Government Contracting Rep; Authorized 2 2.400 2 1.03 4

Contracting Officer (ACO)

• L(75) DCAA -  Defense Contracting Audit

Agency /DCAAM/P (Manual/ pamphlet); DCMA 2 2.400 2 1.02 4

-  Defense Contract Management Agency

• N(89) JTR -  Joint Travel Regulation (e.g.,
2 2.400 2 1.02 4

lowest airfare) / Per Diem Rates

• 1(51) T&D -  reimbursement: limitations by fed 

clients, since (federal contractors) operate on
2 2.467 2 0.85 4

thin profits (whereas commercial entities seem 

to have higher profit margins)

(continued)



Table 6 - Summary of Round Four Ratings for Sub-themes under Main Themes (continued)

Main Themes/ Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

• L(76) CLINs -  Contract Line Item Number &

SLINs - Sub-Line Item Numbers / Contract 3 2.467 2 0.81 4

Clauses

• L(77) Contract ‘type’ knowledge (T&M, Cost

Plus Fixed Fee, etc.); and Contract

Modifications - Processes for wage increases, 2 2.467 2 1.06 4

EE relations, communication of timetables and

budgets.

• L(78) DSS -  DLA (Defense Logistics Agency)
2 2.533 2 0.77 4

Support Services

• C(14) Reclamas -  knowledge of, ability to work
2 2.600 2 1.21 4

through contract issues with contracting officer

• l(52) T&D - investment. Non-renewed

contracts for reasons unrelated to

EE/Company performance (e.g., if company 3 2.600 3 0.81 4

graduates to a larger size standard), might 

remove ability to bid on contract, loss of EEs)

• L(79) FAR -  Federal Acquisition Regulation
2 2.667 2 0.81 4

(Contract Requirements)

• N(87) Accounting Classification Reference
2 2.667 3 0.89 4

Number (ACRNs)

• L(80) DFAS -  Defense Finance & Accounting
3 2.733 3 0.87 4

Sen/ice (DoD)
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Table 6 - Summary of Round Four Ratings for Sub-themes under Main Themes (continued)

Main Themes/ Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD IQR

(continued)

• F(30) ISO / CMMI certifications as added

value, HR is a 'service' provider with processes
3

keeps department aligned with other business
2.800 3 0.73 4

areas.

Statistical analysis o f rating.

Phase Three yielded responses from 15 participants ratings of each sub-theme in priority

of importance of KSAs required for minimum competencies for HRPs within the GCC industry.

Using a cross-tabulation of an independent-samples t-test for inter-rater agreements, the chi-

square among mean frequency of ratings across KSAs was 459.737 (df = 352, p < .000). The

analysis is demonstrated below (Table 7).

Table 7 -

Summary O f Chi-Square Tests for Inter-Rater Agreements

Chi square Tests

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

Pearson Chi square 459.737(a) 352 .000

Likelihood Ratio 498.651 352 .000

n of valid cases 1335

(a) 267 cells (60.0%) have expected count less than f. the minimum expected count is .26.

This indicates significant inter-KSA difference within a given rater's scores; the 

distinctions by KSAs are meaningful because the differences between are significantly greater 

than the differences within. There are significant differences between the raters who had lots of 

1's and 2's and those who had lots of 4s and 5s. There was an obvious set of ratings within a 

normal curve within the viewpoints of the range of raters and there was a broad spread of ratings
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between the raters on most to least importance.

Agreements amongst raters.

The only agreement upon first-ranked KSAs was between two experts on the sub-theme 

of J57 (Wage Administration & Payroll) comprising 8.69% of all the ‘first important’ ratings (see 

Table 8).

Table 8 -

First Ranked KSAs for Inter-Rater Agreements

Main Themes I Sub-Themes Mode Mean Median

J -  Wage Administration & Payroll
• J(57) Timesheet changes / Timesheet

1 1.933 1 1.41
deadlines

The most substantial agreement upon second-ranked KSAs was among three experts 

each on rating were for H40 (Staffing, Recruiting, Promotions, Retention, Terminations) and N84 

(Financial) each with a concordant trio of scores comprising 4.1 % of all ‘second important’ 

ratings (see Table 9).

Table 9 -

Second Ranked KSAs for Inter-Rater Agreements

Main Themes / Sub-Themes Mode Mean Median s *and-Dev.

H -  Staffing, Recruiting, Promotions,

Retention, Terminations

• H(40) Contingent hire agreement(s) &

negotiations with incumbent workforce;
1 1.667 1 0.91

transition after a contract award; Executive 

Orders reqs., for incumbent workforce

(continued)
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Main Themes I Sub-Themes Mode Mean Median

Table 9 -  Second Ranked KSAs for Inter-Rater Agreements (continued)

Main Themes / Sub-Themes Media Stand.
Mode Mean

n Dev.

N -  Financial

• N(84) Expense, Direct vs. Indirect (labor /

overhead / G&A expenses); Direct vs.
2 1.733 2 0.68

Indirect (costs to contract); allowable vs. 

unallowable

There were three groups of experts voicing agreement for ‘third-ranked’ KSA importance. 

The most substantial ratings agreement within third-ranked KSAs was among seven experts 

(2.9% of ‘third important' ratings each) on D15 (Legal Compliance) and F29 (Policies / 

Procedures) Authorization) (see Table 10).

Table 10 -

Third Ranked (First Set) Of KSAs For Inter-Rater Agreements

Main Themes / Sub-Themes Mode Mean Median Dev.

D -  Legal Compliance

• D(15) Applicant self-reporting

(EEOC/OFCCP), documentation - hiring 

process; OFCCP compliance/rules:
1 1.267 1 .58

‘applicant flow [hiring/term] logs’ 

documentation for AAP (Exec. Order 11246 - 

EEO); doc storage terms

(continued)
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Table 10 - Third Ranked (First Set) Of KSAs For Inter-Rater Agreements (continued)

Main Themes I Sub-Themes . . . .  Media Stand.Mode Mean n Qev

F -  Policies I Procedures

• F(29) Authorization -  spending matrix (level

of officer of company for financial decisions:

. .. . r  . . 3 2.133 2 0.83pay raises to contract-based financial

decisions)

Six experts agreed upon rankings (2.5% of ‘third important’ ratings each) for C14 

(Employee Relations / Discipline), I50 (Training / Development), L64 (Government Contracts), 

and L72 (Government Contracts) (see Table 11).

Table 11 -

Third Ranked (Second Set) O f KSAs for Inter-Rater Agreements

Main Themes I  Sub-Themes Mode Mean Median _

C -  Employee Relations I Discipline

• C(14) Reclamas -  knowledge of, ability to

work through contract issues with contracting 2 2.600 2 1.21

officer

I -  Training I Development

• l(50) Human Trafficking Training (contract-

, 2 2.267 2 1.15
dnven -  OCONUS employees)

(continued)
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Table 11 - Third Ranked (Second Set) O f KSAs for Inter-Rater Agreements (continued)

1.600 1 0.91

Main Themes / Sub-Themes ..  . . .  Media Stand.___________________________________________ Mode Mean n pev

L -  Government Contracts

• L(64) ITAR, TWIC and other contract

required programs 1

• L(72) Debarment -  lose of contract;

prohibition of contracting for X years;

2
Reclama: Request for reconsideration of 

decision/proposed action.

2.333 2 1.22

Five experts also agreed upon rankings (2.1% of ‘third important’ ratings each) for C13 

(Employee Relations / Discipline), E22 and E25 (Performance Management), F26 (Policies / 

Procedures), H40 and H45 (Staffing, Recruiting, Promotions, Retention, Terminations), I52 

(Training and Development), L65, L73, L77 (Government Contracts), and N84 (Financial) (see 

Table 12).

Table 12 -

Third Ranked (Third Set) Of KSAs for Inter-Rater Agreements

Main Themes / Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD

C -  Employee Relations / Discipline

• C(13) Unions (as applicable to SCA & DBA
3 2.400 3 .96

EE’s)

E -  Performance Management

• E(22) Knowledge/Familiarity -  ‘Key

Personnel Clause’ in contract (government 1.00 1.933 2.00 0.96

client concurrence for hire/termination)

(continued)
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Table 12 - Third Ranked (Third Set) O f KSAs for Inter-Rater Agreements (continued)

1.533 1 0.98

Main Themes I Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD

• E(25) ‘Metrics’ for government client (e.g.,

Firm Fixed Price (FFP) Contracts and/or 2.00 2.333 2.00 1.20

Time & Cost)

F -  Policies I Procedures

• F(26) FAR, DFAR -  understanding how 

salaries, bonuses and relocation expenses

are handled in designing programs & making 1

offers.

H -  Staffing, Recruiting, Promotions,

Retention, Terminations

• H(40) Contingent hire agreement(s) &

negotiations with incumbent workforce; 

transition after a contract award; Executive 1

Orders reqs., related to contract incumbent 

workforce

• H(45) HR presence during proposal bid

process / pursuit decision for contract bid; 3 2 4QQ 3 Q 4Q

Contract-based manpower forecasting

L -  Government Contracts

• L(65) Federal Register & Executive Orders
1 1.667 1 1.13

per government contractors

1.667 1 0.91

(continued)
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Main Themes I Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD

• L(73) Office of Federal Contract

Compliance (OFCC) compliance; Track 

data for AAP if contract amount annually
2 2.333 2 1.06

$50K+

• L(77) Contract ‘type’ knowledge (T&M,

Cost Plus Fixed Fee, etc.); and Contract 

Modifications -  Wage increase processes,
2 2.467 2 1.06

EE relations, comm, of timetables/budgets.

N -  Financial

• N(84) Expense, Direct vs. Indirect (labor /

overhead / G&A expenses); Direct vs. 

Indirect (costs to contract); allowable vs.
2 1.733 2 0.68

unallowable

There were three groups of experts voicing rankings agreement for ‘fourth-rated’ KSA 

importance. The most substantial rankings agreement in fourth-ranked KSAs was between ten 

experts (2.1% of ‘fourth important’ ratings each) on C11 (Employee Relations / Discipline) and 

D18 (Legal Compliance) (see Table 13).

Table 1 3 -

Fourth Ranked (First Set) KSAs For Inter-Rater Agreements

Main Themes / Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD

C -  Employee Relations / Discipline

• C(11) Layoffs, Two week pay in lieu of notice
2 2.000 2 .73

(pay calculation)

(continued)



Table 13 - Fourth Ranked (First Set) KSAs For Inter-Rater Agreements (continued)

Main Themes / Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD

D -  Legal Compliance

• D(18) Government client requirements when

being requested to remove staff and adhere 

to site- and/or department-related leave
2 2.067 2 .57

schedules.

Among nine experts (1.9% o f ‘fourth important’ ratings each), there was ranking

agreement on C10 (Employee Relations / Discipline), L68 (Government Contracts), and M82

(Technology) (see Table 14).

Table 14 -

Fourth Ranked (Second Set) KSAs for Inter-Rater Agreements

Main Themes / Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD

C -  Employee Relations / Discipline

• C(10) Government-managed environment 

and supervision of contract employees;
2 2.000 2 ,77

government [client] adherence to contractor’s 

progressive disciplinary procedures 

L -  Government Contracts

• L(68) Government contracting knowledge; 

affect on EEs, benefits, and non-EE
2 2.067 2 1.21

insurance policies; Prime Contractor vs.

Sub-Contractor

(continued)
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Table 14 - Fourth Ranked (Second Set) KSAs for Inter-Rater Agreements (continued)

Main Themes I Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD

M -  Technology

• M(82) Contract driven requirements /
2 2.133 2 1.01

audits using IT/software for reports

Among eight experts (1.7% of ‘fourth important’ ratings each), there was ranking 

agreement on B4 and B6 (Compensation / Classification), F28 (Policies / Procedures), I47 and 

I52 (Training / Development), K63 (Security Clearance), L79 (Government Contracts), M81 

(Technology), and N85 (Financial) (see Table 15).

Table 1 5 -

Fourth Ranked (Third Set) KSAs for Inter-Rater Agreements

Main Themes I Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD

B -  Compensation and Classification

• B(4) Compensation Program: document

varying wages for identical job title; OFCCP /

wage scales, government audits; Labor 1 1.267 1 .45

Categories / Job Classifications / Job

Evaluation -  survey data validity

B(6) DCAA ‘allow-ability’ of annual merit
1 1.867 2 .87

increases / executive comp

F -  Policies / Procedures

• F(28) Federal Holidays (work, work off-site,

telecommute, base/work site closure -  2 1.933 2 0.85

paid/unpaid policies per co. / gov. customer)

(continued)
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Table 15 - Fourth Ranked (Third Set) KSAs for Inter-Rater Agreements (continued)

Main Themes I Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD

I -  Training / Development

• l(47) Risk Management -  (contract EEs,
1 1.867 2 0.83

high-risk work-sites, war-zones)

• l(52) T&D - investment. Non-renewed 

contracts for reasons unrelated to 

EE/Company performance (e.g., if
3 2.600 3 0.81

company graduates to a larger size 

standard), might remove ability to bid on 

contract, loss of EEs

K -  Security Clearance

• K(63) Joint Personnel Adjudication System 

(JPAS) & National Industrial Security
2 2.333 2 0.87

Program Operating Manual (NISPOM): 

people, facilities, and international EEs

L -  Government Contracts

• L(79) FAR -  Federal Acquisition
2 2.667 2 0.81

Regulation (Contract Requirements)

M -  Technology

• M(81) Timekeeping; Government

compliance for contracts / accounts 1 1 467 1 1 09

(continued)
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Table 15 - Fourth Ranked (Third Set) KSAs for Inter-Rater Agreements (continued)

Main Themes / Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD

N -  Financial

• N(85) Financial basics per HR -  related to

government contracting and overall effect
1 1.800 2 0.93

on Human Resources department 

oversight

There were three groups of experts voicing agreement for ‘fifth-ranked’ KSA importance. 

The most substantial ratings agreement in fifth-ranked KSAs was among twelve experts (2.3% of 

'fifth important’ ratings each) on B8 (Compensation/Classification), D15 (Legal Compliance), and 

H39 (Staffing, Recruiting, Promotions, Retention, Terminations) (see Table 16).

Table 1 6 -

Fifth Ranked (first set) KSAs for Inter-Rater Agreements

Main Themes I Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD

B -  Compensation and Classification

• B(8) Operations & Contracts Admin: vital to

bidding (negotiating) /recruiting incumbent
2 2.000 2 .45

vs. new hires; Prepare / deal with disgruntled 

incumbent staff (refuse position/jump ship)

(continued)
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Table 16 - Fifth Ranked (first set) KSAs for Inter-Rater Agreements (continued)

Main Themes / Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD

D -  Legal Compliance

• D(15) Applicant self-reporting (EEOC 

/OFCCP), documentation - hiring process;

OFCCP compliance/rules:‘applicant flow 1 1.267 1 .58

[hiring/term] logs’; AAP (Exec. Order 11246 - 

EEO); doc storage terms

H -  Staffing, Recruiting, Promotions,

Retention, Terminations

• H(39) Contingency hires / offer letters with
1 1.667 1 1.15

contingency legal wording

Among eleven experts (2.1% of 'fifth important’ ratings each) there were ranking 

agreements on B3 and B9 (Compensation /Classification), H44 (Staffing, Recruiting, Promotions, 

Retention, Terminations), J55 and J56 (Wage Administration & Payroll) (see Table 17).

Table 1 7 -

Fifth Ranked (Second Set) KSAs for Inter-Rater Agreements

Main Themes / Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD

B -  Compensation and Classification

• B(3) Service Contract Act (SCA; Wage

Determination) /SSA/Davis Bacon & Walsh-
1 1.200 1 .83

Healy Act -  Contract & Prevailing Wages; 

pay-rate accrued leave - contract EEs; comp.

(continued)
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Table 17 - Fifth Ranked (Second Set) KSAs for Inter-Rater Agreements (continued)

Main Themes I Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD

• B(9) Government Client Worksite Shut

Down: work sites closed for holidays or 2 2.133 2 .40

unfunded reasons (paid/unpaid?)

H -  Staffing, Recruiting, Promotions,

Retention, Terminations

• H(44) Sequestration - forced layoffs
2 2.200 2 0.83

(effect)

J -  Wage Administration & Payroll

• J(55) DCAA -  time-keeping & floor checks
1 1.467 1 0.45

/Total time accounting

• J(56) Certified Payroll procedures (GAAP)
1 1.600 1 0.81

for Gov. Contracting

Among ten experts (1.9% of ‘fifth important' ratings each) there were ranking agreements 

on A2 (Benefits), D20 (Legal Compliance), G32 (Records / Personnel Files), H34 (Staffing, 

Recruiting, Promotions, Retention, Terminations), and L80 (Government Contracts) (see Table 

18).

Table 1 8 -

Fifth Ranked (Third Set) KSAs for Inter-Rater Agreements

Main Themes / Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD

A -  Benefits

• A(2) 401 (k) & IRA as part of ‘contract wages’
2 1.867 2 .73

(fringe benefits -  cash value)

(continued)
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Table 1 8 - Fifth Ranked (Third Set) KSAs for Inter-Rater Agreements (continued)

Main Themes / Sub-Themes Mode Mean Med. SD

D -  Legal Compliance

D(20) Knowledge of USACE Manual 385-1-1
3 2.200 2 .62

(Safety/Health requirements in operations)

G -  Records / Personnel Files

G(32) 12-year records retention mandate

for most government contracts 1 1.933 2 .81

H -  Staffing, Recruiting, Promotions,

Retention, Terminations

• H(34) AAP - recruitment for diverse 

populations; Contract scope / mapping / 

recruiting available manpower for proposal;

multiple venues & recruiting tools (PVNs); 1 1.333 1 0.48

Vocational Rehabilitation Act. reasonable 

accommodation / job descriptions / 

defense of hiring decisions

L -  Government Contracts

• L(80) DFAS -  Defense Finance &
3 2.733 3 0.87

Accounting Service (DoD)

The chi square among mean frequency of ratings across raters was 754.678 (df = 56, p < 

.000). This indicates significant inter-rater differences (ratings) within a given KSA's scores; the 

distinctions by rater are meaningful because the differences between ratings by panelists are 

significantly greater than the differences within ratings by panelists on indicating what sub-themes 

are important by ranked order within the unique KSAs of HRPs within the GCC industry. There
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was a broad set of differences between groups of participants who agreed within sets of sub

themes on what was most to what was least important (see Table 19).

Table 19 -

Summary of Chi-Square tests for frequency of ratings across raters

Chi-square Tests

Value Df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

Pearson Chi square 754.678(a) 56 .000

Likelihood Ratio 684.616 56 .000

n of valid cases 1335

(a) 30 cells (40.0%) have expected count less than 5. the minimum expected count is 1.53

These observations mean there are two main effects: difference by KSA and difference 

by rater. Based on the chi-square, the main effect of difference by rater appears to be greater. 

There were a broad set of ratings and agreements of rankings within the ratings -  and no one 

point where there were more agreements on ratings than others. Such inter-rater agreements are 

critical for controlling for outlier rankings from overly optimistic or pessimistic raters. For instance, 

Raters 4, 8, 10, and 15 each ranked 57% or more of KSAs as lowest-priority, whereas Raters 5,

7, and 9 each ranked 21% or more of KSAs as either primary or secondary in importance.

The following (see Table 20) provides a holistic view of the sub-themes in ranked order in 

one table. This demonstrates the sub-themes in order of ranked importance, as a result of the 

ratings provided by the modified-Delphi panelists. This ranking chart, showing the first through 

the fifth level of importance of sub-themes, indicates of the final 89, 46 are more important as 

agreed upon by the panelists to have a highest priority of consideration for KSAs within the 

higher-order model.

This result of the rankings was obtained by using the chi-square of ratings across the 

panelists’ ratings, identifying a consensus of ranking of importance between them. This identified 

a number of times a sub-theme fell within a main theme, which in turn indicated KSAs considered
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more vital within the higher-order model based on statistical ratings (see Table 20). 

Table 20

Priority O f Rankings Amongst Panelists, Resulting From Ratings

Rank Sub-theme in order of ranking Main Theme

1 J(57) Timesheet changes / Timesheet deadlines

2 H(40) Contingent hire agreement(s) & negotiations with 

incumbent workforce; transition after a contract award; 

Executive Orders reqs., related to contract incumbent 

workforce

3 N(84) Expense, Direct vs. Indirect (labor / overhead / G&A 

expenses); Direct vs. Indirect (costs to contract); allowable 

vs. unallowable

4 D(15) Applicant self-reporting (EEOC/OFCCP), 

documentation -  hiring process; OFCCP compliance/rules: 

‘applicant flow [hiring/term] logs’ documentation for AAP 

(Exec. Order 11246 - EEO); doc storage terms

5 F(29) Authorization - spending matrix (level of officer of 

company for financial decisions: pay raises to contract- 

based financial decisions)

6 C(14) Reclamas -  knowledge of, ability to work through 

contract issues with contracting officer

7 l(50) Human Trafficking Training (contract-driven - 

OCONUS EEs)

Wage Admin. & Payroll 

Staffing, Recruiting, 

Promotions, Retention, 

Terminations

Financial

Legal Compliance

Policies / Procedures

Employee Relations / 

Discipline

Training / Development

(continued)
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Table 20 - Priority Of Rankings Amongst Panelists, Resulting From Ratings (continued)

Rank Sub-theme in order of ranking Main Theme

8

9

10

11

L(64) ITAR, TWIC and other contract required programs 

L(72) Debarment -  lose of contract; prohibition of 

contracting for X years; Reclama: Request for 

reconsideration of decision/proposed action.

C(13) Unions (as applicable to SCA & DBA EE’s)

Government Contracts 

Government Contracts

E(22) Knowledge/Familiarity -  ‘Key Personnel Clause’ in 

contract (government client concurrence for 

hire/termination)

12 E(25) ‘Metrics’ for government client (e.g., Firm Fixed Price

(FFP) Contracts and/or Time & Cost)

13 F(26) FAR, DFAR -  understanding how salaries, bonuses

and relocation expenses are handled in designing programs 

& making offers.

14 H(40) Contingent hire agreement(s) & negotiations with

incumbent workforce; transition after a contract award; 

Executive Orders reqs., related to contract incumbent 

workforce

15 H(45) HR presence during proposal bid process / pursuit

decision for contract bid; Contract-based manpower 

forecasting

16 L(65) Federal Register & Executive Orders per government

contractors

Employee Relations / 

Discipline

Performance Management

Performance Management

Policies / Procedures

Staffing, Recruiting, 

Promotions, Retention, 

Terminations

Staffing, Recruiting, 

Promotions, Retention, 

Terminations 

Government Contracts

(continued)
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Table 20 - Priority Of Rankings Amongst Panelists, Resulting From Ratings (continued)

Rank Sub-theme in order of ranking Main Theme

17 L(73) Office of Federal Contract Compliance (OFCC) Government Contracts

compliance; Track data for AAP if contract amount annually

$50K+

18 L(77) Contract ‘type’ knowledge (T&M, Cost Plus Fixed Government Contracts

Fee, etc.); and Contract Modifications -  Processes for wage

increases, EE relations, communication of timetables and 

budgets.

19 N(84) Expense, Direct vs. Indirect (labor / overhead / G&A Financial

expenses); Direct vs. Indirect (costs to contract); allowable

vs. unallowable

20 C(11) Layoffs, 2 week pay in lieu of notice (pay calc.)

21 D(18) Government client requirements when being

requested to remove staff and adhere to site- and/or 

department-related leave schedules.

22 C(10) Government-managed environment and supervision

of contract employees; government [client] adherence to 

contractor’s progressive disciplinary procedures

23 L(68) Government contracting knowledge; affect on EEs,

benefits, and non-EE insurance policies; Prime Contractor 

vs. Sub-Contractor

24

Employee Relations /

Discipline

Legal Compliance

Employee Relations / 

Discipline

Government Contracts

Technology

M(82) Contract driven requirements / audits using IT 

/software for reports

(continued)
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Table 20 - Priority Of Rankings Amongst Panelists, Resulting From Ratings (continued)

Rank Sub-theme in order of ranking Main Theme

25 B(4) Compensation Program: document varying wages for

identical job title; OFCCP / wage scales, government 

audits; Labor Categories / Job Classifications / Job 

Evaluation -  survey data validity

26 B(6) DCAA ‘allow-ability’ of annual merit increases /

executive comp

27 F(28) Federal Holidays (work, work off-site, telecommute,

base/work site closure -  paid/unpaid policies per co. / gov. 

customer)

28 1(47) Risk Management -  (contract EEs, high-risk work

sites, war-zones)

29 1(52) T&D - investment. Non-renewed contracts for reasons

unrelated to EE/Company performance (e.g., if company 

graduates to a larger size standard, might remove ability to 

bid on contract, loss of EEs)

30 K(63) Joint Personnel Adjudication System (JPAS) &

National Industrial Security Program Operating Manual 

(NISPOM): people, facilities, and international EEs

31 L(79) FAR -  Federal Acquisition Regulation (Contract

Requirements)

32 M(81) Timekeeping; Government compliance for contracts / 

accounts

Compensation and 

Classification

Compensation and 

Classification 

Policies / Procedures

Training / Development

Training / Development

Security Clearance

Government Contracts

Technology

(continued)
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Table 20  -  Priority Of Rankings Amongst Panelists, Resulting From Ratings (continued)

Rank Sub-theme in order of ranking Main Theme

33 N(85) Financial basics per HR -  related to government 

contracting and overall effect on Human Resources 

department oversight

34 B(8) Operations & Contracts Administration: essential to 

bidding (negotiating) /recruiting incumbent vs. new hires; 

Prepare / deal with disgruntled incumbent staff (may refuse 

position/jump ship)

35 D(15) Applicant self-reporting (EEOC/OFCCP), 

documentation - hiring process; OFCCP compliance/rules: 

'applicant flow [hiring/term] logs’ documentation for AAP 

(Exec. Order 11246 - EEO); doc storage terms

36 H(39) Contingency hires / offer letters with contingency 

legal wording

37 B(3) Service Contract Act (Wage Determination) / SSA / 

Davis Bacon Act / Walsh-Healy Act -  Contract & Prevailing 

Wages; SCA related pay rates / accrued leave -  SCA 

contract EEs; comp. / accrued leave

38 B(9) Government Client Worksite Shut Down: work sites 

closed for holidays or reasons not funded by the company, 

(paid/unpaid?)

Financial

Compensation and 

Classification

Legal Compliance

Staffing, Recruiting, 

Promotions, Retention, 

Terminations 

Compensation and 

Classification

Compensation and 

Classification

(continued)
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Table 20 -  Priority O f Rankings Amongst Panelists, Resulting From Ratings (continued)

Rank Sub-theme in order of ranking Main Theme

39 H(44) Sequestration - forced layoffs (effect) Staffing, Recruiting, 

Promotions, Retention, 

Terminations

J(55) DCAA -  time-keeping & floor checks / Total time Wage Administration &

40 accounting Payroll

41 J(56) Certified Payroll procedures (GAAP) for Gov. Wage Administration &

Contracting Payroll

42 A(2) 401(k) & IRA as part of ‘contract wages’ (fringe 

benefits -  cash value)

Benefits

43 D(20) Knowledge of USACE Manual 385-1-1 

(Safety/Health requirements in operations)

Legal Compliance

44 G(32) 12-year records retention mandate for most 

government contracts

Records / Personnel Files

45 H(34) AAP - recruitment for diverse populations; Contract Staffing, Recruiting,

scope / mapping / recruiting available manpower for Promotions, Retention,

proposal; multiple venues & recruiting tools (PVNs); 

Vocational Rehabilitation Act: reasonable accommodation / 

job descriptions / defense of hiring decisions

Terminations

46 L(80) DFAS -  Defense Finance & Accounting Service 

(DoD)

Government Contracts

In sorting the number of times a main theme was connected to a sub-theme in the 

rankings, what is demonstrated is the number of times a main theme is considered while rating 

and ranking the sub-themes, to the fifth level of agreement for priority by the modified-Delphi 

panelists.
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There were eight sub-themes under the main theme of government contracts; six sub

themes under the main themes of Staffing, Recruiting, Promotions, Retention, Terminations; five 

sub-themes under compensation and classification; four sub-themes under the main theme of 

financial; and four sub-themes under the main theme of legal compliance. These could be 

considered the most important main themes within the list of unique KSAs because there were so 

many sub-themes under the main theme. Still within the first to fifth most agreed upon rankings 

according to the panelists’ ratings, and rankings results are: three sub-themes each under the 

four main themes of employee relations and discipline, policies and procedures training and 

development, and wage administration and payroll. Also within the final 46 identified rankings, 

two sub-themes each were under the two main themes of performance management and 

technology; as well as one sub-theme each under the three main themes of benefits, records and 

personnel files, and security clearance.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this study was to identify whether it was possible to develop, refine, and 

validate a higher-order model of minimum competency knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) for 

human resource practitioners (HRPs) who work within the government contracting company 

(GCC) industry. This higher-order model could be used as a foundation to strengthen knowledge, 

skills, and HRPs’ abilities for working within a niche market of government contracting. The 

higher-order model can be used to identify weaknesses in knowledge, or lack of skills, that once 

gained, would increase abilities to perform job tasks with stronger capabilities. This research 

study was not completed to field-test the higher-order model. The study was designed to provide 

a structure upon which training programs, educational curriculum, recruiting practices, 

compensation planning, career planning and promotions, or further research could be planned or 

expanded. This higher-order model could assist in expanding current programs where there are 

gaps for industry niche markets.

To achieve this objective, a literature review based straw-model was face-validated as a 

baseline; a modified-Delphi research study conducted with Phases and Rounds to gather data 

and subject matter expert (SME) viewpoints, ideas, and opinions; and then panelists built a
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consensus by ratings for minimum competencies for KSAs unique to HRPs within the GCC. The 

modified-Delphi was an optimal research method based on the geographic diversity of the HRP 

GCC SME participants -  for those who assisted in face-validation and also for the modified- 

Delphi. The success of this modified-Delphi study relied on a broad range of experience from 

HRPs across the United States, as well as diverse base of types of vendors, educational levels, 

and years of experience.

Four Phases and five Rounds were conducted within this study. The Phase One face- 

validated a straw-model developed from the literature review. Using the modified-Delphi 

methodology, the objective was to obtain a majority consensus of the panelists for the straw 

model. This was achieved with a 70% consensus of KSA requirements for HRPs for the validation 

of the straw-model. The straw-model focused on defining the main themes and sub-themes 

present as KSAs in general HR practice as a base from which to start the modified-Delphi 

panelists' dialog.

Phase Two, Round One of the modified-Delphi asked the SME HRPs in GCCs to add 

their viewpoints and ideas about what they believed might be additional or unique KSAs required 

of HRPs within the government contracting industry. Using the qualitative analysis methodology 

of grounded theory, the study asked SMEs who practiced HR within the government contracting 

industry to provide narrative responses for ideas to open-ended questions in the first of two 

surveys.

Phase Two, Round One confirmed, with a majority agreement, the original 12 main 

themes and sub-themes. Panelists also added and expanded to five more main themes, for a 

total of 19 main- and 224 sub-themes identified in the first revision of the higher-order model.

Phase Two, Round Two tasked the HRP GCC SME modified-Delphi panelists to revise 

their initial viewpoints and ideas. They were asked to subtract or add, move sub-themes to more 

appropriate main themes, eliminate redundancy, and edit responses from Phase Two’s first 

Round. The goal was to evaluate, refine, and reduce the 224 sub-themes to minimum HRP 

competency KSAs identifiable as unique only to the government contracting industry. The results 

of Phase Two, Round Two removed and added some main themes from the first revision of the



higher-order model and resulted in 14 main themes, and reducing the sub-themes to 89.

Phase Three tasked the modified-Delphi panelists to review the results of Phase Two, 

Round Two and rate the importance of those remaining 89 sub-themes under the 14 main 

themes to determine which were more vital KSAs within a higher-order model. Phase Three 

results were analyzed using descriptive statistics for determining central tendency and variation. 

The group mode, median, mean, interquartile ranges, inter-rater reliability coefficients of raters’ 

responses were used to determine what elements should be added to the higher-order model for 

main- and sub-themes. The ratings and rankings of importance were analyzed and reported as 

determined by the modified-Delphi panelists. All of the main themes were retained from Phase 

Two, Round Two within the higher-order model. Of the 89 rated sub-themes seven rated lowest 

in the ratings (mean ratings between 2.5 and 2.8), but were uniquely identified with government 

contracting and human resources oversight, so were retained within the main themes.

Phase Four of the modified-Delphi panel provided the panelists the group mode, median, 

mean, and interquartile ranges of the responses and a chart of the final higher-order model for 

review. The panelists were asked to either ‘accept’ or ‘reject’ the higher-order model to validate 

the study conclusions. Because this study was a modified-Delphi, the objective was to obtain a 

majority consensus (over 55%) of the panelists for the validation of the higher-order model. The 

15 panelists were asked to respond to the higher-order model; and the majority consensus was 

achieved with a 100% acceptance.

In Chapter IV, the findings of the study were described and presented. These research 

results included the narrative responses (see Appendix D and E) to Phase Two, Rounds One and 

Two, as well as the statistical analysis showing the mode, median, mean, standard deviation, and 

interquartile range of each of the sub-theme responses from Phase Three. The revised, higher- 

order model and an analysis of the findings were included. In Chapter V, the study is 

summarized, conclusions are offered, recommendations are made, and the higher-order model 

for human resource practitioners’ knowledge, skills, and abilities minimum competencies within 

the government contracting industry is presented.
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this study was to develop a higher-order model of knowledge, skills, and 

abilities (KSAs) recommended by Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) in the field of Human 

Resources practice for those working within the government-contracting industry. The intent of 

this chapter is to draw conclusions from the data and to make recommendations for training, 

modeling, and curriculum development, as well as recruiting and promotional identifiers for HRPs 

to increase the efficacy and capabilities of HR managers.

To achieve this goal, a modified-Delphi research study was used to solicit opinions and 

collect data from SMEs who had at least five years of practice in the human resources field and at 

least five years of government contracting industry experience. A modified-Delphi methodology 

was an appropriate method for the study. This research technique allowed anonymous ideas to 

be expressed by participants to avoid undue influence or bias from their peers during the study, 

as well as endorsed responses towards developing a majority consensus.

SUMMARY

The research objective guiding this study was to determine whether a higher-order model 

could be developed from a straw-model (baseline) model of human resources knowledge, skills, 

and abilities. If a higher-order model was possible, the study would identify unique KSAs for 

inclusion as added minimum competencies to perform required tasks and responsibilities as a 

HRP in the unique niche of government contracting. If a higher-order model was possible, then 

the second objective was to identify KSAs with rankings for importance within the higher-order 

model. The purpose of building a higher-order model for human resources practice with 

government contracting would have a value to practitioners to build skills and knowledge to 

enhance the HRP’s value as a ‘maven’ within the company. A maven is the ‘go-to’ person within 

a company who knows, or where to obtain, unique information (Gladwell, 2000; “Maven," 2012). 

Government contracting is highly regulated and requires compliance to regulatory and legislative 

guidelines. An internal company HR maven with high KSA capabilities could feasibly increase 

the ROI or reduce overhead costs or business liability from internal or external elements.
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Ranking the higher-order model KSAs would enable HRPs to concentrate on higher-rated topics 

in attaining education or training and work their way through the list to the least important topics.

Methodology Summary.

The modified-Delphi SME sample pool started with 20 panelists, and ended with 15 (25% 

attrition rate); but with a sufficient number of panelists to meet the requirements of a modified- 

Delphi study (Delbecq, Van de Ven, & Gustafson, 1975; Wynekoop, & Walz 2000; Nambisan, et. 

al.,1999; Gustafson, Shukla, Delbecq, & Walster, 1973; Lam, Petri, & Smith, 2000). The SME 

panel represented a stratified subject group, with diversity of gender and ethnic members 

(Ericsson et al., 1993; Ericsson et al., 1995; Ericsson, 1996). The group also represented a 

diverse set of government contractors from a broad geographic, national pool of 19 states, with a 

range of revenue earnings of between $10M to $15B annually. The panelists were employees of 

companies who provided a diverse range of NAICS-based code services and/or products to 

federal or state government entities via contract vehicles (“Fed Market," 2011; “Government 

Contract Vehicles” 2012).

The higher-order model was created from the development, refinement, and validation of 

a literature-based, straw-model, which provided a base for the modified-Delphi SME panelists to 

suggest ideas for additional KSAs required for minimum competencies of HRPs in the 

government contracting industry (Rotundi, & Gustafon, 1996). Four Phases and five Rounds 

were conducted within this modified-Delphi study using a panel of 13 HRP specialists to face- 

validate a literature-based, straw -model in the first Phase of the study. The specialists also 

quality-assured data transcription throughout the modified-Delphi. A second group of SMEs who 

were HRPs at the management level within the government contracting industry participated in 

three of the four Phases of the study as panelists (started with 20; ended with 15 panelists). The 

panelists provided input about KSAs unique to HRP minimum competencies within the 

government contracting industry to transform the straw-model into a higher-order model.

Phase One enabled the specialists to face-validate the straw-model. Twelve main topics 

were identified in the original straw-model. The main topics were, (a) benefits, (b) compensation 

and classification, (c) employee relations/discipline, (d) human resources information systems
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(HRIS), (e) incentive/moral, (f) legal compliance, (g) performance management, (h) policies 

/procedures, (i) records/personnel files, (j) staffing, recruiting, promotions, retention, and 

termination, (k) training/development, and (I) wage administration/ payroll. (See Figure 1.)

The modified-Delphi SME panelists were tasked with adding elements to the straw-model 

to develop a higher-order KSA model. Phase Two, Rounds One and Two, engaged panelists to 

explore each other’s input and ideas, edit, add, or subtract based on their level of agreement. The 

raw data from Round One was collected, compiled, and added verbatim to a second survey in 

Round Two. The narrative data was grouped into main themes and sub-themes using analysis 

practices from the grounded theory method of qualitative analysis supporting seven new main 

themes. The newly added main themes were: (m) security clearances, (n) government contracts 

/contracting, (o) employment law (federal contractors), (p) legal/ethical issues, (q) technology, (r) 

financial, and (s) additional commentary.

Phase Two, Round Two used the raw data collected identifying 14 main themes and 224 

sub-themes and presented to panelists in Phase Two, Round Two. Panelists added more 

commentary or ideas or objected to previously submitted ideas based on knowledge and 

experience as a HRP within the government contracting industry. Sixteen participants continued 

in this round of the original 20 subject matter experts (92% retention). This round reduced the 19 

main themes to 14, and 224 sub-themes to 89 KSAs agreed for the higher-order model.

The 14 main themes identified in Phase Two, Round Two for the higher-order model 

were: (a) benefits, (b) compensation/classification, (c) employee relations/discipline, (d) legal 

compliance, (e) performance management (f) policies/procedures, (g) records/personnel files, (h) 

staffing, recruiting, promotions, retention, and terminations, (i) training/development, 0) wage 

administration/payroll, (k) security clearances (I) government contracts, (m) technology, and (n) 

financial.

Of the 89 sub-topics finalized in Phase Three, only seven sub-topics rated less than the 

2.5% mean. None rated less than 2.8% mean, indicating 92% of the topics agreed upon in the 

higher-order model were sufficient to meet the inter-quartile range of significance.

The objective of Phase Four was for SME panels to 'accept or reject’ the findings and
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ratings. The goal would be for majority consensus, with a minimum of 55% acceptance rate. No 

participants responded with rejections by the deadline required for a 100% acceptance.

CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of the study was to determine if a conceptual higher-order model could be 

created for minimum competency KSAs to distinguish capabilities between general HRPs in 

commercial businesses and capabilities for HRPs within government contracting. The results of 

the Delphi panelists’ input indicated the possibility a higher-order model could be developed, 

refined, and validated.

Research Goal 1.

This study’s objective was to determine what added or unique KSAs were recommended 

for inclusion as minimum competency KSAs to perform required tasks and responsibilities as a 

HRP in the unique niche of government contracting resulting in a higher-order model. The 

modified-Delphi study started with a literature-based, straw-model of general HRP KSA 

competencies and resulted in identification of a higher-order model of 14 main- and 89 sub-theme 

KSAs identified in conjunction with government contracting industry human resource managers.

Conceptual Model.

The result of the study promulgated a conceptual higher-order to enhance job skills for 

KSAs for HRPs within the GCC industry. The higher-order model identified 14 main themes, with 

89 sub-themes for the higher-order model from a strong consensus of experienced SMEs (see 

Figure 3). Of the 89 sub-themes in the rated listing, 83 received a mean rating of importance of 

2.5 or higher (most important = 1, least important = 5, on a Likert scale rating of 1 through 5), with 

only seven sub-themes receiving a mean rating of between 2.53 and 2.80.

Twenty sub-themes fell within the fourth (lower group of rater’s consensus) inter-quartile 

rating (IQR) with a mean rating of less than 2.333. While these were within the fourth IQR, they 

were retained because there was value as a KSA within the higher-order model. The lower IQR 

KSAs were still higher than the extreme ranges of Inter-Decile Ratings (considered outliers).

In the statistical analysis, rankings were also calculated and reviewed as a result of the 

chi square statistical analysis. The rankings provide insight on the valuation of sub-themes, but
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emphasis was entirely on the sub-theme as a unique factor. The sub-themes did not fall within 

main themes in a model conducive to illustration.

The higher-order model designed by panelist consensus provides an indicator there are 

identifiable deltas of KSAs between HRP generalists and HRPS working in the government 

contracting industry. The purpose of developing the higher-order model was to strive to identify 

as many elements of the main and sub-themes as possible from the perspective of a post

positive research theory in that knowledge is conjectural and generally retains the idea of 

objective truth (Campbell & Russo, 1999). While this study aims to observe and document 100% 

of all KSAs, it also recognizes it may not be possible to document them all. The study sought 

responses to the surveys, in a systematic, methodology with flexible guidelines for collecting and 

analyzing the qualitative data, using constructive grounded theory as a basis for the collection of 

that data (Charmaz, 2006).

The main themes identified by the SME panelists, indicated that regardless of the straw- 

model’s main themes, there were additional themes for KSAs in the GCC higher-order KSA HRP 

model. Those resulting main themes are listed, with the corresponding number of sub-themes, 

as follows: (a) Benefits - 2, (b) Compensation & Classification - 7, (c) Employee Relations & 

Discipline - 5, (d) Financial - 6, (e) Government Contracts -17, (f) Legal Compliance - 6, (g) 

Performance Management - 5, (h) Policies / Procedures - 5, (i) Records / Personnel Files - 3, 0) 

Security Clearance - 6, (k) Staffing / Recruiting / Promotions -12, (I) Technology - 3, (m) Training 

& Development - 7, and Wage Administration / Payroll - 5.

The final higher-order model showing all the main themes is noted in Figure 4 (see 

below). The main themes are listed within the higher-order KSA model in order of ranking priority 

(top row having more sub-themes identified in the ranking; lower rows having fewer rankings).
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Figure 4 -  Final higher-order model of KSAs (main themes) for HRPs in GCC industry

Sub-themes were identified within each of the main themes in the higher-order model, 

and ranked for importance overall (by the panelists ratings’ mean) within each main theme.

These sub-themes provide indications for the importance of specific sub-themes under the main- 

themes, based on the modified-Delphi study results. These sub-themes show relevance to HR 

practice within the GCC industry. The study indicates a correlation to HRPs being able to 

demonstrate that possession of these KSAs, within the main and sub-themes of this high-level 

model, and could provide and conduct the minimum capabilities to deal with issues prevalent 

within the government contracting industry.

Research Goal 2.

In requesting the SME HRP GCC panelists to rate the importance of the sub-themes 

within the higher-order model resulting from Phase Two, Round Two, there was determined to be 

a order of ranking for what industry specialists believe is important for the unique KSAs for HRPs
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within the government contracting industry. The listing below shows the main themes, in order of 

ratings of the sub-themes, by statistical rating (mean), under each main theme. Where feasible, 

the source of the information related to the KSA is noted, or a general explanation of the sub

theme is noted.

Benefits in priority order.

Benefits sub-themes in priority order of importance within the main theme covered are:

• Health and welfare (H&W) benefits for Service Contract Act (SCA)-based contract 

employees, including cost calculations to the contract and overhead costs (Service 

Contract Act of 1965, 2012); minimum wages as related to the Social Security Act’s 

(SSA) provisions for prevailing wages, including benefits and stipends (Social 

Security Act of 1935, 2012); Contract Administrative Services (CAS) (“Federal 

Directory of Contract Administration Services,” 2012)

• 401 (k) & IRA-related benefits as part of 'contract wages’ (fringe benefits; cash value) 

(“DOL SCA Compliance Principles,” 2010)

Compensation and classification in priority order.

Compensation and classification sub-themes identified in order of importance within the 

main theme are:

• Service Contract Act (SCA- Wage Determination) / Davis Bacon Act / Walsh-Healy 

Act -  Contract & Prevailing Wages (Service Contract Act of 1965, 2012)

• SCA related pay (wage) rates / accrued leave -  SCA contract employees (Sen/ice 

Contract Act of 1965, 2012)

• Compensation for accrued leave (as part of benefits for hourly and salaried workers)

• Documentation of varying wages for (identical) job title, ensuring equal pay for equal 

work; and balance of market salaries (general compensation) against the internal 

wages and salaries of staff; ability to report fair and equal pay in AAP reports

• Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) I wage scales, 

government audits (“United States Department of Labor,” 2012)

• Labor Categories / Job Classifications and Evaluations -  survey data validity (Bureau
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of Labor Statistics, Standard Occupational Classification, 2012)

• Mandated fringe benefits, (if related) to union contracts unique to government 

worksite (some union contracts have inclusive benefits, that may be different or 

separately mandated outside the required minimum contract wages and benefits 

within the contract vehicle)

• Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) ‘allow-ability’ of annual merit increases 

(executive compensation), Operations & Contracts Administration: essential to 

bidding (negotiating) /recruiting incumbent vs. new hires

• Preparation, capability to deal with disgruntled incumbent staff on contract acquisition 

actions (current staff may refuse the new contract’s position under a new company 

(vendor’s) contract and/or jump ship; critical skill sets on which the contract was ‘bid’ 

to the government agency may be lost or lost to a non-contract market competitor)

• Government client worksite shut down: work sites closed for holidays/ reasons 

unfunded by company (paid/unpaid -  for acts of God, federally recognized holidays, 

but not company-recognized paid-days off)

• CONUS/OCONUS (national/international pay (companies need to ensure that 

employees are able to sustain the same or similar cost of living (COL) between a 

state-based location and that of a foreign cost of living work location (e.g., US vs. 

Japan at a ~50% + COL, or within the country, COL between a rural location and 

high COL location such as Washington, DC area location at a ~25%+ higher COL)

Employee relations and discipline in priority order.

Employee relations and discipline sub-themes, identified in order of importance within the 

main theme as:

• Government-managed environment and supervision of contract employees 

(company employees will work side-by-side with government service workers (GS- 

staff) or in government agency work sites (e.g., DoD Pentagon, CIA HQ's, etc.)

• Government [client] adherence to contractor’s progressive disciplinary procedures

• Layoffs, Two week pay in lieu of notice (pay calculation) (WARN, 1989)
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• Government Internal Affairs and EEOC Officers familiarity pertinent to HRM if 

government (GS) worker complaint; Unions (as applicable to Service Contract Act & 

Defense Base Act employees) (Defense Base Act, 1941)

• Reclamas -  knowledge of, ability to work through contract issues with contracting 

officer (“Glossary of Defense Acquisition Acronyms & Terms,” 2009)

Legal compliance in priority order.

Legal compliance sub-themes, identified in order of importance within the main theme as:

• Applicant self-reporting (EEOC/OFCCP), documentation - hiring process 

OFCCP compliance/rules: ‘applicant flow [hiring/term] logs’ documentation for AAP 

(Exec. Order 11246 - EEO) (“Executive Order 11246,” 2002).

• Document storage terms (life of storage of documents) (Title 48 -  FARS, 2000)

• Posters required of Federal Contractors in public EE spaces (“Office of Labor 

Management Standards,” 2010)

• Government sites (same/conflicting IT/Physical Security standards), Government 

client requirements; request to remove staff, adhere to site or department leave 

schedules (see sub-topic, government managed environment under employee 

relations main topic)

• CONUS / OCONUS - legalities and ‘protocol’ (contract workers in foreign countries 

must be enabled to understand and follow laws within those countries, as well as 

aware of ethical behavior in work place, and in personal non-work related situations)

• Knowledge of USACE Manual 385-1-1 (Safety/Health requirements in operations) 

(Executive Order 12196, 1980)

Performance management in priority order.

Performance management sub-themes identified in order of importance within the main 

theme are:

• Analysis of hire and promotion within AAP requisitions (government performs audits
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on and 4/5 rule analysis6

• Knowledge/Familiarity -  ‘Key Personnel Clause' in contract (government client 

concurrence for hire/termination) (Contracting Officer’s Representative Manual, 2012)

• Contract-driven performance analysis (contracting company supervisor input) versus 

(federal government supervisor); contract employees are potentially under different 

performance requirements and deliverables compared to government service 

workers in similar jobs, departments, or agencies

• Relationship with clients; HR staff don't often interact w/ government clients, Federal 

contracting is unique / relationship with clients and EEs can make or break 

company’s performance on the contract

• 'Metrics' for government client (e.g., Firm Fixed Price (FFP) Contracts and/or Time & 

Cost), deliverables, timed deadlines for deliverables, 75% of contract deliverables 

completed benchmark, could impact hours worked during the week (overtime or time 

off) and time left for contract employees to complete the contract total deliverables

Policies and procedures in priority order.

Policies and procedures sub-themes identified in order of importance within the main 

theme are:

• FAR, DFAR -  understanding how salaries, bonuses and relocation expenses are 

handled in designing programs & making offers (FAR, 2011; FAR, 2012; DFAR,

2012)

• Polices (overall numbers & breadth = increases) due to contract, FAR, employment 

law, reporting requirements (FAR, 2011)

• Government Contractor policies and procedures vs. company’s (different set of rules 

for employees, guidelines for work-place, work-hours, paid time-off availability, etc.

• Federal Holidays (work, work off-site, telecommute, base/work site closure -  

paid/unpaid policies per co. / gov. customer) (“United States Office of Personnel

*  A selection rate for any race, sex, or ethnic group which is less than four-fifths (4/5) (or 80%) o f the rate for the group 
with the highest rate will generally be considered by Federal enforcement agencies as  evidence o f adverse impact, while 
a  greater than four-fifths rate will generally not be regarded by Federal enforcement agencies as evidence o f adverse 
impact, from Section 60-3, Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedure (1978); 43 F R  38295 (August 25, 1978).
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Management," 2012)

• Authorization - spending matrix (level of officer of company for financial decisions:

pay raises to contract-based financial decisions; company-based policy); internal

company policy, providing spending authorization for all departments within a GCC, 

including spending authorization for HRPs

• ISO / CMMI certifications as added value, HR is a 'service' provider with processes 

keeps department aligned with other business areas (ISO, 2012; CMMI, 2012)

Records and personnel Files in priority order.

Records and personnel files sub-themes identified in order of importance within the main 

theme are:

• e-Verify -  directly related to government contractors(ing) (“Federal Contractor 

Regulation,” 2009)

• 12-year records retention mandate for most government contracts

• Intellectual Property Protection Act -  DFAR (DFAR, 2011)

Staffing, recruiting, promotions, retention, termination in priority order.

Staffing, recruiting, promotions, retention, termination sub-themes are identified in order 

of importance within the main theme as:

• Affirmative Action Plan (AAP), recruitment for diverse populations (DOL-AAP, 2012)7

• Contract scope / mapping / recruiting available manpower for proposal; multiple 

venues & recruiting tools (PVNs), will determine and impact costs of obtaining 

qualified candidates for contract positions, as well as spending against G&A or 

overhead for recruiting actions to find and/or relocate the candidate(s)

• Vocational Rehabilitation Act: reasonable accommodation I job descriptions / defense 

of hiring decisions (“Rehabilitation Act of 1973,” 1973)

• Government contracting knowledge: staffing, background checks, terminations;

transitions as contracts won/lost (acquisition); government agencies have a right to

terminate a contract worker from the contract (site) and GCC may need to find

7 DOL AAP encompass the following Laws, Executive Orders, and Regulations: E.O. 11246, 29  U SC  §793, 38  USC  
§4212, 41 CFR Part 60 -1 ,41  CFR Part 60-2, 41 CFR Part 60-250, and 41 CFR Part 60-741.
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another job within the company or release them from employment; employees may 

be transferred between contract vehicles, with vetting and acceptance by the new 

government agency

• Government requirements for personnel (i.e. certifications like program Manager 

(PM) or Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP), etc.), 

depending contract types for Request For Proposal (RFP) or Request For Bid (RFB) 

may require HRPs to obtain specialized training for the contract employee, with or 

without reimbursement by the contract vehicle

• Security Clearance -  knowledge/ requirements: briefing / debriefing; legal verbiage - 

offers / hiring TS/SCI cleared EEs, Badging / clearance acquisition process for 

incumbents; on-boarding staff to contract jobs

• Advertising job openings (internal & mandatory external - EEOC reqs.), Work w/ 

Federal, State, and private staffing agencies & subcontractor(s), ensure compliance 

w/ regulations (DOL-AAP, 2012); Analysis of publication of jobs posted; training for 

hiring / promotion in AAP planning

• Contingency hires/offer letters with contingency legalities, Contingent hire 

agreement(s)/negotiations with incumbent workforce, including ‘grandfathering’ of 

benefits and other compensation; transition after contract award

• Executive Orders requirements, related to contract incumbent workforce (FAR, 2011)

• Organizational Conflict of Interest (OCI) -before/after hire (military service members 

moving from GS to civilian in trade arena) (OCI, 1988)

• Incumbent transition following contract award (‘grandfathering’ of paid leave, key 

personnel reqs, staff, locations, benefits, etc.)

• Non-Disclosure Agreements (FAR, 2012a)

• Human Rights determinations (international law, social justice)

• Sequestration - forced layoffs (effect) (Sequestration, 2012)

• HR presence during proposal bid process /  pursuit decision for contract bid; Contract- 

based manpower forecasting
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Training and development in priority order.

Training and development sub-themes identified in order of importance within the main 

theme as:

• Contract-mandated training (e.g., CMMA), International Trafficking in Arms 

Regulation (ITAR) (BIS, 2011), Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs 

(OFCCP), Transportation Worker Identity Card (TWIC) (TWIC, 2006)

• Risk Management -  (contract EEs, high-risk work-sites, war-zones)

• Billable training hours (allowable/unallowable); Extra contract time (contract time 

extensions, for government agency required deliverables)

• T&D -  planning: government/contract required (Ethics, Harassment, Human 

Trafficking Training [OCONUS EEs]) / tracking Individual Development Plans, training 

supervisors & managers - new regulations

• Human Trafficking Training (contract-driven - OCONUS EEs) (FAR, 2011)

• T&D -  reimbursement: limitations by fed clients, since (federal contractors) operate 

on thin profits (whereas commercial entities make higher profit margins) (FAR, 2011)

• T&D - investment. Non-renewed contracts for reasons unrelated to EE/Company 

performance (e.g., if company graduates to a larger size standard), might remove 

ability to bid on contract, loss of employees (FAR, 2011)

Wage administration and payroll in priority order.

Wage administration and payroll sub-themes identified in order of importance within the 

main theme are:

• Davis Bacon Act / Service Contract Act (Prevailing Wage) / SCA payroll requirements 

/ SCA ‘gap’ wages (Service Contract Act of 1965, 2012)

• AAP impacts; impacted by FAR sections as well (compensation)

• Defense Contracting Audit Agency (DCAA) -  time-keeping & floor checks / Total time 

accounting (FAR, 2012b)

• Certified Payroll procedures (GAAP) for Gov. Contracting (FAR, 2012b)

• Timesheet changes / Timesheet deadlines (FAR, 2012b)
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Security clearance in priority order.

Security clearance sub-themes identified in order of importance within the main theme

are:

• Security Clearance & classification reqs, including background checks, how affect 

EEs (ability to work on contracts [including interim clearances]): types of security 

clearances; how to get; how to determine requirements from contract language

• Contractor Access Card (CAC)8 (“Defense Human Resource Activity,” 2012); Secure 

Base Access (SBA form/application); Security badges & Security clearances; Special 

Access Program (SAP) (“DoD National Industrial Security Program,” 1998): guiding 

documents besides NISPOM overprint(s)

• Various agencies / allowances for DoD personnel or veterans to adjudicate systems, 

clearances, or contract docs; Secure Compartmentalized Information Facility (SCIFs) 

(“DHS,” 2004)

• HR staff -  security clearance requirements per contract (positions), indicates that 

either a GCC Security Manager be on staff, or HRPs have training and capability to 

perform the security clearance processes and/or applications

• Government work sites familiarity for HRPs where contract employees work

• Joint Personnel Adjudication System (JPAS) (“DSS,” 2012a; “DSS,” 2012b) &

National Industrial Security Program Operating Manual (NISPOM, 2006): people, 

facilities, and international employees

Government contract priority order.

Government contract sub-themes identified in order of importance within the main theme

are:

• International Traffic in Arms (ITAR) (BIS, 2011), Transportation Workers Identification 

Card (TWIC, 2006) and other contract required programs, Federal Register &

8 The CAC, a smart' card about the size o f a credit card, is the standard identification for active-duty military personnel, 
Selected Reserve, DoD civilian employees, and eligible contractor personnel. It is also the principal card used to enable 
physical access to buildings and controlled spaces; it provides access to defense computer networks and systems 
(“Defense Human Resource Activity, ” 2012)
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Executive Orders per government contractors

• Delivery Orders / Period of Performance; Contract Quality Assurance Surveillance 

Plans / Role of Evaluators, Government contracting knowledge for HRPs in general

• Affect (contract and/or acquisition) on EEs, benefits, and non-EE insurance policies

• Prime Contractor vs. Sub-Contractor (rules, regulations, reporting requirements)

• Bids & Proposals I Contract Resume (writing) for Proposals

• Contract Administration Services (CAS) (“Federal Directory of Contract 

Administration Services,” 2012)

• Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) (Ethics compliance) (FCPA, 1998)

• Debarment -  lose of contract; prohibition of contracting for X years (FAR, 2011)

• Reclama: Request for reconsideration of decision/proposed action (FAR, 2011)

• Office of Federal Contract Compliance (OFCC) compliance (OFCC, 2012)

• AAP tracking and reporting (if contract amount annually $50K+) (DOL-AAP, 2012)

• Communication (Interaction) with Government Contracting Rep; Authorized 

Contracting Officer (ACO) (FAR, 2011)

• Defense Contracting Audit Agency (DCAA, 2012) / DCAA-M/P (Manual/ pamphlet)

• Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA, 2012)

• CLINs -  Contract Line Item Number & SLINs - Sub-Line Item Numbers / Contract 

Clauses; Contract type’ knowledge (T&M, Cost Plus Fixed Fee, etc.); and Contract 

Modifications - Processes for wage increases, EE relations, communication of 

timetables and budgets (FAR, 2011)

• Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) Support Services (DSS) (DLA, 2012)

• Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR; Contract Requirements) (FAR, 2011)

• Defense Finance & Accounting Service (DFAS; DoD) (DFAS, 2012)

Technology in priority order.

Technology sub-themes identified in order of importance within the main theme are:

• Timekeeping; Government compliance for contracts / accounts (DCAA, 2012)

• Contract driven requirements / audits using IT/software for reports (DCAA, 2012)
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• Government worksites knowledge/experience (preferred) provides an understanding 

if when, and if, contract workers can obtain access to work sites during allowable, or 

expected, working hours during the week

Finance in priority order.

Finance sub-themes identified in order of importance within the main theme are:

• Expense, Direct vs. Indirect (labor / overhead / G&A expenses) (DCAA, 2012)

• Direct vs. Indirect (costs to contract); allowable vs. unallowable; financial basics per 

HR -  related to government contracting / overall effect on HR department oversight; 

Allowable / Unallowable costs / expenses (Contract GAAP) (FAR, 2012d)

• Accounting Classification Reference Number (ACRN, 2012)

• Contract Authorization Memo (CAM) / Charge Authorization Letter (CAL) -  (contract 

codes for employee hours charged; re-issued with Code / Contract / Time Charge 

change[s]) (FAR, 2012c)

• Joint Travel Regulation (JTR; e.g., lowest airfare) / Per Diem Rates (“Defense Travel 

Management Office,” 2012)

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the findings of this modified-Delphi study and the review of literature, the 

following recommendations are offered.

Education or Training Guide.

One purpose of the higher-order model is to serve as an educational or training guide to 

human resources practitioners in the government contracting business arena. The SME panelists’ 

added unique KSAs to a straw-model within HR practice in the government contracting industry, 

which developed into a higher-order model. This higher-order model could result in several 

educational opportunities that would enhance the knowledge of HRPs within the GCC industry for 

identifying potential liabilities, as well as enhancing inter-department communication, cooperation, 

and understanding (e.g., HR and Finance, HR and Contracts, HR and Contract Proposals), in 

advancing the businesses’ short- and long-term strategic goals.
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Training curriculum.

A curriculum of instruction could be developed for future training and education for HRPs 

considering moving into the GCC business arena. Active HRPs in GCCs might recognize KSA 

weaknesses in their own experience and capabilities portfolio, and strive to improve the 

knowledge or experience gaps, once aware of those deltas between general KSAs and GCC 

HRP KSAs. HRPs may also recognize GCC-related KSA gaps in peer or subordinate HR staff-  

to identify learning objectives needed for strategic business goals within the organization overall 

or for specific departments. Training modules or packages could be developed with specific 

learning objectives tied to the higher-order model of ‘unique’ KSAs for GCC HRPs.

From this higher-order model, planning could be structured for bridging the knowledge 

delta via OJT, mentoring, or job shadowing. Another learning opportunity would be for 

educational institutions to recognize the unique KSAs within GCCs for HRPs and to develop 

training curriculum to offer to human resource managers seeking inclusion or trying to obtain 

promotions for advancement of career goals within GCCs. Currently universities offer certification 

programs for government contracting, but may not offer curriculum for HR specific programs. 

Trade organizations focusing on HR training may consider developing and offering the 

specialized training for HRPs within the niche of government contracting. This could be a value- 

added asset to a trade organization’s training packages offered.

Career development.

Career development objectives could be based upon the higher-order model to enable 

promotional opportunities; those HRPs with the minimum competency KSAs within the higher- 

order model would most likely have more qualifications, and opportunities, for upward mobility 

toward career track goals. As mentioned earlier, with possibilities of sequestration and loss of 

government contracts impacting the 2008-2013 economic and political activity, HRPs with a richer 

portfolio of KSA experience relevant to the GCC industry are more likely to retain their positions -  

or be more in demand. The more knowledgeable a HRP is about the GCC industry, the more 

likely they can forecast future trends (manpower, contract requirements for human assets), 

resolve potentially negative impacts to the company, avoid or reduce legal and financial liabilities,
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and ensure regulations and compliance reporting are completed appropriately and within a 

schedule of required deliverability.

Compensation planning.

Compensation plans could be revised (or built) based upon the breadth and depth of KSA 

experience and practice for HRPs within GCCs. Job descriptions could be written or revised for 

candidate minimum qualifications for HRP management levels within GCC compensation plans. 

Revision of HRP recruiting processes and policies within GCCs could include newly revised 

compensation plans and job descriptions as the basis upon which to source qualified candidates. 

From this compensation revision, HRP salaries can be more accurately measured against the 

market standard for competition, which may encourage retention or have more qualified 

candidates to apply for HR positions within the company.

Job description competencies.

This higher-order model may be used as a guide to write job descriptions for minimum 

requirements or competencies for HRPs with the GCC industry. This higher-order model would 

enable hiring managers, or executive staff, to determine if the experience, education, and skills of 

a job candidate would enhance the company’s holistic capabilities, or are required or needed for 

GCC arena of business. Using the ranking of the sub-themes within the higher-order model,

KSAs may be identified under the 14 main themes, requiring the 46 first-ranked to the fifth-ranked 

sub-themes as ‘must have’ KSAs, while the remaining 43 sub-themes as ‘prefer to have’ KSAs, 

but not vital to the position.

The ratings of the KSAs might also be broken down into required, prefer to have, nice to 

have, and nice to know as four levels of KSAs considered in the hiring process. The KSA 

qualifications could also be based on the mean ratings resulting in the four levels of IQRs. Sub

themes with higher mean agreements within the study’s higher-order model and falling within the 

first IQR could be priority (must have) KSAs.

Government contracting entities.

Some government agencies might be solely dedicated to one type of strategic agenda -  

for example, the Department of Defense focuses on national defense; the Bureau of Indian Affairs
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dedicates government services to a niche demographic. Because these government agencies 

have such a wide variety of service goals, the contracting to businesses for services and products 

will be just as varied and broad in scope. Understanding this potential for such a wide variety of 

GCC-vender provided services and products could lead to discovery, via additional research, of 

more KSAs related to HRP within the GCC industry.

Government contracting levels.

Additionally, there are three levels of government entities: (a) federal (national 

government), (b) state, and (c) local government (city, county, parish, or municipality) meaning a 

GCC could contract with any, or all, of the three levels. There may be different levels of rules, 

policies, regulations, employment law, governor-mandated executive orders, or city-level 

acquisition and procurement rules for GCC vendors to follow, for which HRPs need to be aware, 

and incorporate into their KSA portfolio of capabilities. Understanding this potential for the 

service level of GCC-vender provided services and products could lead to discovery, via 

additional research, of more KSAs related to HRP within the GCC industry based on hierarchy.

Recruiting, EEOC qualifiers, and company branding.

The higher-order model should be tested for recruiting and promotional (branding) 

purposes using the minimum competencies as a basis upon which to write job descriptions for 

GCC-based, HRPs. Compensation plans for HRPs in the government contracting industry may 

be analyzed and reviewed for matching competencies to those listed or to broaden general KSA 

competencies. Using the ranking model, priority KSAs can be included, and then the ‘prefer to 

have, but not mandatory’ KSAs, then the ‘nice to have, but not vital’ levels to be tested and 

validated. This would provide further bullet points upon which candidates for HRP positions can 

be judged for qualifications against ‘seemingly equal’ applicants for KSAs. Companies need to 

be able to document why they picked one candidate over another when the two seem to have 

equal qualifications. Rating or ranking models could provide documentation of KSA comparisons 

for the more qualified candidate to ensure that decisions fall within EEOC guidelines.

Further Research.

This higher-order model can be used for further research into the GCC-related, HRP
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practices and the competencies for KSAs. While 14 main themes, and 89 sub-theme KSAs were 

identified, there may be more KSAs not identified in this study. Because of the breadth and 

scope of the types of services provided by agencies and government organizations in existence 

in the United States, as well as the level of contracting required, there could be additional GCC- 

related KSAs as yet identified.

Additional studies to test the reliability of the ratings and rankings, as well as validating 

the KSA higher-order model, are recommended. Further qualitative research is encouraged to 

increase the understanding of KSAs within the unique HRP GCC niche. The panelists offered 

many valid and experienced opinions. Implications from panelists' commentary indicated there 

could be more KSAs, or the sub-themes could be broken down further into tertiary-level themes. 

Using a modified-Delphi to repeat this study, and possibly identify more KSAs for HRPs within 

GCCs would validate this study’s findings, and also enhance the higher-order model’s reliability. 

Research could also be conducted within job postings for HRPs to discover more KSA sub

themes or determine if there could be added main themes.

Further quantitative research on the ratings and rankings of the perceived value and 

importance of the KSAs by experienced subject matter experts would also validate the initial 

findings of this study, but also show reliability in the straw-model, and the resulting higher-order 

model.
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APPENDIX A

LETTER TO HR SPECIALISTS FOR FACE-VALIDATION OF STRAW-MODEL

I am trying to reach out to the Human Resources manager for your company - not to sell 
or market anything - but to ask them if I could use their brain cells for a research study as a 
Subject Matter Expert in an HR topic for a PhD dissertation on which I am currently working. The 
end result would be the HR manager would be listed in the dissertation publication as a SME - 
AND - 1 am providing training on how to use Linkedln (worth up to $250; via Adobe Connect) as 
an incentive.

May I ask you to forward this message with an encouraging note to the HR manager?
My POC info is noted below. I hope you are able to listen to this 60 second video and forward it to 
your HR Manager: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i33EW1rLCT0

Transcript: I am contacting you with the hope you would forward my inquiry to the highest 
level HR Manager within your company. This appeal is for participation in a ground-breaking 
research study with help from your HR Manager. I am seeking HR Experts for this study to be 
conducted in the next few months. This will fulfill the final requirements for a Doctorate of 
Philosophy in Education from Old Dominion University, in Norfolk, VA.

TO THE HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGER: If you would like to participate, DO let me 
know! The incentive will be training on how to use Linkedln’s Social Media Platform - worth 
approximately $200-250 for training in the market (2-3 hours).

I am seeking those who have worked for a government contracting business for federal 
governments for a minimum of five years in a management-level position. This study will survey 
HR managers for knowledge, viewpoints, and opinions on a HR-related research theory. The 
study will not ask for any business proprietary data, but rather asks for general information about 
HR practices.

Vour company’s participation would be of direct, as well as indirect, value to your 
company after its completion as a public relations and research source. Please forward this 
communication to your Human Resources Senior Manager, with a note asking them to assist in 
this valuable, ground breaking, modified-Delphi study. Thank you in advance for your assistance 
and time in helping this Ph.D. student achieve that final stage of degree requirements!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i33EW1rLCT0
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Below is a model compiled from a concentration of various literature, study modules, learning institutions, as 
well as certification organizations to determine, and then create a baseline (or straw) model of what general, 
management level, Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSAs) that most, if not all, Human Resources 
Practitioners (HRP) in a management role should know as a minimum competency for HR practice in their 
career. (A ssum e in terdepartm enta l com m unication  a n d  s tra teg ic  c o m p an y  m a n a g e m en t skills a lre a d y  in  
place, as  a  m an a g e m en t le v e l c a re e r H R P .)

HRIS (Information 
Systems)

Compensation / 
ClassificationBenefits

Employee 
Relations & 
Discipline

Incentive/Morale

HUMAN
RESOURCE

KSAs

Policies/
Procedures

Performance
Management

Training & 
DevelopmentLegal Compliance

Wage 
Administration / 

Payroll

Staffing/ 
Recruiting / 
Promotions

Records/ 
Personnel Files

Please review the model and indicate below whether you believe the model is complete based on your 
knowledge of the industry - o r -  if the model is missing any details for KSAs within the Human Resources 
practice within the H u m an  R esources departm ent. These topics should be familiar to, and usually part of 
the HR practice, for any management level HRP as a general HR manager within any general business 
industry.

] Accept

I Reject /  Reason(s):

I would like to publish your name as part of my dissertation research study as a Subject Matter Expert who 
volunteered your time to validate this human resources model. If you would like to see your name published 
as a SME for the HR practice straw model, please print and sign your name below to acknowledge your 
permission to use your name and institution as the source of the validation for the model.

Accept I give permission for Dawn D. Boyer to publish my name and institution in the dissertation 
study as a SME validator for the HR practice Straw Model discussed in her Ph.D. 
dissertation research study.

Reject I will provide input on the validation to the straw model as an SME, but do not wish to 
  have my name or institution published in the dissertation.

Signature _______________________________________________________________________________
Printed Name
Organization/lnstitution/Employer/Address______
HR Validation (Certification I  Degree in HR?

If yes, which?)_____________
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COVER LETTER TO RESEARCH SURVEY PARTICIPANTS

I am inviting you to participate in a research project to study the differences in minimum 
competencies of management-level Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSAs) of general HR 
practitioners in non-government contracting companies versus HR practitioners in government 
contracting companies (GCCs). This research is self-funded and conducted as a partial 
requirement for my Ph.D. degree in Education (STEMPS -  Science, Technology, Engineering, 
Math, and Professional Studies) from Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA.

This study will use a modified-Delphi Method. The Delphi requires three rounds 
(minimum) of review, observations, reflection, and contribution. The research study will be on-line 
(or paper survey form available), and will take from five minutes to as much as 10 minutes per 
round, based on completeness of SME answers, level of input panelists provide from experience 
and background, and the details from SME viewpoints. The surveys will ask questions about 
minimum KSAs for human resource practitioner competencies in addition to general HR issues 
such as HRIS, compensation, employee relations, policies, T&D, personnel records, staffing, 
legal compliance, employee relations, safety, security, performance management, and benefits to 
name a few -  but as competencies (KSAs) are related to HR Practice in government contracting.

This study may be groundbreaking in an unexplored niche. Being part of the study will 
ensure you will be part of future contributions to the HR field, as well as providing a potential 
return-on-investment (ROI) and quality assurance for your employer as a stakeholder. Your 
participation will provide you a value-added career growth ‘bullet’ for your resume. The results of 
this study will be a greater understanding of competencies within the partnership of HR and 
federal GCCs. The results will be useful for HR practitioners who are working within the GCC 
industry, or wish to pursue career growth in that business arena. The results may also be used 
for performance evaluation assessments, job descriptions, or job competencies for recruiting 
future HR staff.

I do not know of any risks to you if you participate in the study. Your voluntary responses 
will not be identified with your personally as the survey responses will remain confidential. At the 
end of the study, with permission of participants, a Delphi Method study usually discloses each of 
the panel member names to the entire panel and published as part of the research results. You 
may opt out of disclosure if you desire, and only those who provide written permission to share 
general information will be disclosed to other panel participants. There is no penalty if you do not 
participate. I promise not to share your personal information with anyone outside the dissertation 
committee (the chair and two other members). Active participation in in the online (or paper) 
survey process indicates your legal consent for me to use the information collected in my 
research study.

I am offering an incentive to all SME panel participants as a token of my appreciation for 
your time and expertise in this study. I am providing up to three hours of one-on-one or small- 
group training on the use of Linkedln (the professional business social networking platform) to 
those SMEs who participate in all rounds of this Delphi Method research study. This training is 
worth approximately $200-250 from professional trainers in the current market, and will be 
provided between the end of the research study rounds and June 31, 2013. Regardless of 
whether you choose to participate, please let me know if you would like a summary of my 
findings. To receive a summary, please contact me after October 2012 for a report of my 
findings. The dissertation upon which this study is based should be published and available to the 
educational community by February of 2013.

If you have any questions or concerns about participating in this Delphi or completing the 
Survey Rounds, you may contact me via my POC information noted below. This project has 
been approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB), Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA. If
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you have any questions about your rights as a research study participant, you may contact the 
chair of the IRB through the Compliance Office of Institutional Research & Assessment Program, 
ODU, 218 Koch Hall, Norfolk, VA 23529. If you agree to participate, you may keep this letter and 
complete your participation in the multiple-round surveys. If you wish you may stop at any time, 
and dispose of this letter and any other materials.

Respectfully, Dawn D. Boyer, M.Ed., Ph.D./ABD
Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA, STEMPS Department, Darden College of Education 
228 Education Building, Norfolk, VA 23529-0498 / DBoyer@odu.edu, DBove003@odu.edu, 
Dawn.Boyer@me.com

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION PAGE:

P le a s e  n o te  -  A LL  d ata  co llected  will b e  h e ld  in the  s tric tes t confidence, k e p t u nd er lock  &  key, a n d  o n ly  
u sed  to  describe the  g en era l dem ograph ics  o f  S u b jec t M a tte r  E x p e rt (S M E )  partic ipants in  the  study. D a ta  
will n o t b e  sh ared  with o th er panelists  o r  outside the d issertation com m ittee . Partic ipan ts  will h av e  an  
opportunity to sh are  the ir n am e  and  e m p lo yer (specific  o r g e n e ra l description) o nce  the  s tu d y  is com plete , 
an d  i f  th e y  provide a  written authorization to  d isclose those th a t data, w hich  will then  b e  n o te d  within the  
dissertation study.

Name:
Please provide your first and last name for tracking and coding purposes. During the th ird  and final round, you will be provided an opportunity to provide 
permission to the researcher to share your name and your company/employer. The researcher w ill reveal name and the type o f industry o f the ir em ployer 
andfor company name ONL Y if  the panel member participant provides written permission to share this inlb  with other participants and w ithin the dissertation 
publication. Those who DO NOT provide written permission w ill remain anonymous - identifying data w ill remain confidential

E-mail address
Please provide an email address, which you w ill use as your professional point o f contact if  the researcher has any questions about answers, ideas, or 
suggestions during this research study. (This email address should be used consistently throughout the three rounds o f the research study and is how the 
researcher w ill identify participating panel members fo r completion o f the study and award o f the free Unkedln training incentive. Em ail addresses w ill be 
kept confidential and not shared with any other panelists and kept confidential within the research study.)

Telephone number
Please provide your telephone number, which you can best be reached i f  the researcher has any questions about your answers, ideas, o r suggestions 
during the research study. (TNs phone number w ill be kept confidential and not shared with any other panelists and kept confidential within the research 
study)

White / CaucasianEthnic Heritage

Please provide your ethnic background. (This data w ill be used only to disclose 
the fact there was diversity and the ratio o f diversity o f the Subject Matter 
Expert panelists. Individual ethnic background w ill NOT be shared publically 
nor w ill be identified with any unique panelist participant.)

Black / African American
Hispanic (non-black/non-white) / Puerto Rican
Asian or Pacific Islander
Native American Indian
Mixed Race or “Other" (please explain, if you
wish)
Decline to Share

Gender Female__________________________
Please provide your gender (This data w ill be used only to disclose the fact there was diversity and the ratio o f diversity o f the Subject M atter Expert 
panelists. Individual genders w ill NOT be shared pubHcally nor w ill be identified with any unique panelist participant.) _ _ _ _ _ _ _

You have been an HR Manager for how many years? [
Please note the number o f years you have been practicing Human Resources on a Management Level - regardless o f the business o r industry

You have been a HR Practitioner in the government contracting industry fo r years?
Working within the Federal Contracting Industry can be defined within this study as providing services, selling products, manufacturing products, or 
performing construction fo r agencies that are identified as government entities (e.g., Department o f Defense, Department o f Energy, Department o f 
Education, etc.) ____________

Your highest level Of education (formal degrees/discipline: (e.g., Bachelors o f ?)) ________

What other certifications and/or training related to HR have you achieved in 
Human Resources? (e.g„ p h fvsp h r (shrm), cbbs, etc.)
Please note any training certifications you have completed o r achieved in your career related tie Human Resources, Personnel Management, Project 
Management, trade organization training certifications (ex: PHR, SPHR, GPHR, CEBS, etc ). I f  you have none, note *NA", This inform ation w ill be used to 
compile and explain a general background fo r a il participant panelists to verify how & why they are to be considered a Subject M atter Expert w ithin the  
Human Resources fiekS Note each certification on a separate line. ____________

Your company provides what types of services or manufactures what types of
products? (You may describe generally or provide the NAICs codes.) _________________________________ __________

Your company’s annual revenue is approx.. (e.g., note in broad terms -  “S10-20M” or “$200-
250M") ________

In what geographic area of the country does the company perform business? (City/state o f H Q ’s |

mailto:DBoyer@odu.edu
mailto:DBove003@odu.edu
mailto:Dawn.Boyer@me.com
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or most productive or worksite w / highest number o f employees) I

You may respond within the document (following pages) and e-mail the results back, or you may 
writeAype in the answers to the form and fax the pages directly and confidentially back to me at

(757) 416-5522.

SURVEY
What additional Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities /  Capabilities are necessary for a Human 

Resources Manager to operate at minimum competency within the Government Contracting 
industry as an Human Resources Practitioner? This round should take less than 10-15 minutes.

Human Resources Tasks, Topics, Knowledge, Skills, Abilities 
- BASE MODEL -

Added HR KSAs for Gov. 
Contracting Industry 
(multiple bullets and 
descriptive notes are 

acceptable)
1. Benefits - Welfare benefits (Health, Dental, Life, Disability, 

401 (k), retirement/pension plans, etc.
2. Compensation / Classification - Systems, compensation 

plans, salary programs, accrued vacation / leave days
3. Employee Relations / Discipline - Disciplinary processes, 

management, general work environment (some 
incentive/morale), communications, strategic/business 
management

4. Human Resources Information Systems (HRIS) - HRIS, 
Recruiting, and/or Payroll, PeopleSoft, ABRA, Ascentis, 
Sage, SilkRoad, Taleo, ICIMS, etc.

5. Incentive / Morale - Employee work incentives, perks, 
birthdays, holiday events, paid tuition

6. Legal Compliance - Federal, State, Local employment 
laws, Agency compliance, EEOC, OSHA, ADA, FMLA, 
Worker's Compensation, Finance, Social Media Privacy

7. Performance Management - Annual Performance
Evaluations, Promotions based on Performance, Career- 
pathing, Associated Training & Development, Strategic 
Planning /Alignment, Department goal setting to 
organizational objectives, Leadership/Project Management

8. Policies / Procedures - ISO-9000, Company Handbook, 
Procedures, Human Resources and Company policies

9. Records / Personnel Files - Hiring, Disciplinary Records, 
Termination, I-9, Tax Papers, etc.

10. Staffing, Recruiting, Promotions, Retention, Terminations - 
Recruiting Processes & procedures, requisitions /position 
vacancy notices, promotion documentation, background 
checks, EEOC determinations, out-processing

11. Training & Development - Tuition and or training 
reimbursement programs, in-house training, external 
training for general business or unique skill sets, software 
updates, legal, compliance, harassment, safety, mentoring 
programs, etc.

12. Wage Administration / Payroll - Payroll processes, 
software, legal, recordkeeping, I-9 and e-Verify

13. Security Clearance
14. Government Contracts -
15. Employment Law -  Federal Contractors
16. Legal / Ethical Issues
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Human Resources Tasks, Topics, Knowledge, Skills, Abilities 
-B A SE MODEL -

Added HR KSAs for Gov. 
Contracting Industry 
(multiple bullets and 
descriptive notes are 

acceptable)
17. Technology
18. Financial

Any additional comments?_________________________________________________________

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT NOW THAT ROUND ONE IS COMPLETED?
All the data will be compiled as provided by the Subject Matter Experts on the panel and 
presented to the Panelists for review. During this Second Round, the SMEs will have the 
opportunity to add more to their suggestions, comment on other panelist’s ideas and suggestions, 
or recommend removal of observations or ideas. The second round should take less than 5-10 
minutes.
Once Round Two is completed, the panelists will have the third and final round to complete. In 
that third round, the SMEs will observe ideas that have been revised, added, or edited as “added 
KSAs for HRM’s minimum competencies in the government contracting industry” and then have 
an opportunity to ‘rank’ those answers in importance or value. This third round should take no 
more than five minutes.
Once round three has been completed, panelists will be able to schedule their Linkedln training 
for up to three hours online (or alternatively be able to directly call or email me for answers, 
instructions, and/or suggestions on how to use Linkedln). Scheduling can be accomplished up to 
as late as July of 2013.

WHAT WILL YOU GET OUT OF THE STUDY?
1) You will be recognized as a Human Resource Subject Matter Expert when the dissertation 

is published (if you provide permission to use your name after the data is collected) in 
approximately spring of 2013.

2) Your company/employer will have an increased Public Relations and Search Engine 
Optimization (SEO) opportunity.

3) You will contribute valuable knowledge to research in Human Resources and perhaps learn 
a few things from other participating SME panelists in the study.

4) You will earn valuable training on how to use Linkedln (for personal branding, job or career 
search efforts, recruiting, and/or business development) with a value of $200-250 in the 
current market; and you’ll be able to link with me (I have 6,400+ connections) to obtain 
valuable introductions to others if you need.

5) If you need anything in the future related to business, human resources, training, 
development, etc. -  all you have to do is pick up the phone or send me an email... I am very 
grateful for your assistance and am willing to help you in your endeavors (pay-back, pay- 
forward)!

TENTATIVE RESEARCH STUDY DEADLINES 
Round 1 -  approx. 10 minutes -  tentatively to be completed by July 30th 
Round 2 -  approx. 5-8 minutes -  tentatively to be completed by Aug. 15th 
Round 3 -  approx. 5 minutes -  tentatively to be completed by Aug. 30tt'

I can't thank you enough for assisting with this study -  again - 1 appreciate your contributions!

Respectfully, Dawn Boyer, Dawn.Boyer@me.com

mailto:Dawn.Boyer@me.com
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Participants -  I want to thank you again for your participation in this ground-breaking study. 
You will be amazed at the information collected. I am delighted so many knowledgeable and 
skilled panel members are providing such rich data and insight to the field of HR Management 
within government contracting!

Round Two may feel massive; it is a compendium of all answers provided by SME panelists 
in the Human Resources field within the government-contracting arena. The data is enlightening, 
and you may learn something useful from other panelist members’ commentary. I compressed 
some data by consolidating redundant wording, but all suggestions by all SME panelists were 
included and are verified by a third-party for reliability in transcription.

Please note: The following data, it's compilation, all data and text is confidential and 
copyrighted material; it should not be copied, distributed, shared, retyped, or otherwise used 
outside this study. Refer to the initial Round One Survey Cover Letter to Research Participants if 
you have any questions.

ROUND TWO: Your task is to review the panelists’ list and note whether (1) you agree with 
provided ideas or (2) add/edit/clarify the ideas to ensure ideas are concise and targeted (from 
your expertise). It might be useful if you print out the survey to review in hard copy before 
answering... If you...
• ... agree with all the KSA information, simply type in ‘YES’ (or ‘Y’) to ‘Agree with All’ blank 

field in the 1st box.
• ... have additional ideas, suggested edits, clarifications, or disagree (to any degree) with the 

KSAs noted by the other SME panelists from within the HRM government contracting 
industry, or any of the sub-topics belong in another topic section, provide your editing 
suggestions in the 2nd ‘Add/Edit/Delete Any?’ box.

• ...believe any of the bulleted data is NOT added KSAs, but already required of general HR, 
note in the 3rd box.

As further incentive to encourage all participants to complete all three rounds of the 
research study, I am offering a $5.00 Starbucks Gift card at the completion o f Round 2; 
those completing all 3 Rounds will receive an additional $15.00 Starbucks Gift Card for 

a total value of $20.00. This is 'in addition’ to the offer of up to 3 hours o f Linkedln Social 
Media training (or alternative of profile review, questions answered as needed, etc.)

Respectfully, Dawn D. Boyer, M.Ed., Ph.D./ABD; Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA, Darden College of 
Education, 228 Education Building, Norfolk, VA 23529-0498 / DBoyer@odu.edu, DBoye003@odu.edu, 

Dawn.Boyer@me.com; You may respond within the document (following pages) -  simply tab' to each data entry box, 
and then e-mail the results. Alternatively, you may write/type answers into the form and fax the pages directly and

confidentially to m e at (757) 416-5522.

PARTICIPANT IDENTIFICATION ASSURANCE
ALL data provided/collected will be held in strictest confidence, under lock & key, and used to describe the general 

input and ideas of Subject Matter Expert (SM E) participants in the study. Demographic data will not be shared with other 
panelists or outside the dissertation committee. Participants will have an opportunity to share their nam e and employer 
(specific or general description) once the study is complete, and if they provide a written authorization to disclose that 
data, which will then be published within the dissertation study. Enter your name, email address, and telephone to 
continue to ensure you are ID 'ed and credited with completing all three rounds o f this study for the incentives.

Name: "
E-mail address: ~
Telephone number: ~
Note your preference in the box to the right:
(a) $20 card at end of study? OR (b) $5.00 after Round 2 (now)
and $15.00 after (final) Round 3?__________________________________________________________
Address for mailing 
Starbucks Gift Card:

mailto:DBoyer@odu.edu
mailto:DBoye003@odu.edu
mailto:Dawn.Boyer@me.com
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Additional Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities /  Capabilities (KSAs) necessary for a Human Resources 
Manager to operate at minimum competency within the Government Contracting industry as an 
Human Resources Practitioner have been identified by 19 Subject Matter Experts. This round 
should take under 15 minutes. Each of the main topic KSAs have been broken down into 
sections, with the input and comments by panelists listed in the column to the right. Note your 
agreement, or suggestions to submissions in text fields under the bulleted listings provided by your 
peers in the field. This is a ‘locked form’ - Simply ‘tab’ to move to the next data entry field for 
confirmation/agreement with list or for adding suggestions for editing. (Acronyms: EE  = 
Employee(s); HRM = Human Resource Manager; HRP = Human Resource Practitioners)

HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  
-  BASE MODEL -  PANEUST SUGGESTIONS  -  AG REE/DISAG REE  -

Benefits - Welfare benefits (Health, Dental, Life, Disability, 401 (k), retirement/pension plans, etc.

SME Panelist 
Suggestions

401 (k) & IRA as part of 'contract wages’ (fringe benefits -  cash value) and 
how it operates

Ashton Carter Memorandum - 'Doing more with less’ concept; contractors 
are faced with, affects of staffing/retention; determining what benefits 
can be offered to compensate for salary reductions.

Certified payroll experience/when applicable within a workforce and/or 
contract.

Contract mandated Health and Welfare Benefits
Davis Bacon Act (DB) / Service Contract Act (SCA) -  benefits 

application(s)
Ensure HR understands benefit(s) plan offered intimately. Ensure if 

multiple plans, a bona-fide reason for why each plan is offered to a 
specific EE group and/or how equitable to all EEs. (EEOC: Non
discrimination issues)

Executive Orders regulating the acquisition of incumbent contract 
personnel.

Federal Acquisitions Register (FAR) - Read / interpret laws within
Federal Holidays (9-12) vs. Company (paid/unpaid)
‘Grandfathering’ of benefits and service level agreements when acquiring 

incumbent personnel for a newly acquired federal contract.
HCAA / Health Care Reform - related to health benefits and religious 

organizations (i.e. contraception and other family planning 
accessibility).

Health & Welfare (H&W) benefits for employees on SCA contract; how to 
apply H&W benefits to SCA contracts (Math skills/ability to calculate 
costs)

SSA provisions covering prevailing wages includes prevailing benefits & 
stipend for unused portion(s) paid to the EE(s).

Wage/Rate determinations, mandated fringe benefits, (if related) union 
contracts unique to government worksite.

Wellness programs (equitable for all EEs)
Agree With All? Confirm all are specifically and 
uniquely related to ONLY the government contracting 
industry?
Add/Edit/Delete? Or, should any bullet (sub-heading) 
be moved to another Topic heading?
Any bullet above is NOT an added KSA for 
government contracting because it belongs to all HR 
KSAs in general?

HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS. TOPICS. KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, A B /lm E S  (KSAs)©  
__________  -  BASE MODEL -  PANELIST SUG GESTIO NS  -  AGRE E  /  DISAGREE  - ___
Compensation / Classification - Systems, compensation plans, salary programs, accrued vacation / leave 
days_______________________  _________
SME Panelist I Affirmative Action Plan (job descriptions, pay levels, equitable pay/work)
c fi ' I Ashton Carter Memorandum - ’doing more with less"; contractors required

99 i to cut 10%+ of salaries.
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HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  

-  BASE MODEL -  PANELIST SUG G ESTIO NS -  A G R EE /  DISAGREE  -
Board Action -  when certain compensation plans become qualified, etc. 
Compensation Program: explain why EEs are paid a varying wages for 

identical job title. OFCCP / wage scales - HR must provide for 
government audits. Labor Categories/Job Classifications/Job 
Evaluation - survey data validity; how to apply to jobs 

CONUS / OCONUS (national / international pay structures)
Davis Bacon, Walsh-Healy Act, and Related Acts Regulations 
DCAA ‘allowability’ of annual merit increases / executive compensation 
Direct vs. Indirect (costs to contract)
Exempt overtime and time reporting -  DCAA / DOL conflict and balance 
Federal Minimum Wage & Overtime (time and half/ premium pay for 

salary);
Labor Categories -  Job Classifications (Compensation Plan)
Operations and Contracts Administration: essential to bidding/recruiting 

incumbent versus new hires for proposed staff; Prepare for disgruntled 
incumbent staff (may refuse position/jump ship)

Payroll check presentation/documentation -  what must be on the pay stub 
SCA related pay rates / accrued vacation/leave days for SCA contract 

employees; Calculate SCA rules to compensation & accrued vacation. 
Service Contract Act (Wage Determination) - Contract & Prevailing Wages 
SSA provisions require payment of prevailing wages, including paid time 

off.
Wage Theft Prevention Act (in New York state)

Agree With All? Confirm all are specifically and 
uniquely related to ONLY the government contracting 
industry?
Add/Edit/Delete? Or, should any bullet (sub-heading) 
be moved to another Topic heading?
Any bullet above is NOT an added KSA for 
government contracting because it belongs to all HR 
KSAs in general?

SME Panelist
Suggestions

HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©
_____________  -  BASE MODEL -  PANELIS T  SUG GE S TIONS  -  AGREE  / D ISAGRE E  -
Employee Relations / Discipline - Disciplinary processes, management, general work environment 
(some incentive/moraje), communications, strategic/business management 

Affirmative Action Planning
EE morale /  need(s) to reduce turnover where high competition for tech- 

skilled EE is high. Small agencies (e.g., NASA & NOAA) don’t have 
budgets to compete with Department of Defense. Critical competition 
in market.

Enforcement of policies - "mandate only what is required and get out of 
the EE’s way so they can do their real job - service the client versus 
"we must make sure our employees are serving us and us alone."
EEs feel more loyal to government entity served, so HR should support 
and get out of way.

Government Internal Affairs and EEOC Officers familiarity pertinent to 
HRM if a complaint is launched against a government EE.

Government work environment /  management (knowledge of/familiarity 
with) if employees work at government site.

Government-managed environment / supervision of contract EEs; tough to 
'make' government [client] adhere to contractor’s progressive 
disciplinary procedures; good relationship with government client is 
essential.

Grievance Procedure -  established and used 
HR central POC for disciplinary actions. Ensure hiring managers

understand the company policies (rules); policies deviations channel 
through HR, documented as to ‘WHY’ deviation allowed. HRMs ensure 
EEs treated equitably and fairly.

Reclamas -  knowledge of, ability to work through 
Unions (if union contract) and/or Union Environments ____
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HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  

-  BASE MODEL -  PANELIST SUG G ESTIO NS  -  A G R EE  /  DISAGREE -
Agree With All? Confirm all are specifically and 
uniquely related to ONLY the government contracting 
industry?
Add/Edit/Delete? Or, should any bullet (sub-heading) 
be moved to another Topic heading?
Any bullet above is NOT an added KSA for 
government contracting because it belongs to all HR 
KSAs in general?

HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  
_____________  -  BASE MODEL -  PANELIST SUG G ESTIO NS  -  A G R EE / D ISAGREE -
Human Resources Information Systems (HRIS) - h r i s , Recruiting, and/or Payroll, PeopieSoft,
ABRA, Ascends, Sage, SilkRoad, Taleo, ICIMS, e tc . ....... ...... ....... ...................  ................. .............

DCAA compliant timekeeping system 
Affirmative Action, EEO-1 (increased reporting)
Government contractors typically use Deltek (CostPoint or GCS Premier) 

accounting system(s); it meets all government compliance for contracts 
/ accounts; not always a 'plus' for HR - some HRIS systems do not 
feed into Deltek or vice versa. Deltek products preferred by Gov 
Contractors. These include: CostPoint and Time & Expense; SilkRoad 
is a Deltek partner.

Avoid system that with double/triple entry = advantage.
Computer skills for HR practitioners...as technology increases, HRM must 

provide tech-based support. HRMs in federal contracting - imperative 
for required reports and documentation. Database management -  lost 
art in HR. Few HR professionals know how HRIS systems work so 
can’t ID bad data (GIGO -  garbage in/ garbage out)

Must track OFCCP data for AAP if total contract amount annually exceeds 
$50K

E-Verify (online submission, retrieval of data, gov. approvals)
Layoffs, Two week pay in lieu of notice (pay calculation)

Agree With All? Confirm all are specifically and 
uniquely related to ONLY the government contracting
industry? ........                   _
Add/Edit/Delete? Or, should any buiiet (sub-heading)
be moved to another Topic heading?_________________    _........ ...........................................................................
Any bullet above is NOT an added KSA for 
government contracting because it belongs to all HR 
KSAs in general?_______________

HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  
______________ -  BASE MODEL -  PANELIST SUG G ESTIO NS  -  A G R EE  /  DISAGREE  - ___
Incentiye / Morale - Employeework incentives, perks, birthdays,tpliday events, paid  tuition

EE awards programs & financial incentives
Unique benefits offered to attract new hires including: awards programs 

extended to subcontracting EEs w/ government clients invited to 
presentation; programs such as entrepreneurial assistance; and self
designed achievement awards.

Happy EEs are productive EEs. HRMs must be cognizant of latest / 
greatest programs. Always looking for new ways to retain EEs. Know 
what EEs want. You have to be a hands-on HR Manager vs. "sit in 
your office". Programs must ensure equity, fairness, and all EEs 
ample opportunity to ‘win.’

Familiarity with Service Contract Act (SCA) and Davis Bacon Act (DB) 
regulations

Mandated payment of nine (9) nationally recognized holidays 
Government Holidays (Stop Work; Commute, for work site & government 

sites)
Telecommute (ability to work off-site or must work on-site due to nature of ! 

work)
■ Tuition support -  the tax law. Need to know when a taxable benefit to EE. j

SME Panelist
Suggestions

SME Panelist 
Suggestions
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HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  

-  BASE MODEL -  PANELIST SUG G ESTIO NS -  A G R EE /  DISAGREE -
Agree With All? Confirm all are specifically and 
uniquely related to ONLY the government contracting 
industry?
Add/Edit/Delete? Or, should any bullet (sub-heading) 
be moved to another Topic heading?
Any bullet above is NOT an added KSA for 
government contracting because it belongs to all HR 
KSAs in general?

HUM AN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  
-  BASE MODEL -  PANELIST SUG G ESTIO NS -  A G R EE /  DISAGREE -

Legal Compliance - Federal, State, Local employment laws, Agency compliance, EEOC, OSHA, ADA, 
FMLA, Worker's Compensation, Finance, Social Media Privacy, etc.

SME Panelist 
Suggestions

Affirmative Action Program (AAP): Administration /  Planning / Diversity 
Hiring

Compliance issues in areas not normally relevant until a non-government 
contracting company is much larger. For example, the threshold for 
an AAP or various compliance tracking normally not required for a 
small business; small company with one HR generalist has to be 
more of an expert in various subject areas.

CONUS1OCONUS (legalities) and ‘protocol’
DCAA, OFCCP, ISO (audits)
Document retention requirements for government contractors
Drug Free Workplaces
EEO-1, EEO-4, and EEO-6 Reports
Executive Order 11246 - Affirmative Action
EEOC vs. OFCCP -  conflict rules for job applicants self-identifying;

Affirmative Action Plan preparation, definition of applicant, EEO data 
Equal Opportunity for Veterans
Government client requirements when being requested to remove staff 

and adhere to site- and/or department-related leave schedules. 
Government sites (different IT and/or Physical Security standards) 
Independent Contractors 
Layoffs, Two week pay in lieu of notice
OFCCP compliance - increased compliance review/audits; more in-depth 

tracking of recruiting & numbers of hires are vital. OFCCP fixated on 
disabilities & veterans. HRM must know format in which government 
wants responses to questions - not just what to answer to questions. 

OSHA Logs 101 and 200
Posters required of Federal Contractors in public EE spaces 
requires applicant self-reporting, documentation during hiring process; 

cognizant of ‘ever changing' rules with OFCCP: ‘applicant flow 
[hiring] logs’ to buying a software program to assist with building of 
AAP, to ‘termination logs.’ Applications must be kept longer; Storage 
space issues / time to log entries.

Security (Safety)
Service Contract Act (SCA) & Davis Bacon Act (DB) regulations/prevailing 
wage
Social media...
VETS 100 tracking, application, and data reporting to final AAP 

documentation.
Whistleblower rights

Agree With All? Confirm all are specifically and 
uniquely related to ONLY the government contracting 
industry?
Add/Edit/Delete? Or, should any bullet (sub-heading) 
be moved to another Topic heading?
Any bullet above is NOT an added KSA for 
government contracting because it belongs to all HR 
KSAs in general?
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HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS. ABILITIES (KSAs)©  

-  BASE MODEL -  PANELIST SUG G ESTIO NS  -  A G R E E  /  DISAGREE  -
Performance Management - Annual Performance Evaluations, Promotions based on Performance, 
Career-pathing, Associated Training & Development, Strategic Planning /Alignment, Department goal setting to 
organizational objectives, Leadership/Project Management

SME Panelist 
Suggestions

Analysis of hire and promotion within affirmative action requirements. 4/5 
rule analysis

Contract-driven performance analysis (contracting supervisor 
input)/(federal government supervisor)

Performance evaluations (one more piece of documentation for action) 
ensure hiring managers know how & HRM checks wording for biased 
statements

Provide 'metrics' to the government client, especially for Firm Fixed Price 
(FFP) Contracts and/or Time & Materials (T&M); document where the 
government $s are being spent. Tracking performance is critical for 
project & EE.

Relationship with clients on preferred level; HR staff don’t often interact w/ 
government clients. Federal contracting is unique / relationship with 
clients and EEs can make or break company's performance on the 
contract.

Team Building / Counseling / Written/Verbal Communications
Union Environments

Agree With All? Confirm all are specifically and 
uniquely related to ONLY the government contracting 
industry?
Add/Edit/Delete? Or, should any bullet (sub-heading) 
be moved to another Topic heading?
Any bullet above is NOT an added KSA for 
government contracting because it belongs to all HR 
KSAs in general?

HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOW LEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  
-  BASE MODEL -  PANELIST SUG G ESTIO NS  -  A G R EE /  DISAGREE -

Policies / Procedures - ISO-9000, Company Handbook, Procedures, Human Resources and Company 
policies

SME Panelist 
Suggestions

Host unit Government Contractor policies and procedures 
ISO / CMMI certifications a plus; contracts consider this a value, HR is a 

'service' provider with processes keeps department aligned with other 
business areas.

Handbook compliance/match contract-driven rules/regulations, as issued. 
Ensure policies followed consistently. HRMs must read fed contracts 
to ensure company compliant. Policy EE signature acknowledgement 
-  best practices 

Union environments
Service Contract Act (SCA) and Davis Bacon Act (DB) regulations 
Approval /  Authorization for spending matrix (level of officer of company to 

approve financial decisions: pay raises to contract-based financial 
decisions)

Internet-based communications
ISO-9000 knowledge, ability to create and follow processes, policies 
Polices (overall numbers and breadth) Increases due to contract, FAR, 

employment law, reporting requirements, etc.
Federal Holidays (work, work off-site, telecommute, base/work site closure 
-  paid/unpaid policies)
Internet-based communications, including Social Media 
FAR, DFAR -  understanding how salaries, bonuses and relocation 

expenses are handled can be important in designing programs and 
making offers.

Agree With All? Confirm all are specifically and 
uniquely related to ONLY the government contracting 
industry?
Add/Edit/Delete? Or, should any bullet (sub-heading) 
be moved to another Topic heading?____________
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HUM AN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  

-  BASE MODEL -  PAN ELIST SUG G ESTIO NS -  A G R E E /  DISAGREE -
Any bullet above is NOT an added KSA for 
government contracting because it belongs to all HR 
KSAs in general?

HUM AN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  
-  BASE MODEL -  PAN ELIST SUG G ESTIO NS -  A G R EE  /  DISAGREE -

Records / Personnel Files - Hiring, Disciplinary Records, Termination, 1-9, Tax Papers, etc.

SME Panelist 
Suggestions

Affirmative Action Planning / Affirmative Action- self-ID, hires and 
promotions

Audit trail documentation for financial decisions (promotions, hires, raises, 
confidentiality maintenance, electronic vs. paper records, etc.); 
financial & contract-related decisions 

e-Verify
Electronic Signatures (allowable or not-allowable)
Records maintenance / retention / policies /  privacy / personnel files - fed 

contractor -  longer retention periods / timely availability for audit. 
Storage issues. Ensure files (1-9/Verify vs. regular personnel files) 
kept in appropriate & separate place.

Service Contract Act (SCA) and Davis Bacon Act (DB) regulations
Agree With All? Confirm all are specifically and 
uniquely related to ONLY the government contracting 
industry?
Add/Edit/Delete? Or, should any bullet (sub-heading) 
be moved to another Topic heading?
Any bullet above is NOT an added KSA for 
government contracting because it belongs to all HR 
KSAs in general?

HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  
-  BASE MODEL -  PAN ELIST SUG G ESTIO NS -  A G R EE  /  DISAGREE -

Staffing, Recruiting, Promotions, Retention, Terminations - Recruiting Processes & procedures, 
requisitions /position vacancy notices, promotion documentation, background checks, EE O C  determinations, 
out-processing  __

SME Panelist 
Suggestions

AAP - Document recruitment towards diverse populations (i.e. minorities, 
women, veterans, individuals with disabilities, unemployed). Contract 
work scope / mapping / recruiting available manpower for RFP; 
multiple venues and recruiting tools to post positions; ADA (Vocational 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973): reasonable accommodation / job 
descriptions / defense of hiring decisions 

Analysis I training related to hiring / promotion from AAP results and 
planning

Background checks (criminal/education verification): Added research for 
OIG & EPLS; legal use; credentials required by contract job 
descriptions. E-Verify.

Compensation plan, job descriptions (with approved language from 
proposals) for recruiting; research market value vs. contract value. 
Research external geographic salaries; perform internal & external 
salary reviews annually to ensure employees are paid at market value 
to decrease turnover %.

Conflict of Interest hire; military service members in contracting moving 
from GS to civilian to sell in same business arena (e.g., 
contracts/acquisition)

Contingency hires (acquisition of contract); Contingent hire agreement 
negotiations with incumbent work to transition after a contract award. 

Contract-based manpower forecasting 
Drug screening (drug-free workplace)
EEOC requirements; Vietnam Era Readjustment Assistance Act (VERAA) 
Sequestration - forced layoffs (effect)
Employee referral(s) tracking/compensation for referrals 
Ensure use of state/fed work force Services (only 3 exceptions). Work w/ 

staffing agencies & subcontractors): ensure compliance w/
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HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  

-  BASE MODEL -  PANELIST SUG G ESTIO NS  -  A G R EE /  DISAGREE  -
regulations

Government contracting knowledge for: staffing, background checks, 
terminations; Transitions as contracts won/lost (acquisition 
changeovers)

HR presence during proposal bid process / pursuit decision for contract 
bid.

Advertising open PVNs (internal promotions & external mandatory - EEOC 
requirements); State Workforce Boards, State & Veterans agencies

Non-Disclosure Agreements; Human Rights determinations -  state 
decisions

Security Clearance -  knowledge/requirements for contract EEs, to include 
briefing /debriefing; appropriate verbiage for offer letters when hiring 
TS/SCI cleared EEs. Badging / clearance acquisition process during 
transition of incumbent staff and on-boarding staff into contract 
positions.

Interviewing skills (training hiring managers for legal language/good 
judgment when speaking with applicants.

Transition requirements for incumbents following a contract award (to 
include transition time, key personnel requirements, staff, locations, 
benefits, etc.).

Unemployment process, claims management, fight erroneous claims / 
transfer experience when claims unjustified; State Unemployment 
guidelines.

Workforce planning vs. staffing; Turnover -track / analyze
Agree With All? Confirm all are specifically and 
uniquely related to ONLY the government contracting 
industry?
Add/Edit/Delete? Or, should any bullet (sub-heading) 
be moved to another Topic heading?
Any bullet above is NOT an added KSA for 
government contracting because it belongs to all HR 
KSAs in general?

HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©
 ......  __ -  BASE MODEL -  PANELIST  SUGGESTION S  -  AGR E E / D ISAGREE  - ............

Training & Development - Tuition and or training reimbursement programs, in-house training, external 
training for general business or unique skill sets, software updates, legal, compliance, harassment, safety, 

jmMtonr^

SME Panelist 
Suggestions

Billable training hours (allowable/unallowable); Extra time spent for fed 
contractors.

Contract required Training programs & IT certifications (CMMA),
International Trafficking in Arms Regulation (ITAR), Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP), Transportation Worker 
Identity Card (TWIC), etc.

Diversity and Harassment and EEO training annually
Drug-free Workplace Training Program (Supervisory training for 

awareness)
Ethics Training (contract-driven) & Harassment Training (contract-driven)
Human Trafficking Training (contract-driven for OCONUS contract 

employees)
Risk Management -  contract employees in high-risk work-sites (e.g., war- 

zones)
Software (mandatory/reporting/in-house and/or external reqs. of Fed 

client): Purchase/training for use (e.g. AAP)
T&D - reimbursement limitations by fed clients, since (federal contractors) 

operate on thin profits (whereas commercial entities seem to have 
more margin for profits). T&D = investment). Contracts may not be 
renewed for reasons unrelated to EE or company performance (e.g., if 
the company graduates to a larger size standard), might remove 
ability to bid on contract/ lose EE(s). Balance - EE retention / meeting 
budget is different from non-federal contractor.  _____________
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HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOW LEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  

-  BASE MODEL -  PANELIST SUG G ESTIO NS -  A G R EE /  DISAGREE -
T&D plans - government-required / additional; track IDPs (Individual

Development Plans) to ensure compliant contract EEs; T&D of HRMs, 
supervisors, and managers on new regulations; time researching info 
for up-to-date regulations/rules.

Agree With All? Confirm all are specifically and 
uniquely related to ONLY the government contracting 
industry?
Add/Edit/Delete? Or, should any bullet (sub-heading) 
be moved to another Topic heading?
Any bullet above is NOT an added KSA for 
government contracting because it belongs to all HR 
KSAs in general?

HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  
-  BASE MODEL -  PANELIST SUG G ESTIO NS -  A G R EE  /  DISAGREE -

W age Administration / Payroll - Payroll processes, software, legal, recordkeeping, 1-9 and verify

SME Panelist 
Suggestions

AAP impacts; impacted 
Certified Payroll procedu 
Davis Bacon Act / Servic 

requirements /  SCA 
DCAA -  time-keeping & 
Familiarity with Service ( 

regulations 
1-9 & E-Verify: Electronic 
Pay in Lieu of Notice (La 
State & Federal Minimur 
Timesheet changes / Tin 
Total time accounting 
Union environments (Pa

Dy FAR sections as well (compensation), 
res (GAAP)
e  Contract Act (Prevailing Wage) /  SCA payroll 
‘gap’ wages 
floor checks
Contract Act (SCA) and Davis Bacon Act (DB)

Images/Storage
yoffs)
n Wage / Overtime (OT) and/or Premium Pay 
nesheet deadlines

/  processes, compensation)
Agree With All? Confirm all are specifically and 
uniquely related to ONLY the government contracting 
industry?
Add/Edit/Delete? Or, should any bullet (sub-heading) 
be moved to another Topic heading?
Any bullet above is NOT an added KSA for 
government contracting because it belongs to all HR 
KSAs in general?

HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  
-  BASE MODEL -  PANELIST SUG G ESTIO NS -  A G R EE / DISAGREE -

Security Clearance

SME Panelist
Suggestions

Background Checks (non-security related; but parallel to employment 
decision)

Contractor Access Card (CAC)
Credentialing procedures (past employment / education confirmation)
Experience working with government sites preferred (for HR Managers)
HR staff -  security clearance reqs (Depends on job...not usually needed 

for HR)
Joint Personnel Adjudication System (JPAS)
NISPOM (National Industrial Security Program Operating Manual) -

Chapters 2,3, and maybe 10; Chapters 2 & 3 deal with clearances for 
people and facilities; 10 is specifically for international work.

Risk Management -  (contract employees)
Secure Base Access (SBA form/application) / Security badges & Security 

clearances
Secure Compartmentalized Information Facility (SCIFs): EEs cleared for 

entry
Security Clearance & classification requirements, including background 

checks; how they affect EEs (and ability to work on contracts 
[including interim clearances]); different types of government security 
clearances and what it takes to get them; how to determine
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HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  

-  BASE MODEL -  PANELIST SUGGESTIONS  -  A G R EE /  D ISAGREE  -
requirements from contract language

Agree With All? Confirm all are specifically and 
uniquely related to ONLY the government contracting 
industry?
Add/Edit/Delete? Or, should any bullet (sub-heading) 
be moved to another Topic heading?
Any bullet above is NOT an added KSA for 
government contracting because it belongs to all HR 
KSAs in general?

HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  
-  BASE MODEL  -  PANELIST SUG G ESTIO NS  -  A G R E E / DISAGREE -

Government Contracts

SME Panelist 
Suggestions

Authorized Contracting Officer (ACO)
Bids & Proposals
CAS -  Contract Administration Services
CLINs -  Contract Line Item Number / SLINs - Sub-Line Item Numbers / 

Clauses
Communication (Interaction) with Government Contracting Reps / QA 

personnel
Confidentiality: HIPAA and 42 CFR pt. 2 (drug & alcohol use/abuse) 
Contract Modifications - Understanding processes relating to wage 

increases, EE relations, and morale to communicate timetables and 
budgets.

Contract Resume (writing)
DCAA -  Defense Contracting Audit Agency /DCAAM (Manual) /  DCAAP 

(pamphlet); DCMA -  Defense Contract Management Agency 
Debarment -  lose of contract; prohibition of government contracting for X 

years
Delivery Orders / Period of Performance
DFAS -  Defense Finance & Accounting Service (DoD)
DSS -  DLA (Defense Logistics Agency) Support Services 
FAR -  Federal Acquisition Regulation (Contract Requirements) 
Government contracting general knowledge; how it affects EEs, benefits, 

and non-EE insurance policies. (Formal education versus OTJ 
learning?)

Hiring requirements (contract EEs) and qualifications 
(education/experience) of employees 

ITAR, OFCCP, TWIC and other contract required programs.
Penalties
Prime Contractor versus Sub-Contractor (differentiation)
Reclama: Request to authority to reconsider decision or proposed action. 
SCA, DBA, and FAR - familiarity
Unions, grievance procedures and basic standard of operations for Union 

contracts and requirements within government contracts relating to

Agree With All? Confirm all are specifically and 
uniquely related to ONLY the government contracting 
industry?
Add/Edit/Delete? Or, should any bullet (sub-heading) 
be moved to another Topic heading?
Any bullet above is NOT an added KSA for 
government contracting because it belongs to all HR 
KSAs in general?

HUM AN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©
_______________ -  BASE MODEL -  PANELIST SUG G ESTIO NS  -  AG REE / DISAGREE  -
Employment Law -  Federal Contractors___________________________ _

D 1 4  i Familiar with FARs, SCA, DBA and Executive Orders applying to gov.
S uggXns ! contractors

 I ITAR, OFCCP, TWIC and other contract required programs.
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HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  

-  BASE MODEL -  PAN ELIST SUG G ESTIO NS  -  A G R EE /  DISAGREE -
Office of Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP)
Reporting based on # of employees within an employer site or department 
Service Contract Act, Davis-Bacon Act, Walsh-Healy Act. SCA knowledge 

can be extremely important on some contract vehicles. 
State/FederalMinimum Wage (SCA/Davis-Bacon, etc.)
State/Federal Posting Requirements (Employment Law /  Whistleblower)

Agree With All? Confirm all are specifically and 
uniquely related to ONLY the government contracting 
industry?
Add/Edit/Delete? Or, should any bullet (sub-heading) 
be moved to another Topic heading?
Any bullet above is NOT an added KSA for 
government contracting because it belongs to all HR 
KSAs in general?

HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  
-  BASE MODEL -  PAN ELIST SUG G ESTIO NS  -  A G R EE  /  DISAGREE -

Legal / Ethical Issues

SME Panelist 
Suggestions

Ethics and Compliance Policy/Process/Practices/Knowledge (policy 
writing/training); training and employment regulation compliance

FARs compliance and ethical requirements of government contractors (e.g. 
gifting limits); Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) /  FAR ethics 
compliance

ITAR, OFCCP, TWIC and other contract required programs.
Organizational Conflict of Interest (OCI) -  identification/response 

before/after hire
Agree With All? Confirm all are specifically and 
uniquely related to ONLY the government contracting 
industry?
Add/Edit/Delete? Or, should any bullet (sub-heading) 
be moved to another Topic heading?
Any bullet above is NOT an added KSA for 
government contracting because it belongs to all HR 
KSAs in general?

HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  
-  BASE MODEL -  PAN ELIST SUG G ESTIO NS  -  A G R EE  /  DISAGREE -

Technology

SME Panelist 
Suggestions

Competitive market for demand for high-tech resources, including IT EEs. 
Confidentiality of email/faxAvritten/verbal communications and releases 
Contract driven requirements / audits
E-Verify (ability to go-online; data entry, retrieval of confirmation of ability 

to work)
Government wod<sites knowledge/experience (preferred)
ITAR, OFCCP, TWIC and other contract required programs.
Reporting via HRIS, ability to run reports
Social Media Network Platforms -  access or denied access/use
Technology use in/at government worksite (cameras, cell-phones, etc.)

Agree With All? Confirm all are specifically and 
uniquely related to ONLY the government contracting 
industry?
Add/Edit/Delete? Or, should any bullet (sub-heading) 
be moved to another Topic heading?
Any bullet above is NOT an added KSA for 
government contracting because it belongs to all HR 
KSAs in general?

HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©
________________ -  BASE MODEL -  PAN ELIST SUGGESTION S -  AG REE /  DISAGREE - _____

Financial_____________ _____________________________ ______ _
| SME Panelist j Accounting Classification Reference Number (ACRNs)
I Suggestions _] Alcoholic beverages (unallowable)
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HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  

-  BASE MODEL -  PANELIST SUG G ESTIO NS  -  A G R E E  /  DISAGREE -
Allowable / Unallowable costs / expenses 
Budgets: Developing and managing
Contract ‘type’ knowledge or training for types (e.g., T&M, fixed fee), 

staffing requirements, fringe benefit calculations, and overhead 
configuration of each.

Contract Authorization Memo (CAM) / Charge Authorization Letter (CAL) -  
(list of codes for EE hours charged to contract; re-issued on Code / 
Contract /  Time Charge change)

Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) OJT vs. experience?
Direct vs. Indirect (costs to contract) / direct and indirect labor costs 
Donations & Entertainment (allowable vs. unallowable)
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) rulings impacts on 

business / contracts.
Gifts & Interest Expense(s) & Parties (allowable vs. unallowable)
JTR -  Joint Travel Regulation (lowest airfare) / Per Diem Rates (Travel 
[airfare])
Knowledge of how finance/accounting works in a government contractor 
and its effect on HR.
Overhead vs. General & Administrative G&A (expenses)
Project Accounting (GAAP)
Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX)

Agree With All? Confirm all are specifically and 
uniquely related to ONLY the government contracting 
industry?
Add/Edit/Delete? Or, should any bullet (sub-heading) 
be moved to another Topic heading?
Any bullet above is NOT an added KSA for 
government contracting because it belongs to all HR 
KSAs in general?

....................HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS TOPICS ' KNO WLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (K SA sj© ....................
-  BA SE MODEL -  PANELIST SUGGESTIO N S  -  A G R EE /  D ISAGRE E  -  

Additionaj Commentary
Government requirements for personnel (i.e. certifications like PMP,

CISSP, etc.), depending on type of contracts for RFP/RFB 
Government Client Worksite Shut Down: EEs located on work sites that 

close for holidays or unrecognized reasons not funded by the 
company, (paid/unpaid?)

Centralization/decentralization - remote sites, HR needs to continuously 
eliminate feeling of disconnect with field locations from the corporate 
office.

Requirements balance: HR professionals have balance company
requirements with the government clients requirements, especially with 
EE relation's issues or for a hostile work environment - possibly 
created by government client.

Strategy: need to ensure HR's strength by playing into company strategy - 
being part of strategic plan; as one person put it, "can no longer be 
only a paper pusher or sympathetic ear."

Special Access Program (SAP): needs guiding documents besides 
N IS POM overprint(s). Most alphabet agencies don’t play nice with 
DoD for agreements on guidelines /  authorities, to extent they don’t 
allow DoD personnel or some veterans some clearances, systems or 
contract documents.

Government contracting is different for HR in many areas, but
summarized: HR professionals are the front line EEs with whom direct 
labor staff have the most contact. Due to the nature of the business, 
must be aware of all aspects of the business to give guidance to 
managers, provide proper support to business development team, and 
know how to remain compliant with all applicable rules and 

 regulations, while remaining flexible for business growth.____

• SME Panelist 
Suggestions

WHERE WOULD 
THESE TOPICS FIT 

-  if practical -  
UNDER OTHER 

HEADERS?
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HUMAN RESOURCES TASKS, TOPICS, KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAs)©  

-  BASE MODEL -  PANELIST SUG G ESTIO NS -  A G R EE /  DISAGREE -
Agree With All? Confirm all are specifically and 
uniquely related to ONLY the government contracting 
industry?
Add/Edit/Delete? Or, should any bullet (sub-heading) 
be moved to another Topic heading?
Any bullet above is NOT an added KSA for 
government contracting because it belongs to all HR 
KSAs in general?

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT NOW THAT ROUND TWO IS COMPLETED?

Please ensure all your personal POC information is on the first page to ensure incentive 
awards.

All the data will be compiled as provided by the Subject Matter Experts on the panel and 
presented to the Panelists for final review. In Round Three, the SMEs will to rank the value or 
importance of the KSAs agreed upon by the SMEs who offered ideas in and were consolidated in 
Round Two. The third round should take less than 5-10 minutes, as panelists will simply rank the 
order of importance of the KSA topics for competency.

Once Round Three has been completed, panelists will be able to schedule their Linkedln 
training for up to three hours online (or alternatively be able to directly call or email me for 
answers, instructions, and/or suggestions on how to use Linkedln). Scheduling can be up to as 
late as July 3181 of 2013.

WHAT WILL YOU GET OUT OF THE STUDY?
• You will be recognized as a Human Resource Subject Matter Expert when the dissertation is 

published (if you provide permission to use your name after the data is collected) in 
approximately spring of 2013.

• Your company/employer will have an increased Public Relations and Search Engine 
Optimization (SEO) opportunity.

• You will contribute valuable knowledge to research in Human Resources and perhaps learn a 
few things from other participating SME panelists in the study.

• You will earn valuable training on how to use Linkedln (for personal branding, job or career 
search efforts, recruiting, and/or business development) with a value of $200-250 in the 
current market; and you’ll be able to link with me (I have 6,550+ connections) to obtain 
valuable introductions to others as needed.

• If you need anything in the future related to business, human resources, training, 
development, etc. -  all you have to do is pick up the phone or send me an email... I am very 
grateful for your assistance and am willing to help you in your endeavors (pay-back, pay- 
forward)!

TENTATIVE RESEARCH STUDY DEADLINES (revised for time spent on the Round):
Round 3 -  approx. 10-15 minutes -  tentatively to be completed by Aug. 30th. I can't thank you 
enough for assisting with this study -  again - 1 appreciate your contributions!

Respectfully, Dawn Boyer - Dawn.Boyer@me.com

mailto:Dawn.Boyer@me.com
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Thank you for your participation and patience in this dissertation study. This is the last round. ©
I look forward to finalizing the data and sharing it with the participants after the statistical analysis!

Note: The data, it’s compilation, context, and all text is confidential, copyrighted material; it 
should not be copied, distributed, shared, retyped, or otherwise used outside this study. Refer to 
the initial Round One Survey Cover Letter to Research Participants, if you have any questions.

REMINDER: As further incentive to encourage all participants who complete all 3 
Rounds of the research study, I am increasing the offer to a $25.00 Starbucks Gift 

Card. This is ‘in addition' to the three hours of Linkedln Social Media training (or 
| alternative of profile review, questions answered as needed, etc.) and an extra bonus -  

a ‘how-to-use, step-by-step' manual for Linkedln Social Media.

PARTiCIPANT IDENTIFICATION ASSURANCE. ALL data provided/collected will be held in 
strictest confidence. Enter data below to continue to ensure you are credited with completing all 
three rounds of this study for the above listed incentives.
Fax this page with your signature authorization if you wish to have your name published as a 
SME within the dissertation.

Name:
E-mail address:
Telephone number:
Address for mailing Gift Card,
Linkedln Manual &
Dissertation 
Signature Authorization 
Company name included in 
dissertation publication?

HR management minimum competency KSAs in government contracting after the 2nd round of 
the Delphi-Panelist input/review are as follows on the next pages. Some topics have been 
identified for removal from the listing by panelists as ‘general HR KSAs’ versus unique KSAs to 
HR management within government contracting. Other similar or parallel topics have been 
compressed to one bullet/line and/or moved to a more appropriate section per panelists’ 
suggestions (e.g., salary may have been moved from the financial section to the compensation 
section).

RATING HOW TO & EXAMPLE 
To Rate bulleted KSAs topics in the following sections -  Rate the importance of the bulleted line 
within the section as “1” being most important to “5” being least important in the left hand column 
for minimum KSA competencies for Human Resource Managers in the government contracting 
industry. In other words, rate the bulleted sub-topics by how you would prioritize the qualifications 
of a candidate for a job in a government contracting company for a HR Management position. It is 
acceptable to have multiple levels of the same rating (ex: three bullets rated as ’4’, five as '1', 
etc.). Example:

Rate each bulleted sub- 
topic on its Level of 
Importance (1-5) 6

Human Resource Manager Minimum Competency Knowledge, 
Skills, Abilities (KSA) in the Government Contracting Industry

1 • Bulleted item KSA
3 • Bulleted item KSA
5 • Bulleted item KSA
1 • Bulleted item KSA
2 • Bulleted item KSA

You may respond within the document (following pages) -  simply tab’ to each data entry box, 
and then e-mail the results. Proceed to the Rating round, next page(s):
RATING - KSAs for HR Manager Minimum Competency in Government Contracting

(sign & fax ->)_______________

□  Yes (print company name ->)
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Rate the bulleted sub-topics within each section as to level of importance for the knowledge, skill, 
and/or ability for minimum competency fora Human Resource Manager working within the 
Government Contracting Industry.

RATING SCALE: ‘1’ = very important, ‘2’ somewhat important,
‘3’ neutral importance, ‘4’ somewhat unimportant, ‘5’ no importance

Rate each bulleted sub- 
topic on its Level of 
Importance (1-5) €

A - Identified KSAs under Benefits

1. 401 (k) & iRA as part of ‘contract wages’ (fringe benefits -  
cash value)

2. H&W benefits for SCA contract EE’s (mandated); applying 
H&W benefits to SCA contracts (cost Calculations); SSA 
provisions covering prevailing (SCA) wages includes 
benefits & stipend for unused portion(s) paid to EE(s); 
Benefits (Contract Administrative Services - CAS)

Rate each bulleted sub- 
topic on its Level of 
Importance (1-5) 6

B - Identified KSAs under Compensation/Classification

3. Compensation Program: document varying wages for
identical job title; OFCCP / wage scales, government audits 
Labor Categories / Job Classifications / Job Evaluation - 
survey data validity

4 CONUS / OCONUS (national / international pay structures)
5. DCAA ‘allow-ability’ of annual merit increases / executive 

comp
6. Government Client Worksite Shut Down: work sites closed 

for holidays or reasons not funded by the company, 
(paid/unpaid?)

7. Operations & Contracts Administration: essential to bidding 
(negotiating) /recruiting incumbent vs. new hires; Prepare / 
deal with disgruntled incumbent staff (may refuse 
position/jump ship)

8. Service Contract Act (Wage Determination) / SSA / Davis 
Bacon Act / Walsh-Healy Act - Contract & Prevailing 
Wages; SCA related pay rates / accrued leave - SCA 
contract EEs; comp. / accrued leave

9. Wage/Rate determinations, mandated fringe benefits, (if 
related) to union contracts unique to government worksite

Rate each bulleted sub- 
topic on its Level of 
Importance (1-5) e

C - Identified KSAs under Employee Relations / Discipline

10. Government Internal Affairs and EEOC Officers familiarity 
pertinent to HRM if government (GS) worker complaint

11. Government-managed environment and supervision of 
contract EEs; government [client] adherence to contractor’s 
progressive disciplinary procedures

12. Layoffs, Two week pay in lieu of notice (pay calculation)
13. Reclamas -  knowledge of, ability to work through
14. Unions (as applicable to SCA & DBA EE’s)

i Rate each bulleted sub-topic j
I on its Level of importance (1- \ D - Identified KSAs under Legal Compliance
j..................  5) 4>___________L ______________________ ______  ___
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15. Applicant self-reporting (EEOC/OFCCP), documentation - 

hiring process; OFCCP compliance/rules: ‘applicant flow 
[hiring/term] logs’ documentation for AAP (Exec. Order 
11246 - EEO); doc storage terms

16. CONUS / OCONUS - legalities and ‘protocol’
17. Government client requirements when being requested to 

remove staff and adhere to site- and/or department-related 
leave schedules.

18. Government sites (same/conflicting IT or Physical Security 
standards)

19. Knowledge of USACE Manual 385-1-1 (Safety/Health reqs. 
In ops)

20. Posters required of Federal Contractors in public EE 
spaces

Rate each bulleted sub-topic 
on its Level o f Importance (1- 

5) *
E - Identified KSAs under Performance Management

21. Analysis of hire and promotion within AAP reqs. 4/5 rule 
analysis

22. Contract-driven performance analysis (contracting company 
supervisor input) versus (federal government supervisor)

23. Knowledge/Familiarity -  'Key Personnel Clause’ in contract 
(government client concurrence for hire/termination)

24. ’Metrics’ for government client (e.g., Firm Fixed Price (FFP) 
Contracts and/or Time & Materials (T&M)); document where 
the government $ spent; Performance tracking for project(s) 
and contract employees.

25. Relationship with clients; HR staff don’t often interact w/ 
government clients. Federal contracting is unique / 
relationship with clients and EEs can make or break 
company’s performance on the contract.

Rate each bulleted sub-topic 
on its Level of Importance (1- 

5)
F - Identified KSAs under Policies / Procedures

26. Authorization - spending matrix (level of officer of company 
for financial decisions: pay raises to contract-based 
financial decisions)

27. FAR, DFAR -  understanding how salaries, bonuses and 
relocation expenses are handled in designing programs & 
making offers.

28. Federal Holidays (work, work off-site, telecommute, 
base/work site closure -  paid/unpaid policies per company 
and gov. customer)

29. ISO / CMMI certifications as added value, HR is a ’service’ 
provider with processes keeps department aligned with 
other business areas.

30. Polices (overall numbers & breadth = increases) due to 
contract, FAR, employment law, reporting requirements, 
etc.; Government Contractor policies and procedures vs. 
company’s

Rate each bulleted sub-topic 
on its Level o f Importance (1- 

5)
G - Identified KSAs under Records / Personnel Files

I 31. 12-year records retention mandate for most government
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[ contracts ___________   _ _ __________
I 32. e-Verify -  as it directly relates to government contractors 
I 33. Intellectual Property Protection Act - DFAR _  __

Rate each bulleted sub-topic 
on its Level of Importance (1- 

5) 4>
H - Identified KSAs under Staffing, Recruiting, 

Promotions, Retention, Terminations
34. AAP - recruitment for diverse populations; Contract scope / 

mapping / recruiting available manpower for proposal; 
multiple venues & recruiting tools (PVNs); Vocational 
Rehabilitation Act: reasonable accommodation / job 
descriptions / defense of hiring decisions

35. Advertising job openings (internal & mandatory external - 
EEOC reqs.); Work w/ Federal, State, and private staffing 
agencies & subcontractor(s), ensure compliance w/ 
regulations

36. Analysis / training related to hiring / promotion from AAP 
planning

37. Contingency hires / offer letters with contingency legal 
wording

38. Contingent hire agreement(s) & negotiations with incumbent 
workforce; transition after a contract award; Executive 
Orders requirements related to contract incumbent 
workforce

39. Gov. contracting knowledge for: staffing, background 
checks, terminations; Transitions as contracts won/lost 
(acquisition); Government requirements for personnel (i.e. 
certifications like PMP, CISSP, etc.), depending on type of 
contracts for RFP/RFB

40. HR presence during proposal bid process / pursuit decision j 
for contract bid; Contract-based manpower forecasting

41. Incumbent transition following contract award
(‘grandfathering’ of paid leave, key personnel reqs, staff, 
locations, benefits, etc.).

42. Non-Disclosure Agreements; Human Rights determinations
43. Organizational Conflict of Interest (OCI) -before/after hire 

(military service members moving from GS to civilian in 
trade arena)

44. Security Clearance -  knowledge/requirements: briefing / 
debriefing; legal verbiage - offers / hiring TS/SCI cleared 
EEs. Badging / clearance acquisition process for 
incumbents; on-boarding staff to contract jobs

45. Sequestration - forced layoffs (effect)

Rate each bulleted sub-topic 
on its Level o f Importance (1- 

5) +
I - Identified KSAs under Training & Development

46. Billable training hours (allowable/unallowable); Extra 
contract time

47. Contract-mandated training (e.g., CMMA), International 
Trafficking in Arms Regulation (ITAR), Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP), Transportation 
Worker Identity Card (TWIC)

48. Human Trafficking Training (contract-driven - OCONUS 
EEs)

! 49. Risk Management -  (contract EEs, high-risk work-sites,
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war-zones)

50. T&D - investment. Non-renewed contracts for reasons 
unrelated to EE/Company performance (e.g., if company 
graduates to a larger size standard), might remove ability to 
bid on contract, loss of EEs.

51. T&D -  planning: government/contract required (Ethics,
Harassment, Human Trafficking Training [OCONUS EEs]) / 
tracking Individual Development Plans, training supervisors 
& managers - new regs

52. T&D -  reimbursement: limitations by fed clients, since 
(federal contractors) operate on thin profits (whereas 
commercial entities have higher margins for profits)

Rate each bulleted sub-topic 
on its Level of Importance (1- 

5) +
J - Identified KSAs under Wage Administration / Payroll

53. AAP impacts; impacted by FAR sections as well 
(compensation)

54. Certified Payroll procedures (GAAP) for Gov. Contracting
55. Davis Bacon Act / Service Contract Act (Prevailing Wage) / 

SCA payroll requirements / SCA ‘gap’ wages
56 DCAA -  time-keeping & floor checks / Total time accounting
57. Timesheet changes / Timesheet deadlines

Rate each bulleted sub-topic 
on its Level of Importance (1- 

5) *
K - Identified KSAs under Security Clearance

58. Common Access Card (CAC); Secure Base Access (SBA 
form/application); Security badges & Security clearances

59. Government work sites familiarity (for HR Managers)
60. HR staff -  security clearance reqs per contract positions
61. Joint Personnel Adjudication System (JPAS) & National 

Industrial Security Program Operating Manual (NISPOM): 
people, facilities, and international EEs

62. Security Clearance & classification reqs, including 
background checks; how affect EEs (ability to work on 
contracts [including interim clearances]): different types of 
security clearances; what it takes to get; how to determine 
requirements from contract language

63. Special Access Program (SAP): guiding documents besides 
NISPOM overprint(s). Various agencies and allowance for 
DoD personnel or some veterans to adjudicate some 
clearances, systems, or contract docs; Secure 
Compartmentalized Information Facility (SCIFs)

Rate each bulleted sub-topic 
on its Level of Importance (1- 

5) *
L - Identified KSAs under Government Contracts

64. Bids & Proposals / Contract Resume (writing) for Proposals
65. CAS -  Contract Administration Sen/ices
66. CLINs -  Contract Line Item Number & SLINs - Sub-Line 

Item Numbers / Contract Clauses
67. Communication (Interaction) with Government Contracting 

Rep; Authorized Contracting Officer (ACO)
68. Contract ‘type’ knowledge (T&M, Cost Plus Fixed Fee, etc.); 

and Contract Modifications - Processes for wage increases, 
EE relations, communication of timetables and budgets.
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69. Contract Quality Assurance Surveillance Plans / Role of 

Evaluators
70. DCAA -  Defense Contracting Audit Agency /DCAAM/P 

(Manual/ pamphlet); DCMA -  Defense Contract 
Management Agency

71. Debarment—lose of contract; prohibition of contracting for 
X years; Reclama: Request for reconsideration of 
decision/proposed action.

72. Delivery Orders / Period of Performance
73. DFAS -  Defense Finance & Accounting Service (DoD)
74. DSS -  DLA (Defense Logistics Agency) Support Services
75. FAR -  Federal Acquisition Regulation (Contract 

Requirements)
76. Federal Register & Executive Orders per government 

contractors
77. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) (Ethics compliance)
78. Government contracting knowledge; affect on EEs, benefits, 

and non-EE insurance policies; Prime Contractor vs. Sub
contractor

79. ITAR, TWIC and other contract required programs
80. Office of Federal Contract Compliance (OFCC) compliance; 

Track data for AAP if contract amount annually $50K+

Rate each bulleted sub-topic 
on its Level o f Importance (1- 

5)
M - Identified KSAs under Technology

81. Contract driven requirements / audits using IT/software for 
reports

82. Government worksites knowledge/experience (preferred)
83. Timekeeping; Government compliance for contracts / 

accounts

Rate each bulleted sub-topic 
on its Level o f Importance (1- 

5) +
N - Identified KSAs under Financial

84. Accounting Classification Reference Number (ACRNs)
85. Allowable / Unallowable costs / expenses (Contract GAAP)
86. Contract Authorization Memo (CAM) / Charge Authorization 

Letter (CAL) -  (contract codes for EE hours charged; re
issued with Code / Contract / Time Charge change[s])

87. Expense, Direct vs. Indirect (labor / overhead / G&A
expenses); Direct vs. Indirect (costs to contract); allowable 
vs. unallowable

88. Financial basics per HR -  related to government 
contracting and overall effect on Human Resources 
department oversight

89. JTR -  Joint Travel Regulation (e.g., lowest airfare) / Per 
Diem Rates

** Note: Section Lettering and the number were added after the participants rated each bullet 
within the section to avoid any prejudicial bias in their rating. Each section’s bullet was 
alphabetized before submitting to the participant for rating with the 5-point Likert scale.
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The following is the results of the dissertation study to find the results (per header) within the 
Delphi study. I promised several points for the participating panelists, as well as the participants 
who acted as ‘face' validators for the research study. I would like to thank the following who have 
provided written authorization to share their names with other participants. This study would not 
have been possible without the assistance of Subject Matter Experts in my Delphi research study.

The validators for the raw data and statistical analysis. R. Faruqi, Dr. J. Fertig, A. Ramsey, M. 
Flores, J. Ohler, Jr., and nine other SMEs (who wish to be anonymous) who devoted valuable 
time/effort to ensuring the raw data was correctly transcribed. The participants in my Delphi study 
survey rounds: A. Smith, A. Harris, B. King, C. Hoffman, C. Seal-McAlpine, D. Smith, K. Harris,
K. Larson, M. Liulama, and R. Love, plus five other SMEs (who wish to be anonymous). 
Companies represented were: 1) The Centech Group, Inc., 2) Daisy Outdoor Products, 3) 
AMSEC/SAIC, 4) SmallToFeds, 5) The Tatitlek Corporation, 6) Thomco Enterprises, and 7-15) 
companies whose reps preferred to remain anonymous. (If you provided written authorization for 
your name and/or company to be published in the dissertation and do not see it listed here, 
please email me ASAP so I can find the documentation and add it.)

D em o g rap h ics o f  S M E  D e lp h i P a rtic ip a n ts____________________________

Characteristic Round

1 2 3
Gender

Male 5 4 3
Female 15 12 12

Management Level
Mid-Level 20 16 15
EEOC

Caucasian 16 12 11
African American 3 3 3
Mixed or Pacific Islander 1 1

Education
HS/GED or Associate Degree 2 2 2
Bachelor 8 6 6
Masters 9 7 6
Ph.D. 1 1 1

n = 20 16 15

ACTION /  NON-ACTION REQUIRED: At this point, the final stage /phase /round of the Delphi 
requires the results be submitted to the final participating panelists to either 1) Accept or 2) Reject 
the findings. For your part, I will assume if you do not respond with a “REJECT” in the subject 
line of this email communication, that you have accepted the findings of the data collection and 
research.

Again - 1 simply can’t thank you enough for participating in my dissertation research study and 
would encourage you to contact me if you ever need assistance with anything within my power 
and reason in the future.

Respectfully, Dawn Boyer

The data results from the research study, identifying added/unique KSAs by the panelists, are 
listed below in sub-topic order by the mean of the rating for the most important to the least 
important from combined group ratings.
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| Mode Mean Median SD

Unique Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities for 
minimum competencies for 

Human Resources Practitioners within the 
Government Contracting Industry

1 1.200 1 0.40

Service Contract Act (Wage Determination) / 
SSA / Davis Bacon Act / Walsh-Healy Act - 
Contract & Prevailing Wages; SCA related 
pay rates / accrued leave - SCA contract EEs; 
comp. / accrued leave

1 1.267 1 0.44

Compensation Program: document varying 
wages for identical job title; OFCCP / wage 
scales, government audits; Labor Categories / 
Job Classifications / Job Evaluation - survey 
data validity

1 1.267 1 0.44

Wage/Rate determinations, mandated fringe 
benefits, (if related) to union contracts unique 
to government worksite

1 1.267 1 0.57

Applicant self-reporting (EEOC/OFCCP), 
documentation - hiring process; OFCCP 
compliance/rules: 'applicant flow [hiring/term] 
logs' documentation for AAP (Exec. Order 
11246 - EEO); doc storage terms

1 1.267 1 0.44

Davis Bacon Act / Service Contract Act 
(Prevailing Wage) / SCA payroll requirements 
/ SCA 'gap' wages

1 1.333 1 0.47

AAP - recruitment for diverse populations; 
Contract scope / mapping / recruiting 
available manpower for proposal; multiple 
venues & recruiting tools (PVNs); Vocational 
Rehabilitation Act: reasonable 
accommodation / job descriptions / defense of 
hiring decisions

1 1.333 1 0.70

Gov. contracting knowledge for: staffing, 
background checks, terminations; Transitions 
as contracts won/lost (acquisition); 
Government requirements for personnel (i.e. 
certifications like PMP, CISSP, etc.), 
depending on type of contracts for RFP/RFB

1 1.333 1 0.47

Office of Federal Contract Compliance 
(OFCC) compliance; Track data for AAP if 
contract amount annually $50K+

1 1.400 1 0.61
Posters required of Federal Contractors in 
public EE spaces

1 1.467 1 0.72

H&W benefits for SCA contract EE's 
(mandated); applying H&W benefits to SCA 
contracts (cost Calculations); SSA provisions 
covering prevailing (SCA) wages includes 
benefits & stipend for unused portion(s) paid 
to EE(s); Benefits (Contract Administrative 
Services - CAS)

1 1.467 1 0.81
e-Verify - as it directly relates to government 
contractors

1 1.467 1 0.72

Security Clearance -
knowledge/requirements: briefing / debriefing; 
legal verbiage - offers / hiring TS/SCI cleared !
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I Mode Mean I Median SD

Unique Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities for 
minimum competencies for 

Human Resources Practitioners within the 
Government Contracting Industry

EEs. Badging / clearance acquisition process 
for incumbents; on-boarding staff to contract 
jobs

1 1.467 1 0.62
AAP impacts; impacted by FAR sections as 
well (compensation)

1 1.467 1 0.81
DCAA - time-keeping & floor checks / Total 
time accounting

1 1.467 1 0.50
Timekeeping; Government compliance for 
contracts / accounts

1 1.533 1 0.62
Analysis of hire and promotion within AAP 
reqs. 4/5 rule analysis

1 1.533 1 0.62

FAR, DFAR - understanding how salaries, 
bonuses and relocation expenses are handled 
in designing programs & making offers.

1 1.533 1 0.72

Advertising job openings (internal & 
mandatory external - EEOC reqs.); Work w/ 
Federal, State, and private staffing agencies 
& subcontractor(s), ensure compliance w/ 
regulations

1 1.533 1 0.72

Security Clearance & classification reqs, 
including background checks; how affect EEs 
(ability to work on contracts [including interim 
clearances]): different types of security 
clearances; what it takes to get; how to 
determine requirements from contract 
language

1 1.600 1 0.71

Polices (overall numbers & breadth = 
increases) due to contract, FAR, employment 
law, reporting requirements, etc.; Government 
Contractor policies and procedures vs. 
company's

1 1.600 1 0.80
Certified Payroll procedures (GAAP) for Gov. 
Contracting

1 1.600 1 0.80

Government contracting knowledge; affect on 
EEs, benefits, and non-EE insurance policies; 
Prime Contractor vs. Sub-Contractor

1 1.667 2 0.70
Analysis / training related to hiring 7 promotion 
from AAP planning

1 1.667 1 0.87
Contingency hires / offer letters with 
contingency legal wording

1 1.667 1 0.79

Contingent hire agreement(s) & negotiations 
with incumbent workforce; transition after a 
contract award; Executive Orders 
requirements related to contract incumbent 
workforce

1 1.667 1 0.79
FAR - Federal Acquisition Regulation 
(Contract Requirements)

1 1.733 1 0.85

Contractor Access Card (CAC); Secure Base 
Access (SBA form/application); Security 
badges & Security clearances

2 1.733 i 2 0.68 Expense, Direct vs. Indirect (labor / overhead I
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j Mode Mean Median SD

Unique Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities for 
minimum competencies for 

Human Resources Practitioners within the 
Government Contracting Industry

/ G&A expenses); Direct vs. Indirect (costs to 
contract); allowable vs. unallowable

1 1.800 2 1.05

Organizational Conflict of Interest (OCI) - 
before/after hire (military service members 
moving from GS to civilian in trade arena)

2 1.800 2 0.83

Contract-mandated training (e.g., CMMA), 
International Trafficking in Arms Regulation 
(ITAR), Office of Federal Contract 
Compliance Programs (OFCCP), 
Transportation Worker Identity Card (TWIC)

1 1.800 1 1.11
HR staff - security clearance reqs per contract 
positions

1 1.800 2 0.91

Financial basics per HR - related to 
government contracting and overall effect on 
Human Resources department oversight

2 1.867 2 0.88
401 (k) & IRA as part of 'contract wages' 
(fringe benefits - cash value)

1 1.867 2 0.81
DCAA 'allow-ability' of annual merit increases 
/ executive comp

1 1.867 2 0.88

Incumbent transition following contract award 
('grandfathering' of paid leave, key personnel 
reqs, staff, locations, benefits, etc.).

1 1.867 2 0.96
Risk Management - (contract EEs, high-risk 
work-sites, war-zones)

1 1.867 1 1.20

Debarment - lose of contract; prohibition of 
contracting for X years; Reclama: Request for 
reconsideration of decision/proposed action.

2 1.933 2 0.57
Government sites (same/conflicting IT or 
Physical Security standards)

1 1.933 2 0.93

Knowledge/Familiarity - 'Key Personnel 
Clause' in contract (government client 
concurrence for hire/termination)

2 1.933 2 0.85

Federal Holidays (work, work off-site, 
telecommute, base/work site closure - 
paid/unpaid policies per company and gov. 
customer)

1 1.933 2 1.00
12-year records retention mandate for most 
government contracts

2 1.933 2 1.00
Billable training hours
(allowable/unallowable); Extra contract time

2 1.933 2 0.85

T&D - planning: government/contract required 
(Ethics, Harassment, Human Trafficking 
Training [OCONUS EEs]) / tracking Individual 
Development Plans, training supervisors & 
managers - new regs

1 1.933 1 1.39 Timesheet changes / Timesheet deadlines

2 1.933 2 0.77

Contract 'type' knowledge (T&M, Cost Plus 
Fixed Fee, etc.); and Contract Modifications - j 
Processes for wage increases, EE relations, 
communication of timetables and budgets.
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Mode Mean Median SD

Unique Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities for 
minimum competencies for 

Human Resources Practitioners within the 
Government Contracting Industry

2 2.000 2 1.15

Operations & Contracts Administration: 
essential to bidding (negotiating) /recruiting 
incumbent vs. new hires; Prepare / deal with 
disgruntled incumbent staff (may refuse 
position/jump ship)

2 2.000 2 0.73

Government-managed environment and 
supervision of contract EEs; government 
[client] adherence to contractor's progressive 
disciplinary procedures

2 2.000 2 0.97
Layoffs, Two week pay in lieu of notice (pay 
calculation)

1 2.000 2 1.10
Government work sites familiarity (for HR 
Managers)

2 2.000 2 0.82
Allowable / Unallowable costs / expenses 
(Contract GAAP)

2 2.067 2 0.77

Government Internal Affairs and EEOC 
Officers familiarity pertinent to HRM if 
government (GS) worker complaint

2 2.067 2 0.85

Government client requirements when being 
requested to remove staff and adhere to site- 
and/or department-related leave schedules.

1 2.067 2 1.00

Contract-driven performance analysis 
(contracting company supervisor input) versus 
(federal government supervisor)

2 2.067 2 0.77
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) (Ethics 
compliance)

2 2.133 2 0.81

Government Client Worksite Shut Down: work 
sites closed for holidays or reasons not 
funded by the company, (paid/unpaid?)

2 2.133 2 0.72

Relationship with clients; HR staff don't often 
interact w/ government clients. Federal 
contracting is unique / relationship with clients 
and EEs can make or break company's 
performance on the contract.

3 2.133 2 0.96

Authorization - spending matrix (level of 
officer of company for financial decisions: pay 
raises to contract-based financial decisions)

2 2.133 2 1.02 Intellectual Property Protection Act - DFAR

2 2.133 2 1.09
Contract driven requirements / audits using 
IT/software for reports

2 2.133 2 1.02

Contract Authorization Memo (CAM) / Charge 
Authorization Letter (CAL) - (contract codes 
for EE hours charged; re-issued with Code / 
Contract / Time Charge change[s])

1 2.200 2 1.05 CONUS / OCONUS - legalities and 'protocol'

3 2.200 2 0.83
Knowledge of USACE Manual 385-1-1 
(Safety/Health reqs. In ops)

1 2.200 2 1.22
Non-Disclosure Agreements; Human Rights 
determinations

2 2.200 2 0.83 Sequestration - forced layoffs (effect)
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Mode Mean Median SD

Unique Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities for 
minimum competencies for 

Human Resources Practitioners within the 
Government Contracting Industry

2 2.200 2 0.91

Special Access Program (SAP): guiding 
documents besides NISPOM overprint(s). 
Various agencies and allowance for DoD 
veterans to adjudicate some clearances, 
systems, or contract docs; Secure 
Compartmentalized Information Facility 
(SCIFs)

3 2.200 2 1.11
Bids & Proposals / Contract Resume (writing) 
for Proposals

2 2.267 2 0.93
Human Trafficking Training (contract-driven - 
OCONUS EEs)

2 2.267 2 1.06
Federal Register & Executive Orders per 
government contractors

2 2.333 2 0.87
CONUS1 OCONUS (national / international 
pay structures)

2 2.333 2 1.19

'Metrics' for government client (e.g., Firm 
Fixed Price (FFP) Contracts and/or Time & 
Materials (T&M)); document where the 
government $ spent; Performance tracking for 
project(s) and contract employees.

2 2.333 2 1.14

Joint Personnel Adjudication System (JPAS) 
& National Industrial Security Program 
Operating Manual (NISPOM): people, 
facilities, and international EEs

2 2.333 2 1.14

DCAA - Defense Contracting Audit Agency 
/DCAAM/P (Manual/ pamphlet); DCMA - 
Defense Contract Management Agency

2 2.333 2 0.87
ITAR, TWIC and other contract required 
programs

2 2.333 2 1.01
Government worksites knowledge/experience 
(preferred)

3 2.400 3 1.20 Unions (as applicable to SCA & DBA EE's)

3 2.400 3 1.14

HR presence during proposal bid process / 
pursuit decision for contract bid; Contract- 
based manpower forecasting

2 2.400 2 1.20
CLINs - Contract Line Item Number & SLINs - 
Sub-Line Item Numbers / Contract Clauses

2 2.400 2 1.08
Contract Quality Assurance Surveillance 
Plans / Role of Evaluators

2 2.400 2 1.02
JTR - Joint Travel Regulation (e.g., lowest 
airfare) / Per Diem Rates

2 2.467 2 0.81

T&D - reimbursement: limitations by fed 
clients, since (federal contractors) operate on 
thin profits (whereas commercial entities -

3 2.467 2 1.09 CAS - Contract Administration Services

2 2.467 2 1.20

Communication (Interaction) with Government 
Contracting Rep; Authorized Contracting 
Officer (ACO)

2 2.533 2 1.02
DFAS - Defense Finance & Accounting 
Service (DoD)
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Mode Mean Median SD

Unique Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities for 
minimum competencies for 

Human Resources Practitioners within the 
Government Contracting Industry

2 2.600 2 0.95
Reclamas - knowledge of, ability to work 
through

3 2.600 3 1.14

T&D - investment. Non-renewed contracts for 
reasons unrelated to EE/Company 
performance (e.g., if company graduates to a 
larger size standard), might remove ability to 
bid on contract, loss of EEs.

2 2.667 2 1.01
DSS - DLA (Defense Logistics Agency) 
Support Services

2 2.667 3 0.87
Accounting Classification Reference Number 
(ACRNs)

3 2.733 3 1.06 Delivery Orders / Period of Performance

3 2.800 3 0.83

ISO / CMMI certifications as added value, HR 
is a 'service' provider with processes keeps 
department aligned with other business areas.
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